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Abstract 
This thesis contains an investigation of Coquand's Calculus of Constructions, a 
basic impredicative Type Theory. We review syntactic properties of the calculus, 
in particular decidability of equality and type-checking, based on the equality-
as-judgement presentation. We present a set-theoretic notion of model, CC-
structures, and use this to give a new strong normalization proof based on a 
modification of the realizability interpretation. An extension of the core calculus 
by inductive types is investigated and we show, using the example of infinite trees, 
how the realizability semantics and the strong normalization argument can be ex-
tended to non-algebraic inductive types. We emphasize that our interpretation is 
sound for large eliminations, e.g. allows the definition of sets by recursion. Finally 
we apply the extended calculus to a non-trivial problem: the formalization of the 
strong normalization argument for Girard's System F. This formal proof has been 
developed and checked using the LEGO system, which has been implemented by 
Randy Pollack. We include the LEGO files in the appendix. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. The essence of Type Theory 
The main purpose of the formalization of reasoning is to increase the confidence 
into its results. This is reflected in different areas: in the engineering disciplines 
fixed schemes and methods have been developed to verify the safety of a design, 
e.g. the static safety of a bridge. In mathematics logical reasoning has been 
formalized to make precise what can be accepted as a proof. 
However, the costs connected with a complete formalization are extremely high, 
the effort to to formally verify a construction is much higher than the one required 
for its initial development. This is the reason that, despites its benefits, complete 
formalization is rare. The most typical example for this is mathematics: being 
well trained in formal reasoning, most mathematician believe that their results 
could be completely formalized; however this is almost never done. 1  
An area where the formal validation of design would be most useful are complex 
information processing systems, i.e. computer systems. Their intended behaviour 
is completely understood and in principle there is no problem to formalize their 
design. On the other hand given the ever growing importance of those systems 
'One of the few exceptions is the AUTOMATH project [dB80], which can be viewed 
as a direct predecessor of modern Type Theory. 
RJ 
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and their increasing complexity improved validation procedures 2  are becoming 
more and more important. 
Computer science is not only of interest for the proliferation of verification 
tasks it also offers an essentially new solution for a fundamental problem of any 
validation process: How do we know that a validation, i.e. a formal correctness 
proof is correct? The task of checking whether a formal verification is valid can 
be completely mechanized and be performed by a computer program with a qual-
itatively higher accuracy. 
In this situation we are confronted with a new task: we have to design systems 
for formal reasoning, which can be completely formalized and implemented on a 
computer. This requires a particular attention to every syntactic detail of the 
system which is not known in conventional logic. It is of special importance 
that the system is conceptually simple and allows a compact and straightforward 
representation of the concepts required for the verification. Otherwise we will lose 
confidence in the results because the system may be unsound. We also want the 
system to be universal enough that we are able to use it for a wide spectrum of 
different verification tasks. 
Although there is obviously not one simple answer to such a diverse set of 
requirements, we believe that the study of Type Theory is especially useful in this 
context. By Type Theory we understand a diversity of concepts and systems most 
typically expressed in the work initiated by Per Martin-Löf. 
To us the essence of modern Type Theory is the unification of two apparently 
different aspects of formal reasoning: the membership of an object in a collection 
and the relation between a proof and the proposition it verifies. Martin-LM in 
[Mar75], p.73 expresses this as follows: 
'This certainly includes testing. There are different inherent limitations in both 
strategies: verification and testing. 
'Apart from Martin-Löf's own work e.g. [Mar75], [Mar84], good accounts can be 
found in [BCMS89] and [NPS90]. 
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The language of the theory is richer than the language of traditional 
intuitionistic systems in permitting proofs to appear as parts of propo-
sitions so that the propositions of the theory can express properties of 
proofs (and not only individuals, like in first order predicate logic). 
This is also called the proposition as types paradigm. 
When verifying a simple program we observe that its verification follows its 
computational structure. Moreover we may observe that that the proof has a 
similar, although finer, structure as the object it verifies. Finally we may realize 
that the proof essentially corresponds to a computational object annotated with 
additional information. We have arrived at the proposition as types paradigm. 
From a conventional point of view we may think that computational structures 
and the accompanying proof principles are separate. From a type-theoretic view-
point we would say that a type-theoretic construct has a computational aspect. 
This essentially simplifies the design of a reasoning system. 
It has been observed that Type Theory can be non-conservative over a corre-
sponding conventional logic. ' However, we do not consider this as a defect of 
Type Theory. It seems rather to be related Martin-Löf's statement about having 
a richer theory. This is already reflected in the fact that for example the axiom of 
choice is provable in Type Theory, whereas it has to be introduced as an explicit 
assumption in a conventional logic. 
The close association of proof and program has also a number of practically 
important consequences. First of all there is the problem that a type-theoretic 
construction also contains computationally irrelevant parts. Although it is not yet 
clear to what degree the separation process can be automated, this does not seem 
to be a fundamental problem because the user can explicitly mark the computa- 
41n the case of CC see {Geu89]. 
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tionally irrelevant parts. 5  This corresponds to our view that a type-theoretic 
expression is a program annotated with additional information. 
On the other hand it seems possible to use this additional information not 
only for verification but also to improve compilation. Having more information at 
compile-time makes it possible to rule out certain cases of runtime errors, i.e. we 
can omit runtime checks and thereby speed up execution. We also imagine finer 
type structures which make the resource use explicit; an example would be linear 
types which can be used to avoid garbage collection. 6 
1.2. The Calculus of Constructions 
The Calculus of Constructions (CC) was introduced by T. Coquand and Huet 
([CH88],[Coq85]). It can be viewed as a unification of Girard's impredicative 
system FW  and dependent types, which are the base of Martin-Löf's Type Theory. 
When Martin-Löf initially proposed a Type Theory [Mar71] he also attempted to 
capture Girard's system. However, it turned out that this system was inconsistent 
because it was possible to encode System U in it. Subsequently Martin-Löf avoided 
this problem by restricting himself to a predicative theory. In a way we may 
consider CC as a fix to an early problem in the formulation of Type Theory. 
Since its introduction CC received a lot of attention because it can be viewed 
as a basic (impredicative) Type Theory. Based on work by Berardi Barendregt 
[Bar92] investigated the syntactic fine structure of the calculus thereby relating 
simply typed )-calculus (A), System F and Fw,  a core calculus of dependent types 
(the logical framework or LF) and CC in a cube (figure 1.2). Based on the cube 
the notion of Pure Type Systems (PTS) has been developed which is a syntactic 
generalization of the calculus of constructions and related systems 
'E.g. see [PM93a,PMW93]. 
6E.g. see [Wad9l], but here only non-dependent types are considered. 
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Figure 1-1: Barendregt's cube 
Luo extends CC to the Extended Calculus of Constructions (ECC) by adding 
universes and s-types {Luo90]. This calculus is also the standard type-theory 
used in the LEGO system [LP92]. A related system is the specification language 
Gallina which is implemented in the Coq-system [D91]. 
The semantics of CC has been studied by a number of authors from a categor-
ical point of view, e.g. see [HP89], in [Ehr89] the notion of a dictos is introduced, 
and in [Jac9l] the more general notion of a CC-category is used. A very natural 
semantics based on the concept of Realizability is the w-set semantics. In [Str89] a 
mild generalization (D-sets) is investigated in great detail and used to show some 
independence results. 8 
It should be noted that there are two different ways to present a type theory: 
a presentation based on conversion as in the presentation of PTS or a presentation 
where equality is a judgement, this is usually used in the presentation of Martin-
Löf Type Theory. The conversion presentation is more compact and closer to 
an implementation whereas the judgement presentation can be better understood 
semantically. We consider the conversion presentation rather as a shorthand for 
'For our own account in terms of CC-structures see section 3.4. 
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the judgement presentation. This is justified by the work in [Coq9l] where an 
equivalence of the two presentations is established. 
1.3. Why semantics? 
Type Theory emphasizes the syntactic aspect of reasoning. It has been argued that 
the meaning of a system can be reduced to its syntactic presentation. Although 
this is a valid point of view, the first question one may raise is whether this reflects 
the way we understand a logical system. When we are learning or developing a 
new theory or extending an old one, we try to reflect our intuitive notion of 
mathematical truth and objects. To analyze a system semantically and to assign 
a denotation to syntactic objects is a way to make this precise. Certainly, as 
Martin-Löf pointed out 10,  this is merely a translation, e.g. we translate Type 
Theory in Set Theory. However, we believe that such a translation can be quite 
meaningful and reflects our intuitive understanding of a system. 
Here we also want to stress another use of semantics: semantic notions are 
extremely useful when we want to prove properties about our system, i.e. about 
our syntactic presentation. 
A rule or an axiom scheme is derivable when it can be constructed just by a 
schematic application of the inference rules, i.e. by purely syntactic reasoning. 
Derivable rules or axiom schemes will be true in every sound interpretation by the 
very definition of soundness. 
However, not many interesting properties are derivable. Usually we are not 
so much interested in properties which hold for all interpretations but more in 
some which are true for the syntax, i.e. the initial interpretation. Such properties 
are called admissible. A typical example for admissible properties are consistency 
'Note that Coquand verifies this fact only for Martin-Löf Type Theory, i.e. a pred-
icative theory. 
10[Mar84], pp.69 
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properties: logical consistency (not all propositions are provable) or equational 
consistency (not all equalities hold). 
One way to show consistency which can also be applied to other admissible 
properties is to construct a sound interpretation. If we want to establish logical 
soundness we just have to give a sound interpretation such that a particular type 
is denoted by the empty set (compare with theorem 3.3.4). The main effort goes 
into verifying that the interpretation is indeed sound. This justifies the slogan 
that we use semantic methods to show properties of syntax. 
We will use this idea to give a new version of a Strong Normalization proof for 
CC which can also be extended to include inductive types with large eliminations. 
We will actually construct this strong normalization argument as a modification 
of the D-set semantics. 
1.4. Strong normalization 
The property of strong normalization will play the role of a red thread in this 
thesis. First we will use it to illustrate how syntactic properties can be proven 
by semantical construction. Then we will note that this view gives us a proof 
which can be easily generalized to a stronger system with inductive types and 
large eliminations. Finally we will use a strong normalization proof as an example 
of the development of a non-trivial theorem in the Type Theory we have presented. 
Strong normalization is quite an essential property of a Type Theory: it does 
not only entail a number of decidability properties (decidability of equality and 
decidability of type checking) but also some other useful properties, e.g. note that 
the proof of the essential theorem 2.4.1 requires strong normalization. 11  
Less pragmatically strong normalization and its verification is interesting to us 
because it lies on the borderline of semantics and syntax and therefore, in a way, 
reflects the spirit of Type Theory. 
"There are alternatives to strong normalization 	see chapter 6, point 1. 
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It should be noted that the strong normalization proof for CC has been con-
sidered as notoriously difficult, e.g. see the historic account in [CG90]. We at-
tempt to debunk this myth by clearly relating the SN proof to a standard model 
construction, i.e. the D-set semantics, and avoiding most of the usual syntactic 
complications. It is also interesting to note that in our development we avoid the 
use of Kripke-structures to present the semantics. Another feature of this con-
struction is the possibility to extend it to the case of inductive types with large 
eliminations 	compare this to the more conventional construction presented in 
[Wer92]. 
1.5. The use of categories 
The machinery of Category Theory has been used and proven useful for the se-
mantic investigation of Type Theories. E.g. this has been extensively studied in 
the work of Thomas Streicher [Str89] 12  and Bart Jacobs [Jac9l]. Moreover in 
[Rit92] the categorical semantics of CC is used directly as a starting point for an 
implementation. 
It has been noted 13  that the naive use of categorical notions does not neces-
sarily produce a sound interpretation of the syntax. Often we have to introduce 
additional assumptions (e.g. split fibrations, equality instead of natural isomor-
phisms) to achieve this. We also note that constructing categorical interpretations 
often means that we have to represent element related concepts in terms of arrows. 
E.g. to model 11-types in the D-set semantics categorically we have to show that 
the pullback functor has a right adjoint. In our presentation we interpret 11-types 
as the subset of the set-theoretic dependent functions which have a realizer. Al-
though equivalent to the categorical construction this presentation seems more 
natural. 
12Streicher's thesis has been published as a monograph [Str9l]. In future we will refer 
to the monograph only. 
"E.g. see [ACCL90] 
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Given that our main motivation for semantics is to show admissible properties 
of the system and to do this we have to give sound interpretations, I decided not to 
use categories when constructing interpretations. However, it should be noted that 
the structures we define are heavily influenced by the corresponding categorical 
constructions. 
I consider it as desirable to improve the categorical understanding of Type 
Theory and I believe that it should be possible to obtain a better agreement be-
tween categorical models and syntax. Some of the results presented here regarding 
inductive types in Type Theory should be generalized and rephrased in terms of 
Category Theory. 
1.6. Inductive types 
CC and related systems are called pure type systems because the only type con-
structor they contain is the function type or its generalization the 11-type. The 
systems used in practice are usually impure and have some mechanism to represent 
inductive types. 
Indeed, when looking at an example (like our own development 
in chapter 5) it turns out that inductive types become the workhorse of the devel- 
opment. 
In an impredicative system like CC it is possible to encode inductive types 
(e.g. see [A1t90]). However, these encodings can be only used for computations, 
they lack the propositional strength, 
i.e. the induction axiom is not derivable. We 
could introduce an induction axiom as a logical assumption into the system but 
this would destroy the fundamental symmetry of Type Theory, because we have 
no computation rules for these axioms. 
The notion of inductive types is well developed in Martin-Löf's Type Theory 
(e.g. see [Dyb9l]). Here inductive types are considered as a primitive notion; 
induction and primitive recursion appear as two different aspects of the same type-
theoretic concept. It seems sensible to integrate impre
dicativity and inductive 
types. In the context of the NuPRL system this has been investigated by Mendler 
[Men88]. In the context of intensional Type Theory this has been the subject of a 
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number of more recent investigations, e.g. see [CP89,Fu92,Gog93] - see also the 
discussion in chapter 4. 
Inductive types roughly correspond to the datatype construct in ML or more 
formally can be viewed as the solution to some domain-equations. However, not 
every domain-equation corresponds to an inductive type: we restrict ourselves to 
either positive or strictly positive equations. Otherwise we would not only have a 
partial logic but also a propositionally inconsistent theory. However, as pointed 
out by Martin Hofmann [Hof93b] general domain equations can be investigated in 
a Type Theory which allows the definition of dependent types by recursion (large 
eliminations). 
It is also interesting to observe that the notion of dependent inductive types 
or inductive families captures definitions by the initial semantics of a set of Horn 
clauses. 14  This is yet another example where the type-theoretic symmetry, i.e. 
the proposition as types paradigm, works very well. 
Although inductive types only allow primitive recursion, the concept of general 
recursion can very well be represented in this framework as well-founded recursion, 
which can be defined using inductive types in a natural way. 15  It is interesting 
to note that this is a case where a higher-order (i.e. non-algebraic) inductive 
definition is essential. 
1.7. Formal proof 
Much of the material presented here has evolved around an experiment in proof-
formalization: the formalization of the Strong Normalization argument for System 
F in LEGO (chapter 5). This raises the question whether the system in which this 
proof has been done is consistent. Although we do not answer this question in 
detail (e.g. verifying the proof checker formally), we develop sufficent material to 
"Actually a generalization of Horn clauses to a higher-order case. 
15 See [Dyb92a], section 5.2.2. 
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see that the underlying Type Theory is consistent. There is yet another connection 
between the experiment and the material of the other chapters: by having done 
the formal development in such a great detail we have gathered some insights 
about Strong Normalization arguments, which were helpful when doing the proofs 
in chapters 3 and 4. 
1.8. Overview 
In chapter 2.1.2 we review the Calculus of Constructions. Our primary presen-
tation is the judgement presentation using explicitly typed terms. Exploiting the 
strong normalization property we will prove a number of properties about the 
system and the equivalence of different presentations. 
We continue with a semantic analysis of the basic calculus in chapter 3. For this 
purpose we will introduce LF-structures and CC-structures. We will then verify 
that CC-structures always give rise to a sound interpretation (theorem 3.2.10). We 
apply CC-structures to three different model constructions: the proof-irrelevance 
semantics section 3.3, the D-set semantics section 3.4 and the saturated A-set 
semantics section 3.5.2. The last one allows us to establish strong normalization 
as a corollary (corollary 3.5.12). A preliminary version of this work has been 
presented in [A1t93b]. 
Using the example of general trees, i.e. a non algebraic inductive type, we 
will show in chapter 4 how the D-sets semantics and the strong normalization 
argument can be extended to inductive types. We present a general notion of 
t-types capturing most of the examples discussed here in the appendix, A. 
In chapter 5 we apply CC extended by inductive types to a concrete example: 
the formal verification of a strong normalization proof for System F. This devel- 
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opment has been completely checked by the LEGO system 16  and the complete 
code can be found in the appendix B. This work has been presented in [A1t93a]. 
Let us summarize what we consider as the central points of this thesis: 
We present a new strong normalization proof for CC based on a modification 
of the Realizability semantic. 
We investigate decidability and type reconstruction for the judgement pre-
sentation of CC using the previous result. 
We describe a new semantic structure to interpret CC (CC-structures) which 
is an alternative to categorical notions of model. 
We extend realizability semantic and our strong normalization argument to 
inductive types (using a non-trivial example) with large eliminations. 
We show the usefulness of the theory of CC extended by inductive types 
by completely formalizing a non-trivial example: the strong normalization 
proof for System F. 
"For a discussion of the relation between the LEGO implementation and the Type 
Theory presented in this thesis see section 5.1. 
Chapter 2 
The Calculus of Constructions 
In this chapter we will present CC and develop some of its metatheory. We diverge 
from the original presentation of CC (e.g. [CH88]) in that we use the equality-as-
judgement presentation. We will exploit a semantic result which we are going to 
show in the next chapter - strong normalization of stripped typable terms (Curry 
terms) 	to establish decidability and to justify a more implicit presentation 
(Church syntax). We will also show the equivalence of the judgement and the 
conversion presentation (for pure CC without the i'-rule). We use a particular 
notion of reduction 	tight reduction 	which is essential to our approach. This 
presentation should be compared to [Rit92] where essentially the same goals are 
achieved using categorical combinators. 
2.1. The judgement presentation of CC 
In our presentation we largely follow [Str9l], i.e.: 
We use equality as a judgement. 
We do not confuse types and terms, i.e. we avoid chains of colons. There-
fore we have to introduce an explicit reflection operator El and differentiate 
between 11 for types and V for Set. 
21 
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We consider a calculus with explicitly typed application and show later that 
we can drop the annotations. This particularly simplifies the definition of 
an interpretation and is also exploited in the definition of tight reduction. 1  
We diverge form Streicher in the following ways: 
We use de-Bruijn-indices for the presentation of the system. However, we 
will exploit the usual convention that terms with named variables are a 
shorthand for the de-Bruij n-presentation. 
We also mark )-abstractions with their codomain. 
We omit a number of structural rules, (see [Str9l], pp.  160) like CONT-
THIN, or CREFL because they are admissible in our presentation. 
2.1.1. DEFINITION (Syntax). We define contexts (F, A E co), types (a, 'r, p E Ty), 
terms (M, N E Tm) and constructions (C, D E Cn) as the union of types and terms 
as follows (i,j, k E w): 
Co ::= •IF.a 
Ty ::= Ha.r I Set I El(M) 
Tm ::= i I Aa(M)T I app' -"(M, N) I Va.M 
Cn ::= TyTm 
We always use de-Bruijn-indices 2  in our presentation of syntax: we represent 
variables by natural numbers which corresponds to the binding depth. By doing so 
we identify cr-congruent terms. This choice also reflects our semantic intuition that 
variables are essentially projections out of a context. However, when presenting 
'See the discussion in [Str9l], pp. 177. 
2They have been introduced in [dB72]. 
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a particular term, we feel free to use variables with the obvious translation into 
de-Bruijn-indices, i.e we will use Hx : a.M[x], Ax : a(M[x])T and Vx: a.M[x]. We 
also introduce the following abbreviations: a -* r Ha.r+  and a -b A Va.A+. 
We introduce a whole bag of notations concerning weakening, substitution and 
contexts: 
NOTATION. [Weakening and substitution] C for weakening and C[N]Th for sub- 
stitution (see figure 2-1) 	observe that u[NIn E Ty. The argument 12 represents 
the number of bound variables, if n = 0 then it will be omitted. We also define 
repeated weakening and parallel substitution for arbitrary constructions: 
Cxo = C 
= 
C[.]=C 
C[DD] = (C[D>'])[D] 
The intution behind M is that all free variables are increased by one. This 
can be used to express the usual side conditions on free variables, e.g. instead of x 
is not free in M we use M+ which entails that M cannot see the first free variable. 
NOTATION. [Operations on contexts] We denote the concatenation of contexts by 
F.z, which is defined: 
1.. = F 
F.(.a) = (F.L\).a 
We define the length of a context Fl: 
1.1 = 0 
F.aI = I1PI+1 
and a projection operation F(i) for all i < Fl: 
F.a(i + 1) = 




Co + 	= .[N] 	= S 
(F.a) 	= Fta (F.)[N] 	= 
(Har)+ 	= 	fJ7+n+(n+1) (Ho-.r)[N} 	= 	H[N].7- [N] 1  
Ty 
Set 	= 	Set Set[N]n, 	= Set 
E1(A)+n= E1(A) E1(A)[N]Th 	= E1(A[N]Th) 
I 
= 	5 i + 1 	if i > n i[N] 	= 	N 	if i = n 





Aa[N]Th(M [N]' )r[N]  
(Va.M) 	= 
(Vo.M[N]Th 	= Va[N].M[N] 1  
(app °T(M, M'))Th = 
(app0 T(M, M'))[N]n = 
+n 	+(n+1 ) app (M, M') 
app[NT 	(M[N]Th, M'[N]) 
Figure 2-1: Weakening and substitution 
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We introduce the following judgements: 
F- F 	 context validity, 
type validity, 
r 	type equality, 
FF- M:a 	typing, 
F F- M N : a equality. 
We can also introduce context equality F- F 	A but it is not needed for the 
presentation of the system and therefore we consider it as a derived notion. 
2.1.2. DEFINITION (Rules for Calculus of Constructions). The derivable judgement 







F.a F- 'r 
F F- Ha.r 
F-F 
F F- Set 
F F- A: Set 










F F- ap 
3We consider the rule notation just as a shorthand for implication. The fact that 
least relations exist follows from the fact that the rules correspond to Horniormulas. 
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F F- a 	a' 	r. 0,  F- r 
(PI-EQ) 
F F- Ha.r 	[Ia'.r' 
F F- A 	B: Set 
(EL-EQ) 
F F- E1(A) 	E1(B) 
F.a F- A: Set 
(ALL-ELIM) 
F F- E1(Va.A) 	Ha.E1(A) 
Typing 
FF -M:cr 	F F- ar (coNy) 
F F- M:r 
F -F 	i<FI - (VAR) 
F F- i : F(i) 
F.a F- M : 
(LAM) 
F F- )a(M)T : fla.r 
FF-M:Ha.'r 	F F- N:a 
(APP) 
F F- app(M,N) : T[N] 
F.a F- A: Set (ALL) 
F F- Vcr.A: Set 
Equality 
F F- M:a (REFL) 
F F-MM:a 
F F-MN:a (sYM) 
F F-NM:a 
FF-MN:a 	F F- NO:a (TRANS) 
F F- MO:a 
F F-MN:a 	F F- ar (coNv-EQ) 
F F- MN:r 
F F- a 	a' 	F.a F- T 
F.a F- M 	M': r (LAM-EQ) 
F F- 	a(M)T 	a(M)T' : lla.r 
FF-aa' 	F.aF- rr' 
FF-MM':Ha.r 	F F- NN':a 
(APPEQ) 
F F- app T(M,N) app'(M',N') : r[N] 
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FHaa' 	F.aHAB:Set 
F H Va.A Va'.B: Set 
F.aHM:r 	FHN:a 
F H appT(\u(M)T,N) M[N] : T[N] 
(ALL-EQ) 
(BETA-EQ) 
We call this system CC. [Str9l] considers a system with an it-rule which we 
present as follows: 
F H M: Hor 
F H 	(app T+'(M+O))T 	M : 1101--i-
(ETA-EQ) 
We call the extended system CC". In the following all properties will hold for 
CC and CC unless explicitly mentioned. We will discuss the problems with the 
it-rule later (see remark 2.3.19). 
2.2. Basic Properties 
In this section we collect a number of trivial but important observations about 
our presentation. The first important property of the system is that the rules are 
consistent with substitution and weakening. 
This should be compared with the presentations in [Tro87] and [Str9l]. One 
important difference is that we do not have weakening (or thinning) as a structural 
rules but as derived rules. This is motivated by the use of de-Bruijn-indices. It 
seems also natural if one wants to implement the syntax in Type Theory (e.g. 
compare with the presentation of System F in chapter 5). 
2.2.1. PROPOSITION (Weakening). 
 
HF. A 	FHT 
H F.7-.A+  
 
F.Ha 	FHr 
H 	F H r 
F.Ha' 	FHr 
H a 
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3. 
F.zHM:o FHr F.HMN:o FF -r 
F.r.L 	F- M 1 : a 	 I- M 1 	N'' 
Proof. (sketch) By induction over the structure of derivations. 
2.2.2. PROPOSITION (Substitution). 
 
Hr. 7-. A 	FF- N:r 
F- F.z[N] 
 
F.r.F- a 	F F- N:r 	F.r.F-a' 	F F- NN':r 
F.L\[N] H o[N] 	 F.z[N] F- a[N] 
 
F.7.AF-M:a 	F F- N:r 	F.r.zHMM':u 	F F- NN':r 
F.A[N] H M[N] 	 F.z\[N] F- M[N]I M'[N'] 1 : 
Proof. (sketch) By induction over the structure of derivations, using lemma 2.2.1. 















Proof. (sketch) By induction over the derivation. Note that for 2. (APP) we need 
(SuBsT). 
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The following lemma states that the type- and context-formation rules are 
deterministic (i.e. invertible) and the term formation rules are invertible up-to 




HF 	FF -o 
 
- 
F H Ho.r 
 
F.a H r 




F H A : Set 
5. FHi:p 
F H F(i) p 
6 	
FHAa(M)T:p 
F.a H M : T 
	
F H Ha.r p 
7 	
F H app(M, N) : p 
F H M : Hu.r 
	
FHN:a 	FHr[N]p 
F H Vu.A: p 
F.o H A Set 
	
F H Set p 
Proof. (sketch) All rules for H F, F H o, F H M : o are syntax-directed apart from 
(coNy). 
2.3. Reduction and decidability 
We will use a strong normalization result for Curry terms to show that conversion 
for typed terms is decidable. This is the base of a type checking algorithm. We 
also obtain uniqueness of product formation as a corollary, which we will also use 
to show that we can omit most of the type annotations. 
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2.3.1. General reduction 
We will review a few general results about reduction here. 	For this purpose 
assume any (countable) set T of terms and a relation c'XE T x T with the property 
that that we can enumerate the one-step reductions for every M. 
Usually T will be defined inductively. When defining a reduction relation r'x 
we will omit the obvious structural rules and only give the reduction on redexes. 
NOTATION. By 1x  we refer to the one-step relation, i.e. precisely one redex is 
reduced. r4 is the transitive closure, i 	the transitive, reflexive closure and x 
the transitive, reflexive, symmetric closure of cx. 
2.3.1. DEFINITION. A term is strongly normalizing if all its reduction sequences 
wrt. >X are finite, or more formally the set of strongly normalizing terms SNx c T 
is the least set closed under the following rule 
VNETMXN —*NESNX 
MESNx 
We say >X is strongly normalizing if all terms are. 




M1 	 M2  
implies that there exists a M3 s. t. 
M1 	 M2  
M3. 
is Church-Rosser if we can replace c'x in the premise byl 
r'x is complete if it is Church-Rosser and strongly normalizing. 
'For a more extensive discussion see e.g. [Hue8O] 
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Note that the above definition of SNx directly justifies the principle of Noethe-
nan induction by using the minimality in the definition of SNx. 
2.3.2. PROPOSITION. 
If >x is weakly Church-Rosser and strongly normalizing then it is also 
Church-Rosser and therefore complete. 
For any complete reduction x  is decidable by calculating the normal forms 
and comparing them. 
Proof. 
By noetherian induction, compare to [Hue80], lemma 2.4. 
Easy. 
However, we are not able to use this proposition directly because our reduction 
is not globally strongly normalizing. Therefore we introduce a new congruence-
relation by restricting reduction: 
2.3.3. DEFINITION.S,NE SNx x SNx is the restriction of >x to strongly normal-
izing terms. N E SNx x SNx is the transitive symmetric closure of 4N 
2.3.4. COROLLARY. If >X is weakly Church-Rosser then 
1. 14N  is complete and 
2.is decidable. 
Proof. Obvious by proposition 2.3.2. 
Note that x  and (N  do not necessarily coincide on strongly normalizing 
terms, i.e. there may be M, N E SNx s.t. M 	N but M4NN. 
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2.3.2. Curry reduction 
We call terms with no type information Curry terms (A with M, N E A), they are 
defined as follows: 
2.3.5. DEFINITION. 
A ::= i I MN I AM I VM. 
Weakening 	and substitution M[N] is defined as for typed terms (in particular 
V is a binder). 
We use Curry terms and reduction on them to represent the computational 
content of a typed term. 
There is an obvious forgetful function: 
2.3.6. DEFINITION (Stripping). We define a function 	E Tm -* A by: 
= AIMI 
Vo.Mj = VMI 
app(M,N)j = MINI 
This can be extended to types and contexts in an obvious way. 
It should be obvious that stripping preserves weakening 	= IM 	and 
substitution 1V! [N]I = M[NI]. 
2.3.7. DEFINITION. > is the usual ,@-reduction: 
(AM)N > M[N] 
In the case of CC' we also add: 
\(MO) M 
We note that weakening and substitution preserves reduction in the following 
way: 






M' > N 
MM' 
M[N] i MI[N], 
NN' 
 
M[N] c M[N'] 
Proof. By induction over the derivation of '. 
The following proposition is well known (the extension by V is irrelevant): 
2.3.9. PROPOSITION. 	are Church-Rosser. 
Proof. See [Bar84], pp.  277. 
We will exploit the following proposition which will be shown by a semantic 
construction in the next chapter: 
2.3.10. PROPOSITION (Strong normalization). If IF H M : a then IMI E SN. 
2.3.3. Tight reduction 
In our definition of judgemental equality the equality of terms depends on the 
equality of their annotations. Therefore we introduce a notion of reduction on 
typed terms and types which we can use to decide the equality judgement. Note 
that we only allow reductions when the types coincide, here we diverge from 
[Str9l], pp.  169. 	We call this reduction tight reduction and refer to Streicher's 
5Streicher does not investigate reduction in great detail. He assumes a very strong 
property (ibid.,p.169): uniqueness of normal forms. It seems rather unlikely that one 
can prove this property directly because it is non-trivial to show subject reduction for 
loose reduction. In particular this seems to require uniqueness of product formation 
(ibid, p.243) which he derives as a consequence of uniqueness of normal forms. 
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definition as loose reduction. This restriction is essential to show the subject re-
duction property. 
2.3.11. DEFINITION (Tight reduction). We define 	>tC Cn x Cn as the reduc- 
tion relations generated by the following rules: 
El(Vo.A) t  I1a.E1(A) 	 (ALL-RED) 
app).a(M)T, N) >t M[N] 	 (BETA-RED) 
a(app T +'(M+, O)) 	M 	 (ETA-RED) 
Analogue to lemma 2.3.8 we have: 
2.3.12. LEMMA. 
C>N 
C £t N+t 
CtC,  




Proof. By induction over the derivation of >. 
2.3.13. LEMMA. >t is weakly Church-Rosser. 
Proof. By exhaustive case analysis. Let us just consider the case of an overlapping 
/3 and 77-reduction here (which is a critical pair for the loose reduction): 
(Mt, O))T,  N) 
/
\71 
(app' (Mt, 0)) [N] 	 = 	 appT(M, N) 
All the other cases are completely straightforward using lemma 2.3.12. 
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Note that it is not obvious that it  is Church-Rosser, indeed it is more likely 
that this is not the case because the rules are not left-linear. 6 
We will now show that the strong normalization property for Curry terms 
implies strong normalization for tight reduction. We do this by systematically 
blowing up terms such that every tight reduction can be mirrored by a reduction 
on the underlying Curry term. 
We define first some auxiliary notions: 
= VX:Set.X 




F I- I : Set 




2.3.15. DEFINITION. We now define blow E Cn -* Cn: 
blow(Ha.r) = blow (a)(Set, blow (r)) 
blow(Set) = I 
blow(El(A)) = blow(A) 
blow(i) = i 
blow (appT (M, N)) = app" (blow (M), blow (N))(r[N], blow (u))(r[N], blow(r)) 
hi ow (.Ao-( M)T) = Xa(blow(M))T(HcT.r, blow(a))(Hcr.r, blow (,T)) 
blow(Va.A) = Vu. blow(A)(Set, blow (u)) 
'Compare with Klop's counterexample, see [Bar84], pp.  403. 
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F H blow(a) : Set 
FHM:a 
 
F H blow(M) : a 
3. If C >t D then blow(C) + blow(D) 
Proof. 
1.12. Just apply fact 2.3.14. 








Proof. Just apply lemma 2.3.16. 
2.3.4. Decidability 
To derive decidability we have to show subject reduction and, alas, it is not clear 
how to show this property for CC therefore we will do this only for CC. 




FHr FHar FHN:a FHMN:a 
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Proof. Note that the first part of the conclusions can be inferred from the second 
by lemma 2.2.3(3,4). 
By induction over >t exploiting lemma 2.2.4. Let's only consider the case of a 
3-reduction here: 
app°T(a(M)T,N) >t M[N] 
From 
F F- appT(Aa(M)T,N) : p 
we can infer (by lemma 2.2.4(6,8)): 
F F- p r[N] 
F.tT F- M : 
FF-  N:a 
Now we only have to apply (BETA-EQ) and (coNy) to derive: 
F F- appT()(M)T, N) M[N] : p 
2.3.19. REMARK. What is the problem with 71-reduction here? Consider: 
+ .T+1  cr(app -'+'(M+, 0))' >t M 
Assume we know 
F F- cT(app T+T 1(M,O))T : p 
using lemma 2.2.4 we can conclude: 
F.cr F- m+: 
but to apply (ETA-EQ) we need 
F F- M : lla.r. 
We certainly believe that the inverse of weakening, i.e. strengthening should 
be admissible, i.e. 
F.cr F- M+ : 
F F- M:r 
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However, it is not easy to verify this rule. The essential problem is that it is not 
true semantically, i.e. it fails in models with empty types. Therefore we cannot 
hope that we can derive this rule using only simple properties of substitution and 
weakening because they hold in all models. 
However, the problem disappears when we turn around ijreduction.71-expansion 
seems the semantically a
ppropriate notion because s
ubject reduction becomes eas-
ily derivable, i.e. indeed it is true in every sound interpretation. But 
77 expansi0n 
i j5 dvanta
ges: it is no longer strongly normalizing. It is also not 
has syntact c 
 
clear how to reconstruct the type 
annotations. 
It is now easy to derive the core lemma: 
2.3.20. LEMMA. Ma MNN SN 	 N T 
F E M F - cxT 
Proof. We restrict o
urselves to the second rule: 
SN is Church-R05 	
(corollary 2.3.4 and lemma 2.3.13) to 
if We exploit that  
SN L SN N. Now 
we only have to use theorem 2.3.18 to 
derive that M  
see that 
FFMLN: 
and the result follows by (TRANS). 
ule is mirrored by t 
and to see that it is 
only if Obviously every 
conversion r 
indeedwe only have to use lemma 2.3.17. 
2.3.21. COROLLARY 
(DecidabititY of equality). 
if  L 0,J it is decidable whether F 
	r. 
If 	M,N : or 
it is decidable whether  FM N: 
or 
Proof. Follows 
directly from lemma 2.3.20 and corollary 2.3.4. 
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2.4. Type reconstruction 
We have presented the calculus using a very explicit notation, this has been ex-
ploited for the definition of tight reduction and it will simplify the definition of 
an interpretation. Following Streicher 7  we can now show that we can throw away 
the ladder on which we climbed and omit types in applications and indeed also the 
codomain of applications. We will also describe a type reconstruction algorithm 
which is based on the decidability of equality (corollary 2.3.21). 
Much of the syntactic development is based on the following property: 8  
. 1. THEOREM (Uniqueness of product formation). 
F H 11a1.o 2 
FH 1 o 2 	F.a1 Ha2 r2 
Proof. By lemma 2.3.20 we know: 
11o1.cr2 
,SN  HT1.12 
Using completeness of 	we have that there exists p s.t. 
11011.t72  >t p it Hr1.r2 
From the definition of c't it is obvious that p = Hp1.P2 and 
i >t P1 JtTi 
0'2 >t P2 <tT2 
By applying theorem 2.3.18 we have: 
F H a1  Pt Ti 
F.a1 H 92 P2 
and the result follows by (TRANS). 
7[Str9l], pp.  242 
'Compare Lemma 4.8. [Str9l],pp. 243 
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We will now define Church terms Tmhurch C ,  from which all type information 
apart from the domain of a A-abstraction and V is removed, and a stripping oper- 
ation. 
2.4.2. DEFINITION (Church syntax). 
Tm'' ::= i I Aa.M j  M N I Vcr.M 
Ty Church  and CoChurch are defined as before, replacing Tin by TmC1 
rch 
We define IM E Tin -* Tin Church by primitive recursion: 
PH = 
IIAo(M),U = 
IlVa.MU = V!I4MMII 
app°T(M, N)Il = 1M11 JINI 
This has to be extended to types and contexts in an obvious way. 
We will show that Church terms determine an explicitly typed term and its 
type up to judgmental equality. 
2.4.3. LEMMA. 
FHM:cT 	FF- N:r 	FHa,r 
IIMII = INII 	laM = IIrl 
FHar FHMN:a FHar 
Proof. By induction over the structure of JIM11 and jaM.  The cases for types are 
all straightforward (using induction hypotheses and lemma 2.2.4) and we will only 
discuss abstraction and application in detail here: 
'Compare Theorem 4.10. [Str9l], pp.  245 
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abstraction 
Assume 
M = Aai ( M') 2 
N = Ari (N')T2  
IMIJ=JINII 
Using lemma 2.2.4(6) we have 
F.0'1 F- M' : 
F.7-1 F N': 
F F- o 	1191.a2 
F F T 
Using the induction hypothesis we can derive: 
F F a1 ri 
F.a1 F U2 
F.o1 F M N : 02 
Hence by (PI-EQ) and (LAM-EQ) we have: 
F F a 	Hcr1.cr2 	Hr.r 	7- 
r F F M = \cri ( M') 2 	Ari ( N')T2 = N: fjcr1.0'2  
application 
Assume 
M = app" 2 (Mi,M2 ) 
N = app" r2 (Ni ,N2) 
MM = INM 
Using lemma 2.2.4(7) we have 
F F Al1  : 11o 1.o 2  
F F N1 : 11r1.r2 
F F M2 : a1  
F F N2 : 
F F a- 
F F r r2 [Ni ] 
41 
42 
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Using the jnd.hyp we can derive: 
F F Hal.a2 
F F M1 	Ni  : 110-1.2 
F F i T 
F F M2 N 2  : 
Using theorem 2.4.1 we also have: 
	
F.71 F U2 	72  
Hence by lemma 2.2.2 and (APP-EQ) 
we have: 
F F M 
= app12(M1,M2) appTiT2(Nl,N2) = M : 0'2[M1 
From the previous lemma we know that a typed term and its type is already 
determined by its unde
rlying Church term. This justifies the use of Church terms 
to denote explicitelY typed terms. Indeed, based on the decidability we can con-
struct an algorithm which co
mputes the explicitely typed version of a Church term 
and its type or signals an error if no such term exists, i.e. we have: 
TRC0 E Co Church - Co) {L} 
TRTY E Co Church X T
yChurch - Ty {L} 
TRTm E CoChurch  x Tm' 	
'(Tm x Ty) W {1} 
with the following properties: 
TRC0(F) 	
F' such that F I' A 
if no solution exists-
such ' suc that F' F ' A F' = F A 	= 
a 
j 	if no solution exists. 
J
(MI, 0") such  that F' F M' : 
a' A F' = F A 
TRTm(F,M)  
 
if no solution exists. 
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We present this algorithm which works simply be structural recursion. We 
assume that NF E Cn - Cn computes the normal form of a construction which 
respect to r. To save space we adopt the convention that failures (I) are prop-
agated. 
TRC0(.) = 
TRC0(F.,7) = TRC0(F).TRT3r(r,o ) 




TRTm(F,  MN) = 
TRTm(F, AT.  M) = 
TRTm(I,V J .M) = 
11ITRTY(F, ).TRTYr(F.o , r) 
J
Set if TRC0(F) $ I 
lv  I otherwise 
J




I I 	otherwise 







I I 	otherwise 
11 
if 
TR'(r,M) = (M',Hcrr)A 
TRTm(F, N) = (N', a) 
otherwise 
L, Set) 
if TRC0(F) = PA i < IF 
if TRTY(F,o.) = a'A TRTm(I .a, M) = (M', 
if TRTY(F,  cr) = a' A TRTm(F.U,  A) = (A', Set) 
We will not verify this algorithm in detail but note that all the types which 
are computed will always be in normal form and therefore as in corollary 2.3.21 
judgemental equality is reflected by syntactic identity. It is also important to note 
that we will only compute a normal form when we can be sure that the type is 
valid and therefore strongly normalizing (lemma 2.3.17). Obviously, algorithm 
presented here is extremely inefficient: we may recompute the types of subterms 
or verify types or contexts several times and we use the ineffective tight reduction 
anyway. 
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2.5. The conversion presentation 
We already mentioned the equality-as-conversion presentation of Type Theory. In 
this section we will exploit theorem 2.4.1 to show that the two presentation of CC 
coincide. We will encounter yet another problem with the it-rule. To simplify the 
presentation we will use the explicit syntax here. 
We start by defining loose reduction which corresponds to the notion of reduc-
tion described in [Str9l]. 
2.5.1. DEFINITION (Loose reduction). We define i'i, 	Cn x Cn as the reduc- 
tion relations generated by the following rules: 










The following fact is only true for c'i not for ::177 : 
2.5.2. PROPOSITION. >1 is Church-Rosser. 
Proof. Straightforward extension of proposition 2.3.9. 
Using theorem 2.4.1 we can now show subject reduction for loose reduction. 
Note that we needed to define tight reduction first because we used it to establish 
theorem 2.4.1. The following lemma relates loose and tight reduction: 
2.5.3. LEMMA (Tightening). 
FHo 	7L1T 
	 FF-  M:cr 	M 1 N 
F- a a' 	or >t r 
	M'.FI-MM':a 	M''N 
Proof. By induction over the definition of i. The interesting cases are only /3 
and i. We only consider /3 here: Assume 
F H M = app T(,\a (Mi )T 1 , M2) : p 
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We have that M >1 M, [M2]. By using lemma 2.2.4(6,7) it can be easily established 
that: 
F F Ho-.r 	Ha'.r' 
and with theorem 2.4.1 we have that: 
F F a a' 
F.a F r 
and hence: 
F FM M' = app(\a(Mi )T,M2 ) : p 
and obviously 
M' >t M1 [M2]. 
2.5.. THEOREM (Subject reduction for cr"). 
F F a 	or >1 	 FFM:a 
	
M>1 N 
FFr FFar FFN:a FFMN:a 
Proof. Follows from theorem 2.3.18 with lemma 2.5.3. 
We show the following lemma only for /3: 
2.5.5. LEMMA. 





Proof. Similar to 2.3.20, using proposition 2.5.2. 
Note that although the simple minded proof fails for ij it seems possible to 
adapt Ceuver's work [0eu93] to our presentation. Another observation is that it 
is not so hard to show if we restrict ourself to 	which is completely justified 
even from the view of an implementation. 
We now define the conversion presentation of CC. 
2.5.6. DEFINITION (Conversion presentation of CC). We define the judgements F 
IF, F F a and F F M : a by modifying definition 2.1.2 as follows: 
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The rule (CONy) is replaced by 
FHM:a 	cri 
F F- m: -r 
All the rules regarding equality judgments are omitted. 
2.5.7. THEOREM (Equivalence). 
F-C 	FHa 	FHM:cr 
F-G FHa FHM:o 
Proof. Follows directly from lemma 2.5.5. 
It seems straightforward to combine this result with the one presented in the 
previous section to verify the equivalence to a presentation using conversion of 
Church-terms. This is already quite close to a PTS presentation. However, there 
are still some differences, in particular the presentation of the A-rule, but the PTS 
presentation of the )-rule seems questionable anyway. 10 
101t seems that the problem with the expansion-postponement property in [Po192] are 
mainly caused by the way the )-rule is presented for PTSes. 
Chapter 3 
Semantics and strong 
normalization for the core 
calculus 
We will now analyze the system semantically and establish consistency and strong 
normalization. For this purpose we will introduce the notion of a CC-structure 
which is influenced by Henkin-models for simple types and by the categorical 
semantics of CC. We will show that every CC-structure gives rise to a sound 
interpretation and then rephrase well known model constructions in terms of CC-
structures: the proof-irrelevance interpretation and the realizability semantics (D-
sets). Finally we will present the saturated A-set model as a modification of the 
realizability semantics and derive strong normalization as a corollary. 
3.1. Basic notations 
We will review some set-theoretic notations and define what we understand by a 
sound interpretation. 
NOTATION. If we write a E A, a = b we mean that A, a, b are defined and in the 
appropriate relation. We use a = b E A to say a = b and a, b E A. 
We use a 	b to denote Kleene equality, i.e. either both a and b are defined 
and equal or they are both undefined. 
47 
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Analogously by a A we mean that if a is defined then A is defined and a E A. 
We also require some set-theoretic notation: 
NOTATION. [Set-theoretic notations] Assume some encoding of pairs (a, b) to-
gether with projections 71, 712, s.t. iri (a, b) = a, 7r 2(a, b) = b. 
Application is a partial operation: f(x) is defined if !(x,y)Ef and then equal to 
Y_ 
We will use nested pairs to represent sequences. f is the empty sequence and 
if S is a sequence and x an element then (5, x) is a new sequence. If all elements 
of a sequence are in a set X then the sequence is element of X". We denote 
concatenation for nested pairs by juxtaposition, which can be defined recursively 
= -y and -y(S, x) = (-yS, x). Often we will use the vector notation al to denote 
variables ranging over sequences. We denote the length of a sequence by idi. 
3.1.1. DEFINITION (Operations on sets). Let A be a set and {B,,, B}aE A families 
of sets indexed by A. We define the following operations on sets: 
EaEA.Ba = {(a,b)aEA,bEBa } 
Ha E A.Ba =If c >a E A.B. I VaEA!beBa (a, b) E f} 
As usual we write A - B for Ha E A.B. 
In all our models we use classes of sets with some additional (intensional) 
structure: 
3.1.2. DEFINITION (Universe). A universe U is a class together with an operation 
which assigns to every X E it a set X which we call the extension of X. 
3.1.3. REMARK. The idea behind our definition of universes is that we want to 
consider classes of sets with some additional (intensional) structure which is not 
reflected in the enumeration of the elements. A typical example of this are the 
D-sets definition 3.4, where to every set we associate a realizability relation. 
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3.1.4. DEFINITION (Interpretation). An interpretation is given by a two universes 
ttCo and itTy and: 
A partial assignment of elements of tic,, to contexts: 
ftH F]] t tk0 
A partial assignment of families in UTy  to type validity judgements: 
f 	F- a]jy t  £tTy}€j 
A partial assignment of families of values to terms in a context: 
Note that we assign meaning just to contexts, pairs of contexts and types and 
pairs of contexts and terms. That we use the notation for judgements (i.e. F-) is 
just to improve readability. 
3.1.5. DEFINITION (Soundness of an interpretation). We say an interpretation is 
sound, if the following holds: 
If F- F then ftF- F]] is defined. 
If F [- a then ftF F- a] is defined. 
If F F- M : a then 
ftF F- M]] E ify E ftF- F]]4F F- U]]7- 
If F F- a r then 
F F- a]] = ftF F- r]]. 
If F F- M N: a then 
ftF F- ill]] = ftF F- N]] E H')' E F-  F]].ftF F-  aThy. 
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Note that soundness of interpretation does not imply that we have a model 
(i.e. a CC-structure), because we only say something about the behaviour of 
definable elements. However, it seems to be possible to obtain a model from a 
sound interpretation by restricting everything to definable elements. 
This also implies that every valid type (or context) is defined and that every 
typable term is defined and in the appropriate set. 
Note that we never have to verify any of the congruence rules : they are 
automatically true due to our choice to use equality in the semantics to interpret 
the judgements. 
3.1.6. REMARK. Note that we really require the sets to be identical, which is 
stronger then the usual categorical formulation where we interpret equality of 
types by an isomorphism of objects. However, when interpreting syntax this leads 
to coherence problems, i.e. we have to be sure that every diagram which consists 
only of isomorphisms commutes. Here, we go another way and avoid coherence 
problems by building a canonical choice into the semantics, thus achieving equality 
and not just isomorphism. 	However, note that the definition of an interpreta- 
tion becomes slightly more clumsy, so maybe it would be better to have a good 
understanding of coherence for the Calculus of Constructions. 
3.2. CC-structures 
We will unify the model constructions presented here by introducing structures 
resembling Henkin models. We will do this in two steps: First we define LF-
structures 2  which are sufficient to interpret dependent types with fl-types (prod-
ucts) and based on this we define CC-structures to interpret the Calculus of Con-
structions. LF-structures may be compared to closed comprehension categories 
'This was proposed to me by Thomas Streicher. He used this idea already in [Str89]. 
'Here we use the term LF in a loose sense to refer to a basic typed A-calculus with 
dependent types(see figure 1.2). 
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(CComprC) [Jac9l], and CC-structures to CComprCs with a (fibred) weakly re-
flective subcategory with a generic object (i.e. essentially a dictos [Ehr89]). 
To introduce LF-structures we define a number of semantic operations on sets 
which reflect the syntactic operations in LF: 
3.2.1. DEFINITION (Semantic operations). Let A be a set, {Ba , B}aEA and {Cp}pE(aEA.Ba 
families of sets. 
projections Assume f E Ha E A.Ba then 
	
f+{B}a = p E (a E A. B') 	f(7r1(p)) 
E Hp E (Ea E A.B).B,()  
prA,{Ba } = p E (a E A.Ba) 	712(p) 
E Hp E (a E A.Ba)-B,1 (p) 
composition Assume f E Ha e A.Hb E Ba.C(a ,b) and g E Ha E A.Ba then 
f[g] = aEAH-*f(a)(g(a)) 
E Ha E A.C(a,.q( a)) 
currying Assume f E Hp E (a E A.Ba ).Cp: 
(f) = aEAF-*bEBaF-*f(a,b) 
E Ha E A.Hb E Ba.C(a ,b) 
LF-structures provide the basic semantic components to interpret a calculus 
with dependent types: We have 1 corresponding to an empty context and E for 
context comprehension; to any context and family of types over it we assign the 
set of sections (Sect) which corresponds to the interpretations of typed terms 
in a context. H corresponds to 11-types. The simplest LF-structure is the full, 
set-theoretic interpretation lemma 3.3.1. 
'Here our terminology is influenced by the categorical model constructions. 
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3.2.2. DEFINITION (U-structure). 
= (11c0,ttT ,1,, Sect, ll) 
with 
S £kjo,tLTy are universes. 
(X E ttc ,, {Y E ttTy}SE) E ttCo s.t. (X, {YT}X) = > x E X.Y 
Sect(X E t1c0, {Y E ilTy}XEX) c Hx E x.v. 
• r' (X E ttTy, {Y E ttTy} xEX ) E itTy s.t. H(X, {Y}) c Hx E 
is an LF-structure if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. T is a one-element set. 
f E Sect(X, {Zx }r ) 
f+{l'} E Sect((X, {Y}), {Z i()}) 
E Sect((X, {Y}), {Y 1() }) 
f E Sect(X, {H(Y, {Z(X,Y )}YEy)}X ) 	g E Sect(X, {Y}) 
 
f[g] E Sect(X, Z(,9())) 
f E Sect((X, {Y}r), {Z}) 
5. 
)(f) E Sect(X, {H(Y, 
3.2.3. REMARK (LF). We can interpret the logical framework, i.e. the calculus 
without the rules regarding Set,V and El ' in LF-structures in the following way: 
4 Note, however, that we have to introduce some constants to have an interesting 
theory because there are no syntactic objects denotable in the core calculus as described. 
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Assume £ = (iko,lLTy, 1, E, Sect, [I) then 
HF.cTL : >(HF,ftFHa) 
	
ftF H fIa.r 	: 	{H(ftF H a-y,{F.a H T(1 ,x)1)}ELr1c  
H 0z: : 
F.r H i +  
F H )a(M)T 	: 	(jF.a H M : r) 
ftF H app T(M,N) 	: 	F H M: Ha.r[F H N: a1J] 
Note that that for any F H M : a we have hF H MI L E Sect(hH F, F H cry) 
3.2.4. REMARK. In many cases one has tk0 = ttTy and Sect(X, {Y}) = fI(X, {Y}). 
However, this is not reflected in the syntax: 
So far we have not introduced a notation for s-types. 
Even in the presence of E-types the equality introduced by substitution is 
syntactical identity whereas the equality introduced by contraction of pro-
jections is the judgemental equality 
This can also be compared with the difference between locally cartesian closed 
categories (LCCCs) and CComprCs. 
We will now define CC-structure by adding additional structure to an LF-
structure. To understand the motivation behind the following definition it is useful 
to have a look at a concrete structure, e.g. 3.3.1, see also 3.3.2. 
3.2.5. DEFINITION (CC-structures). 
C = (.C,9Jt, SET, EL, EL 1,9) 
with 
'This leads naturally to a calculus with explicit substitutions as in [ACCL90]. 
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Ic = (tk0,tLTy, 11 E, Sect, H) is an LF-structure. 
9)1 ç tL'çy is the subclass of modest sets. 
SET EUTY . 
EL(A E 	i) E 9)1 and EL-'(A E 9)1) E SET. 
t9XE9J1 E X —p EL(EL 1(X)). 
is a CC-structure if the following conditions are satisfied: 
Sect(X, SET) = X 
EL'(EL(A)) = A. 
H(X, {Y E 9)1}, E 9)1) E 9)1. 
t9x is a bijection and 
f E Sect(X, {Y E 9J1}) 
19 of e Sect(X, {EL(EL'(Y))}) 
3.2.6. REMARK. Categorically, the conditions for CC can be expressed by saying 
that modest sets constitute a (fibred) reflective subcategory with a generic object. 
It should be noted that we do not require that EL-1  is inverse to EL. Indeed this 
is not the case in any of the constructions we are considering. 
We will now assign an interpretation to every CC-structure and then verify 
that it is sound. For the following assume as given a CC-structure 
C = ( 	(tkjo,ttTy , 1, E , Sect, H), 9R, SET, EL, EL 1,i). 
We will first define two auxiliary operations: 
f EL(EL(X) if X C 9N 
E ilT) = 	
x 	otherwise 
19 
19 XEiLTY(X  G X) 	
{ x(x) ifXE9il 
X otherwise 
Ee(X) 
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3.2.7. DEFINITION (Interpretation in CC-Structures). We define an interpretation 
as follows: 
uF'IIC  : 1 
	
[[FF.cr 	: 	(ftFFr,ftFFOf) 
[[F F no. 7f : 	{O(H(ftF F 	{[[F.a F 
[[F F SetJ 	: 	{SET} EEHr]c 
[[F F El(A) 	: 	{EL([[F F A C y)} yE[Hr]c 
[[F.cr H 	: 	pr[FFlc FrH1c 
[[F.r F i + l 	: 	([[F F 
[[F F ,,(M)T 	: 	 o A([[F.a H M) 
[[F F app(M, N)C : 	(_1 c o [[F F M)[[[F F NC} [FI1.T] -y 
[[F F V.AC : 	{EL 1(11([[F F ay, {EL([[F.a F Ay,x))}))}- 
Note that we use t and 0 to coerce the interpretation of Sets to their canonical 
meanings. This technique is already used in [Str9l] to give an interpretation of 
CC up-to-equality instead of merely up-to-isomorphism (which would impose a 
coherence problem). 
We first have to verify that weakening and substitution are interpreted cor-
rectly: 
3.2.8. LEMMA (Soundness of weakening). For any y E [[F F, 	E [[F F.L\JJ 
and x E [[F F ry we have 
F of -y6[[F.r.L F 
[[F.z\ F M1-18 	[[F.r.A F M'J[yxS 
Proof. By induction over the structure of or and M. Most cases follow straightfor-
wardly by just applying definition 3.2.7 and if necessary the induction hypothesis. 
Let us therefore only consider the case M = i here. Note that [[F F iJ = 7t2 0 7t. 
We have to distinguish the following cases (see definition 2-1): 
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F 	= 72(7ri(y8)) 
= 	r2(7r 1(yx8)) 	 because i >= JAI 
= ftF.r. 	F i + 1 = 
F 
iyS = 72(7rl(yS)) 
= ir2(7ryx6)) 	 because i < J AI  
= 	 Fi = 
3.2.9. LEMMA (Soundness of substitution). For any E ftF F and 76 E F F.A[N] 
we have: 
F offf F NC Y ) 	ftF.z[N] H a[N]1 'y8 
F My(F F Ny)S 	ftF.z[N] F M[N]-,6 
Proof. By induction over the structure of a and M. The same remarks as for 
lemma 3.2.8 apply. Consider M = i again. Note that: 
F ]C(F F Ny) = 7r2(7r y(F F N-y))) 
We have two check three cases (see definition 2-1): 
7r2(7ry(ftF F Ny)S)) 
= 	 because i < ILI 
= ~r.A F i = 
i=kI 
2(y(F F Ny)8)) 
= JfF F N'y 	 because i = JAI 
= 	[' F N1' = i[N]]1]j'y 	by lemma 3.2.8 
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F2 (7ri Ny)8)) 
2(ir 1(Y) 	
because Z > JAI 
= 	F i 
3.2.10. THEOREM (Soundness). 
F flC, p F 	and F F 
MC defines a sound 
interpretation of the calculus definition 3.1.5. In particular we have that: 
FFM:cT 
f F f 	F F M IC  Sect FCF F f 
FFaT 
jr F 	= F F TC 
FFMN:a 
F F MC = jr F NC 
Proof. 
We show this by mutual induction over the derivations. Many cases are 
obvious, in particular: 
. The definedness c
onditions (definition 3.1.5 1.,2.) follow directly from the 
premises. 
All congruence rules and (CONy) are direct 
consequences of the fact that 
we use semantic equality to interpret equality judgements. 
(ALL-ELIM) 
F F El(VT. A) 
C  
= {EL(EL 1(11( F 	 F 
= {e(H(F F 	, {EL(F. F 
= 
(VAR) Just for n = 0: 
llIF.o F Of 
prfrqC[fIcyI 
E Sect(F flCF F afAir F 
= Sect(F F.0, , ina F a) 	
lemma 3.2.8 
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(LAM) 
[[F I- )\a(M)T][ 
=0 oF.FMJ) 
E 	Sect([[F]IC,  OjIff _ J[C ftF.a F- 	C))) 	ind.hyp. 
= 	Sect(ftFflC ,  [[F H 11C) 
(APP) 
[[F H app'-'(M, N)jc  
= (nCT.T]CY 
a [[F H Mr)[[[F  H NC] 
E 	Sect(ftF, {ftF cr H 7] c (-y, [[F H Ny)}) 	ind.hyp. 
= 	Sect([[F]I', [[F H r[N]][C) 	 lemma 3.2.9 
(ALL) Note that properties 1 and 3 of definition 3.2.5 are required for this case. 
(BETA) 
[[F H appT(Aa(M)T,N)y 
= (([[F. H M)[[[F H N])-y 
= [[F.a H 	[[F H N) 
= [[F H M[N]JJ'y 	 lemma 3.2.9 
3.3. Proof irrelevance semantics 
The basic idea is that the most natural way to interpret types is to interpret type-
theoretic constructs by their set-theoretic counterparts. In particular II will be 
interpreted by H on sets (3.1.1), i.e. as for simply typed )-calculus one may call 
this a full model. Although this approach works fine for Martin-Löf Type Theory 
it has a shortcoming for impredicative systems: We have to identify all inhabitants 
of sets, i.e. we interpret Set (which we should rather call Prop here) as truth values 
and every inhabitant of a proposition will be mapped to a canonical one. 
We note that the class of sets gives rise to an LF-structure: 
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3.3.1. LEMMA. Let 6 be the universe of sets with X = X and: 
. is = {e}. 
Es (A, {Ba }a ) = > a E A. B,,. 
H5 (A, {Ba }a ) = Ha E A.Ba , 
$ = ('.3,e, Is , > 5,H8,H5) is an LF-structure. 
Proof. Follows directly from definition 3.2.1. 
For the following let 2 = {0, 11 a canonical presentation of truth values, i.e. 
false = 0 and true = i. We call a set A with at most one element a singleton 6 
i.e. 0 and 1 are singletons. 
3.3.2. REMARK (Understanding CC-structures). This interpretation as simple as 
it is can be used to understand the motivation behind our definition of CC-
structures and the definition of the interpretation 3.2.7: To interpret (REFL) 
we need that H preserves singletons in the following sense: If {Ba }aEA is a family 
of singletons then Ha E A.Ba is a singleton. However this is not sufficient to make 
the interpretation of (REFL) sound because we require this 'set to be equal to a 
canonical singleton (i.e. element of 2). This problem is solved by mapping every 
singleton set to a canonical one. This is expressed by 0 = EL o EL'. This coer-
cion operation is accompanied by a bijection of values which is given by 0. Now we 
can understand the use of 0 in 3.2.7: Whenever a value in a single valued function 
space is constructed it has to be coerced to the canonical representation 0 E true 
by 0 and whenever it is going to be applied the unique function it represents has 
to be recovered by 0 1 . 
6Note the non-standard terminology here 	usually singletons are considered to be 
non-empty. 
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3.3.8. THEOREM (S+ is a CC-structure). Let 9J 8 denote the class of singletons 
and: 
EL 1(X) = J 
false if X = 0 
true otherwise 
and tSX(X) = 0 E true (Note that Vs will be never applied if X is empty.). 
S 	= (S, Ms, 2,X i-* X,EL 1 , 5) 
is a CC-structure. 
Proof. Easy. 
3.3.4. COROLLARY. The calculus is logically sound. 
Proof. Consider 
ftH VX:SeLX : Setr = fl x = 0 
XE{O,1} 
by soundness (3.2.10) we know that there can not be a term H M : El(VxetX) 
3.4. Realizability interpretation 
The essential shortcoming of the proof-irrelevance interpretation is that Set is 
equationally inconsistent, i.e. all equations between elements (aka proofs) hold. 
Indeed we cannot make this interpretation proof relevant and at the same time 
retain the full interpretation of fl-types. This is reflected in the slogan that poly-
morphism (i.e. impredicativity) is not set-theoretic (this has been studied in the 
case of System F in [Rey84]). 
The solution to this problem is to restrict the elements of 11-types to depen-
dent functions which can be tracked by some partial recursive function. This is 
reflected in the w-Set semantics which can be generalized by using arbitrary partial 
combinatory algebras, which are called D-sets by Streicher. In [Str9l] one can find 
a very comprehensive study of the D-set semantics using categorical tools. Here 
we will show that D-sets give rise to a CC-structure. Parts of this proof can be 
reused in the strong normalization proof. 
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3.4.1. Partial combinatory algebras 
Let us repeat some fundamental definitions here: 
3.4.1. DEFINITION (Partial equivalence relation (PER)). LetA be a set and R ç 
A x A. R is a partial equivalence relation, i.e. R E PER(A) if R is symmetric and 
transitive. The domain of R is the subset of A where R is reflexive: 
dom(R) = {a E A I aRa}. 
3.4.2. DEFINITION (Quotient). We define the quotient of A wrt. R as 
AIR = { p c A I p 0 A VX,YEA(X E p  xRy) —p  y G p  V X,xRy}. 
3.4.3. DEFINITION (Partial combinatory algebra (PCA)). 
(D,.,k,.$) with 
D is a set. 
is a partial function D x D - D. 
k,sED 
is a partial combinatory algebra if the following holds: 
k . x y = x 
s x y is defined. 
s.x.y.zxz.(y.z). 
A PCA is non-trivial if D is not a singleton, which is equivalent to k .s. 
3.4.4. DEFINITION (Language of PCAs). Let 
TmCA ::= i <nIS  K TmCATmCA 
and =PCA c TmCA x TmcA the least PER generated by the three conditions for 
PCAs (interpreting definedness as reflexivity as before). 
Let I = SKK and TmPCA = TmDCA. 
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3.4.5. FACT. (TmpcA ,__, K, S) is the initial PCA i.e. given any PCA D we have 
an (obvious) partial evaluation map: (D, , k, s), we have 
ft-JD E TmPCA D 
which is sound, i.e. preserves equality and definedness. 
This can be extended to 
F[_ 	E TmCA --+ D --+ D 
The following is the motivating example for PCAs: 
3.4.6. FACT (Kleene application). Let {i}j be the application of the ith partial 
recursive function to j. Then there are s, k E w such that (w, {_}_, s, k) is a 
PCA. 
We can now restate the famous theorem due to Schönfinkel in terms of PCAs: 
3..7. THEOREM (Schönfinkel). PCAs are functional complete, i.e. for every n E 
w, M E Tm 	there is a NM E TmCA such that 
(M)N M[N] 
whereM[N] denotes substitution. 
Proof. We define )M by induction over the structure of terms: 
-No =I 
X(i+1) = Ki 
(MN) = S(XM)(\N) 
= M 	 otherwise 
3.4.8. FACT (Pairing). We have F, F1, P2 E TmPCA such that 
P1(PMN) = M 
P2(PMN) = N 
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Proof. Let 
P = )xy.Jp.pxy 
Pi = )p.pxy.x) 
P2 = )p.p()xy.y) 
and apply 3.4.7. 
3.4.2. Interpreting dependent types 
Using the well known material of the previous section we will now construct the 
LF-structure of D-sets: 
3.4.9. DEFINITION (D-sets). 
Let D be a set then a D-set X is a pair (X, IFx ) with X is a set and xc D x  
s.t. VXEjeDi  IF-x x. The class of D-sets together with the operation X which 
assigns a set to every D-set constitutes the universe D. 
For the following we have to assume that there is a PCA (D, ., k, s). We will 
also abuse notation and confuse terms and elements of D, e.g. )p.d f (Pld) := 
[Xp.d1(Pip)(d j ). 
3..10. LEMMA. Assume X e O, {Y e }€' and let: 
= ({e},D x {€}) 
{Y}) = 	 {(i, (x, y)) I P1 i IF x A P2 i IFy y}) 
llv(X, {Yx}XE ') = ({ f E  HxxYr jED 1H f}, IF11) 
where IF rj {(i,f) VCVjEDj IFx x -p j IF-y f(x)} 
V = 	 is an LF-structure. 
Proof. It is obvious that 1,H(X,Y) E D to see that E(X,Y) E 0, assume 
dx  IFx x, d IFy y then Pdd IFED(x,y) (x, Y). 
Now, let us check the conditions (cf. definition 3.2.2) - assume {Y' E }' 
and {ZP}PEE(XY): 
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• 	lv 	{e} is a singleton set. 
2. If d1 Fn(x,Y) f then 
p.d f (Pl p) HV(ED(x,Y),{Yl(P)}P) 
+{}x.
ir 
3. P2  
4. If d1  Ffl(X,{flv(Yx,{Z(x 	YEYX)} f, d
9 IFn(X,{Y}r) g then 
-xx.dfx(dgx) = Sd f dg lFfl(X,Z(x,g())) 
fgj. 
5. If df 1kn,(FvVAYx)x)'{z
PIP ) f then xy.df(Pxy) 
IFfl(X,{flV(Yx,{Z(x,y)}Y)}x) J) 
The essence of this proof is that every o
peration defined in 3.1 .1 can be tracked 
by some )-term. 
3.4.3. Interpreting constructions 
The notion of a modest D-set c
orresponds to the singleton sets in the proof-
irrelevance interpretation and just as 
singletons can be canonically 
represented by 
elements of 2, modest sets can be r
epresented by PERs. Note that the following 
definitions and the lemma do not require any computational 
structure on D. 
8  
3.4.11. DEFINITION. 
We call X modest, 1ff 
VX,YEViEDZ -x x A i -x Y 
-* X = 
we denote the (su
b)universe of modest D-sets by 9)lv. 
7We abuse notation slightly, i.e. 
p.d(P1 d) := 
8
This is important because this means we can reuse them for the strong 
normalization 
proof. 
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3.4.12. DEFINITION. Assume X E 9M, R E PER(D): 
EL(R) = (D/R,E) 
EL'(X) = 	(i, J) 	,,EX  IFx x A  IFx x} 
9VX(X E 	= {i I i IFx x} 
3.4.13. LEMMA. 
ELv(R) E 9J1, 
H(X, {Y E 931p}x E X) E 9Yt 
EL 1(EL(R)) = R 
z9,Dx E X - EL(EL'(X)) is a bijection and 
i IFX x iffi IFELV(EL1(x))  19X(x). 
Proof. 
Follows from the definition of quotients 3.4.2. 
Assume i 1FrT(x,y) f, g, Now for all x E X,j 11x x we have i .j IF-y f(x),g(x) 
and because Y is modest f(x) = g(x) and therfore by extensionality f = g. 
Expand definitions. 
The preservation of realizers is easy to check and implies the first half of the 
proposition because all D-sets concerned are modest. 
Now we have sufficient material to define the CC-structure D+: 
3.4.14. THEOREM (D is a CC-structure). Let 
SET = (PER(D), D x PER(D)) 
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then 
= (D,9Mv,SETv,ELv,EL 1 ,VD) 
is a CC-structure. 
Proof. Follows by lemma 3.4.10 and 3.4.13. It is easy to see that SET D fuilfills 
condition 1 of definition 3.2.5. 
8.4.15. COROLLARY. The calculus is equationally sound. 
Proof. We use the Kleene-PCA (3.4.6). 9 Let 
BOOL = Vtx D X D x 
true = AX : Set. Ax, y : El(X) x 
false = AX : Set .Ax,y : El(X).y 
It is easy to see that F- BOOL: Set, F true, false: E1(BOOL). We have 
F true : E1(BOOL)J' = {i 	 1 . m - n e p} 
ftF false : El(BOOL) 	f 1 m n E q} 
Let t = )lmn.m and f = )lmn.n. By3.4.7) weknow tlmri = m and f1.m.n = 
n. Certainly t E ftF true: EI(BOOL)f D and f E ftF- false: l(BOOL) v. To see 
that t ftF false: EI(BOOL)f D choose R = (Z, Z) i E w} (the discrete PER), 
any 1, p = {0},m = 0,q = {1},n = 11 then i 1. m - n E p = 0 	q = 
{1}. Therfore F true: E1(B00L)' 	F false: El(BOOL) and by theorems 
3.2.10 and 3.4.14 F F- true false: BOOL is not derivable. 
3.4.16. REMARK. There is a simpler syntactic proof of this fact: we just have to 
realize that every equation which holds for typed terms is also true in the untyped 
A-calculus, which is well known to be equationally consistent. 
'Indeed this construction works for any consistent PCA. 
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There is also a syntactic proof for the logical soundness, using the strong nor-
malization proof. However, proving SN is essentially a semantic construction, 
therefore it seems fair to say that there is no syntactic proof of this property. 
3.4.17. REMARK. It is interesting to note that the proof irrelevance interpreta-
tion can be viewed as a special case of the D-set semantics by setting D = the 
inconsistent PCA. 
3.5. Strong Normalization 
Strong normalization is a very essential property of the calculus which entails a 
number of important corollaries. This does not only include decidability of type 
checking but also facts which are not obviously related to reduction, like uniqueness 
of product formation and that constructors are one-to-one. 
We will here first consider strong normalization in its pure form, i.e. that all 
pure lambda-terms typable in constructions are strongly normalizing. From this 
we will infer by a syntactic constructions that the judgemental reduction relation 
is strongly normalizing and Church-Rosser. 
We want to emphasize here the fact that strong normalization proofs are essen-
tially semantical which is reflected by obtaining a strong normalization argument 
as a modification of the realizability semantics. The development proceeds in a 
very similar way: where we have used properties of PCAs before we will use prop-
erties of the set of strongly normalizing terms here. It is also interesting to note 
that the properties of untyped reduction we have to verify are the same as for 
simply typed )-calculus. 10 
"E.g. SN is type closed, as it is called in [Mit90]. 
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3.5.1. Properties of SN 
We will now verify in some detail the properties of SN for > (e.g. definitions 2.3.5 
(all statements about terms refer to curry terms), 2.3.1, 2.3.7) we need for the 
strong normalization proof. This is done so explicitly because the extensions to 
other notions of reduction follow the same pattern. 
An important notion is weak head reduction: >,,hdg> is the restriction of 3 
reduction to the reduction of head-redexes not inside a A-abstraction 11 . We can 
define >whd inductively: 
3.5.1. DEFINITION (Weak head reduction). >whdC AxAis the least relation closed 
under: 	
M >whd M' 
(AM)N >whd M[N] MN 
>whd ON 
Note that this works for > and t',1. 
The following lemma, which is needed in the strong normalization argument, 
corresponds to a weak form of the standardization theorem. 
3.5.2. LEMMA (Weak standardization). If 
M 
>/ \>whd 
M1 	 M2  
then either M1 = M2  or there exists an M3 s.t. 
M1 	 M2  
\> w hd /> 
M3  
"This is obviously deterministic. 
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Proof. Simple case analysis using lemma 2.3.8. 
A strongly normalizing term which is not in constructor, form (e.g. equal to 
AM) 12  in weak head normal form is called void. Here is another - syntactic - 
characterization of this set for /3i-reduction: 
3.5.3. DEFINITION (Void). Void c A is the smallest set closed under the following 
rules: 
i E Void. 
MEVoid NESN 
 
MN E Void 
MESN 
 
VM E Void 
We can now summarize the syntactic properties of SN needed for the proof: 
3.5.. LEMMA (Properties of SN). 
Void c SN, 
M,N,M[N] e SN 




Follows directly from the definition of Void. 
By (noetherian) induction over M, N, M[N] E SN it is easy to see that all 
one-step reducts of (AM)N are SN. 
12 Note that we do not consider V as a constructor here. 
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3. By induction over MN E SN. We analyze one-step reducts of M'N, note 
that this can not be a 3-redex because M' iwhd M. If N is reduced we 
just apply the induction hypothesis, if M was reduced we have to apply 
lemma 3.5.2 and then either apply the premise directly or use the induction 
hypothesis. 
3.5.2. Saturated ,\-sets 
By applying definition 3.4.9 to A and A* ( sequences of \ terms) we obtain the 
universes of A-sets £2t9J1 and A* sets £2t9Y1*.  We introduce the usual operations 
on A-sets essentially following lemma 3.4.10. Note, however, that one essential 
difference is that we use external sequences instead of encoding pairing internally. 
This reflects the dichotomy of contexts and types in the syntax. 
3.5.5. DEFINITION. Assume G E £2t9J {Y E 	 X E £2t931, {Z E 
and let: 
1A = ({e},{e} x {e}) 
E £2t9Jt' 
EA (G, 	
= 	{((M, N), (y, I')) I M I HG 7 A N IHy y}) 
E £2t9W 
Sect A(G, {Y}) = {f E H. 7jYy  I aMEAM IFSectA (G,{Yl}) f} 
	
where FSectA(G,{Y} 	{(M, f) IVEVEA. IHG 	,' M[] lFy, f()} 
ITA(X, {Z}x) = ({f E HZI 3MEAM IHrJA (x,{ZX}X ) I }, 1Hu A(x,zX }Z )) 
E219Xt 
where IF[J A(x,zX }) {(M,  I) I VXE VNEAM !F-x x - MN IHz f(x)} 
However, £2t9Yt and £2t9W do not directly give rise to an LF-structure because 
we have not identified 0 -equal A-terms. We will refrain from doing this and 
instead we identify a subclass of saturated A sets which can be interpreted as 
an LF- and CC-structure. A particular property of saturated A-sets is that all 
realizers are strongly normalizing. 
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3.5.6. DEFINITION. We call a A-set X saturated 	X E 621T — 1ff the following 
conditions hold: 
SAT1 Every realizer is strongly normalizing. 
VMIF X XM E SN 
SAT2 There is a Ix E X which is realized by every void term. 
VMEVOdM IFx  Ix 
SAT3 The set of realizers for a certain element x is closed under weak head 
expansion inside SN: 
VMIF X XVMIEsN(M' £'whd M) * ( M' IF x x) 
This can be extended to £2t9M*  by the following inductive definition: 
1A E EQtT*. 
G E 2tT* 	{X E 
A(G, {X}) E 62W 
3.5.7. REMARK. This is clearly influenced by the usual definition of saturated sets 
for non-dependent calculi, which we may phrase as follows: 
A set P c A is saturated if 
PCSN, 
Void ç  P, 
VMEPVMIESN(M' 1'whd M) - (M' e P) 
It should be obvious that if X E 6Q[T then the set of realizer {M I 3,,EYM Rx x} 
is saturated in the conventional sense. 
1A and EA  are operations on saturated A-sets by definition but it remains to 
show that this is also true for HA: 
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3.5.8. LEMMA. Assume X E EMT, {Y E 	then HA(X, {Ys}r) E 2tT. 
Proof. 
SAT1 Assume M IFnA (x,{yX}X) f, certainly 0 Ikx -1-x (SAT2 for X). Now we 
know that MO IFy1x f(±x), therefore MO E SN (SAT1 for Yr ), which 
implies M E SN. 
SAT2 Assume M E Void, now for every N IFx x we have that MN E Void 
(SAT1 for X and definition of Void) and therefore MN IFy. Iy. This 
implies M IFUA(x,{yX}S) x 	Iy, so we just set IflA(X,{Y}s) = X 	Iy. 
SAT3 Assume M IFrI A (x,{yr}x) f, V C SN and M' 'whd M. For any N 1Fx x we 
have that MN II-y  f(x). By (APPL) M'N 'whd MN and by lemma 3.5.4 
(3.) M'N E SN. Using SAT3 for Y we have that M'N II-y f(x). Therefore 
we have established that M' IFH A(x,{yX }Z ) f. 
We come now to the central lemma about saturated A-sets: 
3.5.9. LEMMA. SAT = (62t1*,  2ti, 'A, A, SectA, HA) is an LF-structure. 
Proof. With lemma 3.5.8 we know that all operations are defined on saturated 
A-sets. 
We have to verify the conditions for LF-structures (3.2.2). Assume G E 
E 	 E 2T15EE{7-} : 
f—A  = {e} is a singleton set. 
If M IFSectA (G,{Y}) f then M IFSectA(A(G,{X}),{Y1(6)}6) 
f+{X} 
3. 0 IFSeCtA (EA 	 PT,{?}. 
If M IFSectA (G,{flA (X,{Z( x)}x)}) f, N FSectA (G,{X}) g then 
MN IFSect (G,{Z(g(y)) } y) f[g]. 
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5. Assume M ILSectA (EA (G,{X}y),{Z}ô) f. 
For any E G and N IFG we have that M[]1  = M[RO] Hz f(, I) 
(using SAT2) and therefore M[N]1 E SN (by SAT1). 
Furthermore assume x E X and N' Fx, x. We have that 
M[N][N'] = M[NN'] IHZ(X) f(y,x) 
Knowing M[N]1 , N', M[N]1 [N'] E SN we can apply lemma 3.5.4 (2.) to con- 
clude that (AM[9]1)N' E SN. We can now apply SAT3 because (AM)[N]N' = 
AM[911)N' whd M[9]1 [N'] to see that 
(AM)[N]N IF,( -) f(y, x) = A(f)(y)(x) 
Therefore (by discharging the assumptions) we have that 
AM HSectA (G,{flA (X,{Z( x)}x)}) AU). 
Note that the restriction to saturated A-sets was only used for verifying the 
last condition which corresponds to the rule (LAM). At the same place in lemma 
3.4.10 the closure under 3-equality was used in an essential way. 
To extend SAT to a CC-structure we exploit the fact that our construction 
for D-sets was independent from the computational structure: 
3.5.10. THEOREM. By applying definition 3..12 for D = A we obtain 9 A ,ELA,EL 1
,9A 
9JSat = 9JA fl 62 is the universe of modest saturated A-sets. With 
SET A = {R E PER(A) I EL(R) E 2t} 
SETA = (SETA, SN x SETA) 
we have that 
SAT = (SAT, 9yat SET A , ELA , EL', 9A) 
is a CC-structure. 
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Proof. Note that SETA has been defined in a way to ensure that for R E SETA 
it holds that EL(R) E 6%T. To see that SETA E E5%T we have to apply lemma 
3.5.4(1). 
Condition 1 from definition 3.2.5 Sect(X, SETA) = 	—* SETA  holds trivially, 
just juse )x.x as a realizer. The other conditions follow from lemma 3.4.13. 
To conclude strong normalization we have to show that the interpretation of a 
typable term is realized by its subject: 
3.5.11. LEMMA (Realizer lemma). For any F F M : a we have that 
MI IF 
SeCtA (ErT+,ErF1T) 
ftF F MSAT+ 
Proof. By induction over the derivation, for (vAR),(LAM) and 
(APP) this is already 
verified by the choice of realizers in the proof of lemma 3.5.9. 
For (ALL) assume that 
M IFSCCtA([F I T+,ESET]6T+) 
F.a F M+ 
then 
VM IF(J,[5et1T+) F F S ectA 
because from the premise it follows that VM E SN and every strongly normalizing 
terms realizes in SETA. 
3.5.12. COROLLARY (Strong normalization). If  F M : a then 
IMI E SN. 
Proof. From the properties of saturated A-sets it follows that 
0,1,...I17II ] T+ 11 -L 
by lemma 3.5.11 it follows that 
MI = IMI[O,1,... ni 	r1 	
jr F 
and therefore M E SN by SAT1. 
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3.5.13. REMARK. It is natural to compare our approach with the categorical strong 
normalization proof by Hyland and Ong [H093]. One obvious difference is that 
their approach is based on modified realizability, whereas the saturated A-sets can 
be viewed as a modification of standard realizability. Another difference is that 
they identify a structure on strongly normalizing terms which is weaker as PCAs 
(e.g. conditionally PCAs or C-PCAs), whereas we do not use PCAs at all but a 
notion of saturated sets. 
Chapter 4 
Inductive types 
The main problem in adding inductive types to a Type Theory seems to be to 
find a notation which captures all interesting cases, yet is still consistent and com-
prehensible. There are a number of different proposals, e.g. [CP89], [Dyb9l], 
[Dyb92a] and [PM93b] which are all similar in that they introduce a syntactically 
convenient notion. In [CP89] also a notion of inductive types based on strictly 
positive is proposed. This is followed up by Ore, who investigates a notion of 
inductive types for EGG based on functors [0re92]. However it seems that this 
approach is pragmatically less interesting because the presentation requires an ad-
ditional effort to encode the more convenient presentations. Ore also falls short of 
capturing families of inductive types which are essential for practical applications. 
Here we will refrain from proposing and investigating yet another general notion 
of inductive types but concentrate on showing in detail how a non-trivial example 
of an inductive type (general trees) can be added to the theory and how semantics 
and strong normalization can be extended. However, in appendix A we present a 
set of general rules, similar to the ones proposed in [Dyb92a]. 
Luo and Goguen propose a generalization of EGG called Unifying Theory of 
Dependent Types (TJTT) [Luo92],[0og93]. This calculus is based on a separation 
of types and proposition; therefore they propose to add inductive types only to 
the predicative levels of EGG and not to Prop which corresponds to Set in our 
presentation. Our approach is dual: because we want to exploit the propositions-
as-types idea, we add inductive types only as set-constructors. We will not discuss 
76 
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predicative universes here but we believe they can be added as inductive types 
following the proposal in [Dyb92b]. Another difference to UTT is that we em-
phasize the use of dependent inductive types on the impredicative level which are 
intentionally not included in UTT. 
On a semantical level it seems obvious that inductive types can be modeled by 
initial T-algebras ala Hagino, this is already sketched in [CP89]. This approach 
can also by extended to families by considering endofunctors in a slice. Ore in 
[0re92] sketches an extension of the w-set semantics for ECC to his functorial pre-
sentation of inductive types. However, this development is unsatisfactory because 
he never shows that his construction gives an initial T-algebra but he uses this fact 
in the definition of the semantics. It seems that to verify that his constructions is 
weakly initial one has to exploit the fact that all definable functors are internal, 
i.e. their effect on morphisms is tracked by a recursive function. Fu in [Fu92] 
investigates initial T-algebras in the w-set semantics as well. However, he restricts 
himself to non-dependent, algebraic inductive types. Even in this restricted case 
his development does not seem to be convincing because he needs colimits of infi-
nite chains for decidable 2  functors, which usually do not exists in the category of 
w-sets. 
It should be possible to use the construction presented here to extend the D-
set semantics to general T-algebras, where T is internal and preserves monomor-
phisms. However, in the spirit of the model construction in chapter 2.1.2 we will 
concentrate here on the concrete model construction and the direct interpretation 
'See [Hag87], or [A1t90] for some examples. 
2According to definition 5.3.8, p. 71, [Fu92] a decidable functors is one which pre-
serves w-sets with enumerable domain. 
'The proof of proposition 5.3.9, p.71, ibid, seems incorrect: It is in general not pos-
sible to construct a finite Turing machine from any enumerable set of Turing machines. 
Indeed, we do not believe that even the colimit of the w-chain generated by T(X) = X+1 
exists, although this functor is clearly decidable and has an initial T-algebra. 
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of the syntax. Another important consideration is that we are using a construc-
tion which easily generalizes to saturated A-sets to extend the strong normalization 
argument. 
An important feature of our approach to inductive types is that we allow large 
eliminations, e.g. the elimination constants can use an arbitrary family of types 
not just sets. This is not only essential to prove inequalities but also seems to 
extend the power of the theory considerably. ' It is therefore interesting to note 
that we are able to interpret large eliminations in the D-set and the saturated 
A-set semantics, thereby extending consistency and strong normalization to this 
extension. 
In the rest of this chapter we present general trees, discuss how they fit into 
the meta-theory developed in chapter 2.1.2 and then extend D-set and strong 
normalization. 
4.1. Definition of trees 
General trees are trees with an arbitrary set of leaves A and the branches indexed 
by another arbitrary set B. E.g. assume any F s.t. F I- A, B: Set then we define 
using the material presented in appendix A: 
Tree = ILN({(14, {}), (e, {B})}) 
We have the following derived rules: 
F H Tree: Set 	 (TREE-FORM) 
'E.g. the type-theoretic presentation of negative domain equatipns [Hof93b], the sim-
ple minded consistency arguments as presented in [CD93] and the universe constructions 
presented in [Dyb92b] essentially rely on this or a comparable mechanism. 
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F H leaf = C: A - Tree Tree 	
(TREE-INTRO) 
F I- sup = C ree  : (B -* Tree) -p Tree 
F,Tree I- a 
F F- R ee : 	(Ha: A.cr[leafa]) 	
(TREE-ELIM) 
(Hf: B -* Tree.(Hb: B.cr[fb]) - a[supf]) 
-f (Hx : Tree.a[x]) 
F.Tree H a 
F H 1: Ha: A.o-[leafa] 
F H s : Hf: B -* Tree.(Hb: B.a[fb]) - a[supf] 
FHa:A 
F H f: B -* Tree 
F F- Rfreel5(leafa) 	la : a[leafa] 
F H RreelS(SUPf) sf(\x : B.R reelS(fb)) : a[supf] 
(TREE-COMP) 
4.2. D-set semantics 
NOTATION. Given a R e PER(D) we will denote the relation by '-R  for better 
readability, and by R = DIR = EL(R) the associated set of equivalence classes. 
Given R E PER(D) and {Sr e PER(D)} ER we denote 
V(R,{Sr}r ) = EL 1(ll(R,{Sr}r )) E PER(D) 
For any p E V(R,{Sr}r) we have P = 91(p) E H(R, {Sr}r). Note that for any 
d E p we have d IF fl( { }r) ' 
In the special case of a constant family we just write R -f S. 
4.2.1. Formation- and introduction-rules 
We will now identify a PER TREE-D to interpret Tree and give a sound inter-
pretation of leaf and sup. For the following we assume a fixed 'y E RQD and let 
A = F H Ay, B = F H B'y. 
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We will use the following codes for the constructors and recursor which are 
motivated by Parigot's encodings: 
dleaf = )ails.la 
dsup = •Xf.)\ls.sf 
dR = 
where Y = f.(\x.f(xx))\x.f(xx)) or any other encoding of a fixpoint combina-
tor s.t. Yf f(Yf) holds. 
The following equations follow directly from the encoding: 
4.2.1. LEMMA. 
dRls(dleaf a) = la 
dRls(d UP f) 	sf(.\b.dRls(fb)) 
Moreover we have the following properties: 
4.2.2. LEMMA. 
1. dleaf a 4 d5f 
2 	
dleaf a = dieaia' 
a = a' 
3. 
UsupJ 	
A - UsupJ f 
f=f' 
Proof. 
Ad 1: We have that for any d, d' E D (die a)(.d)(.d') = d and (df)(.d)(A.d') = 
d', i.e. dlea.f  a = 	p f implies d = d'.Therefore the equation cannot hold in any 
consistent PCA. 
Ad 2,3: Note that (dieaf a)II = a and (df)II = f. 
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Note that we need the fact that the underlying PCA is consistent for the first 
clause. For the same reason this construction fails for the set-theoretic semantics. 
We note that PER(D) w.r.t. the subset-ordering constitutes a complete lattice: 
4.2.3. LEMMA. 
(PER(D), c, fl) 
is a complete lattice. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
The glb can be defined in a standard way and does not correspond to set- 
theoretic union, but: 
+ 
UP=fl{QVREPRcQ} 
4.2.4. REMARK. If we want to extend the construction to dependent it-types we 
need the slightly more general result that for any indexing set I the set I -* 
PER(D) constitutes a complete lattice with respect to the pointwise inclusion. 
This is not hard to see and the rest of the construction works analogously. 
We will now apply variant of Tarski's theorem [Tar55] to construct TREED. 
4.2.5. DEFINITION (Transfinite Iteration). Let (L, c, no U) be a complete lattice 
and 0 a monotone function on L, then we define for any ordinal a the transfinite 
iteration V as: 
'to = nO 
= 
= U{He} 
.2.6. THEOREM (Ordinal fixpoint theorem). Let L be a complete lattice and 'I" a 
monotone function as before. Then there exists an ordinal c 0 with lao l < ILI s.t. 
is the least fixpoint of 1, and we have: 
109 
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S V>04'(4) = 
Proof. See [Llo841, pp. 27. 
4.2.7. REMARKS. 
There is an obvious dualization of this theorem which is also proven in 
Llo84I. This would be certainly useful to model 
coinductive types, how- 
cult to handle in an intensional  
ever coinductive types are i
nherently diffi  
type theory. 
In Tarski's original proof 
& the least fixpoint is co
nstructed as the gib of all 
prefixpoiflt5 
nix 	(x)} 
If we only want to obtain a fixpoint then this 
construction is actually simpler 
then the iterative version. However, we will 
construct the interpretation of 
the recursor by another iteration parallel to the one above. It is not clear 
how to do this for Tarski's construction. 
We define an operator v E p(D x D) 
,P(D x D): 
{ (dieai,dieaf') 
a A a'} 
= 
u 	{(df, df') I 1 BR f'} 
with the following properties 
4.2.8. LEMMA, 
1. If d 'v(R) d' then one 
of thefollowing cases applies 
(a) d = dieaia A d' = dleaf a' A a A 
a' 
5
See [LNS821 for a historical account of this 
folk theorem. 
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(b) d = 	A d' = df' A f -B—R f' 
2. 	(R E PER(D)) E PER(D) 
RcR' 
S. 
(R) c 	(R') 
Proof. 	1. Just apply lemma 4.2.2. 
We use the previous clause and the fact that A, B -* R are PERs. 
We apply 1. and note that B - R c B -f R'. 
We introduce the following abbreviations: 
LEAFDR = [d1ea f]A v (R) 
SUP 
Clause 1. of lemma 4.2.8 implies that LEAFVR  and SUP 
D  are disjoint and one-
to-one, i.e.: 
_ - 
I. VEVf _LEAFpR(a) SUPV R(f) EB—R - 
Va a'E 
EAFv (a) = LEAFv R(a/) 
a = a 
 
supvR(f) = SUPvR(f/) 
fXED—K__________________________ 
f =  f' 
.2.9. LEMMA. There is an ordinal ci 0 with lao l < IDI s.t. I,° is the leastfixpoint 
Of 1v and we have that for all c: 'I, c 4°. 
Proof. Follows from theorem 4.2.6 and lemma 4.2.8 (2,3). We have t, C I° and 
by lemma 4.2.8(1.) we get that the inclusion holds on the level of classes. 
We can now give a sound interpretation of the formation and introduction 
rules: 
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LEMMA. The following is a sound interpretation of Tree, leaf and sup: 
[[F H Tree]y = TREED 
ao— 
— 
E [[F H SetJjV 7  
[[F H 1eaf7 = LEAFV 
= 	TREED  
E [[F H A —* Treefy 
[[F H sup 	= SUPD 
= SUPV T REED 
E 	[[F H (B —* Tree) —p Tree 
V 
'y 
Proof. Obviously we have that TREED E SET = PER(D) and for the constructors 
we just have to exploit that v(TREEv) = TREED (lemma 4.2.9). 
4.2.2. Elimination- and computation-rules 
To interpret the recursor assume a family of D-sets {Xt}tETREEV and 
1 E HV(A,{XLE(a)}a) 
S 	E Hv(B —* TREED , HD (B, {XI(b)}b) —p X5f)}f) 
We also choose some realizer d1 IF- 1 and d II- s. First we will construct the set-
theoretic part of the recursor by transfinite iteration for every a and then verify 
by transfinite induction that it is tracked by dR. 
We define T D (1, s) E Ht E 	as follows: 
= 0 
1(a) 	 if t = LEAFv(a) 
W(l,$)1(t) = 
 I s(f,b E 	I" WV(l,$)(f(b))) if t = SUPp(f) 
kPv(l,$)Ufl(t) = 'P(l,$)(t) 	where a = fl{a E # I t E 	} 
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To see that the Xt in the partial product above is aIway defined we have to 
remember that 'I c TREED (lemma 4.2.9). 
The case analysis for 1JI(l, s) 	is deterministic and disjoint as a consequence 
of lemma 4.2.8. 
Note that the successor step only defines a partial function because .s only 
allows realizable functions for its second argument. We will now show thatis 
always total and has a uniform realizer: 
.2.11. LEMMA. For all a and all t E 	t we have: 
TD (1, 	E X 
dRdlddt  U-xe W(l,$)°(t) 
Proof. By transfinite induction over a: 
a = 0 All clauses are trivial. 
a = a' + 1 
t = LEAFv(a) 
We know that a E A and therefore: 'I'(l,$) 1(t) = 1(a) E 
XLEAFV (a) 
By definition of LEAFy: dt = dieaida with da E a. Using lemma 
4.2.1 we can conclude: 
dRdlds(dleafda ) = did,, IF 1(a) 
t = SUP-D(f) 
1. We know that f Assume d f E f we can show using 
the induction hypothesis for 2.: 
dh = )'b.d Rdl d8 (d f b) IFnV(B,{xf(b)}b)  h = b E B '—* '(l, s)(f(b)) 
and h E H(B, {Xf(b)}b). Therefore: 
W(1, s)'+' (t) = s(f, h) E XSUp(f) 
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2. We use lemma 4.2.1: 
dRd1d5(ddf) = d3df dh 
IF s(f,h) 
a = U 3 Follows directly from the induction hypothesis. 
We can now conclude that IJv(l, s)° is a sound interpretation of the recursor: 
.2.12. COROLLARY. 
1 
v(l,$) ° E Hv(TREEv,{X}) 
'I'v(l,$)°(LEAFv(a)) = 1(a) 
lP(l, s)°(SUPv(f)) = s(f, b e B 	P(l, s)'- (1(b))) 
1 E Hv(A, {XLEAFv(a)}a) 
ftF F- R reellDy = 
	s e H(B -~ TREED, {H(B, {XI(b)}b) - Xs — (f) }f) 
I,. 
with X = ftF.Tree H 
validates (TREE-ELIM) and (TREE-COMP). 
Proof. 	1. The first line is a direct consequence of lemma 4.2.11. Note that 
W(l, s)° = lIlv(l, )4 and therefore the equations follow directly from 
the definition of W(l,$) 1. 
2. This is just a reformulation of 1. 
4.2.13. REMARK. It is interesting to note that this construction does not depend 
on the particular type of the recursor or on the choice of equations but only on 
the fact that the type of the recursor represents a complete covering and the right 
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hand side of the equations are structurally smaller then the left hand side 	using 
the terminology of [Coq92b]. Therefore it seems straightforward to extend this 
semantics to the case of arbitrary pattern matching definitions as described ibid. 
This remark also applies to the development presented in the next section. 
4.3. Saturated A-sets 
The interpretation for the saturated A-set semantics proceeds in essentially the 
same way as for the D-set semantics. However, we have to extend some syntactic 
lemmas to trees. 
4.3.1. Syntactic properties 
We will first extend the notion of reduction, weak-head reduction and void terms 
in a consistent way. We extend the Curry terms (definition 2.3.5) by the following 
new constants: 
A ::= ... Tree leaf I sup I RTree 
and the stripping map is extended by IR'r ee  = RTree and is the identity for the 
other new cases. Reduction is extended by new /3-rules: 
RTreeMIM3(leaf Ma) > M1Ma 	
(TREE-BETA) 
RTreeMlMs(SUPMf) > Ms Mf\b.RTreeMlMs(Mfb)) 
f'whd includes (TREE-BETA) and is closed under 
N L'whd  N' 
(TREE-APP) 
RTree Ml M8 N >whd  RTreeMl M N' 
which is valid for > automatically. We extend Void by the following clauses: 
NEVoid MI ,MS ESN 
RTree MIM8 N E Void 
Tree E Void 
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By whnf we denote the partial function which assigns to every term its weak 
head normal form so it exists. Note that we do not need Church Rosser here 
because Lwhd is obviously deterministic. 
The fact that we have extended the reduction in a coherent way reflects itself 
in the fact the we can extend lemma 3.5.2: 
.3.1. LEMMA (Extended weak standardization). lemma 3.5.2 holds for the extended 
system. 
Proof. The case analysis of lemma 3.5.2 has to be extended by the new cases 
generated by tree reduction. They are all straightforward. 
Using the previous lemma we can show an extended version of lemma 3.5.4 
with new clauses for the reduction of trees: 
4.3.2. LEMMA (Properties of SN). 
1. Void ç  SN, 
2 M,N,M[N]ESN 
M)N E SN 
M' 'whd  M MNESN 
M'NeSN 
M1Ma, M8 E SN 
RTreeMlMs(leaf Ma) E SN 
MsMJ()tb.RTreeMIM8(Mfb)) E SN 
RTreeMlMs(5UPMf) E SN 
RTree MlMsMt E SN, 
	
M >,,,hd M, 	Mt E SN 
 
RTreeMIMsMt E SN 
Proof. For the first three cases we only describe the changes to the proof of lemma 
3.5.4: 
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We only have to consider the new clause for RTree and observe that void terms 
are never constructors and therefore for N E Void RTreeMIM8N cannot be a 
redex. 
As for lemma 3.5.4. 
Note that if M' whd  M then M'N is not a redex. Therefore the argument 
from lemma 3.5.4 applies without change. 
By induction over reductions of M1 , M5 , Ma. 
By induction over reductions of M1 , M3 , M1, X. 
As in clause 3.: If M >,, hd M then RTreeMlMsMt  is not a redex. Therefore 
we have only to consider reductions in M1, M3, M. If Mt is reduced we need 
lemma 4.3.1 to apply the induction hypothesis. 
4.3.2. Formation and introduction-rules 
The definition of the interpretation function in the saturated A-set model follows 
the development of the D-set semantic very closely, i.e. in many places we have 
just to replace the CC-structure V by SAT. Remember that 
SET A = {R E PER(A) I EL(R) E 2t} 
plays the role of PER(D) now. In the following I will rather concentrate on the 
differences to the previous section. 
We define operators ' AT' sxr E 'P (A x A) -* 'P (A x A): 
{ (leaf M,,, leaf M,,) Ma 'A Ma' } 
SAT(') = 
U {(supMf ,supMf l) Mf  B_RMf'} 
It is not the case that IAT(R)  preserves saturatedriess, therefore we define: 
SAT(R) = 	
{(N, N') I M, N E SN A whnf(N), whnf(N') E Void} 
U {(M, N) M, N e SN A whnf(M) SAT(R) whnf(N)} 
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.3.3. LEMMA (Compare to .2.8). 	1. If M 'SATR  M' then one of the fol- 
lowing cases applies: 
whnf(M) =z leaf Ma A whnf(M') = leaf Ma' A Ma A Ma' 
whnf(M) = supM f A whnf(M') = supMji A M -'B—R M f' 
whnf(M),whnf(M') E Void 
. SAT(R E SETA) E SETA 
RCR' 
3. 
SAT(R) c sA1-(R') 
Proof. 
Note that all M E dom( AT(R)) are non-void weak-head normal forms. 
Therefore "SAT  does not confuse anything. 
That SAT(R) E PER(A) can be verified analgously 4.2.8. That (1SAT  is 
saturated follows directly from the definition. 
As for 4.2.8. 
We define: 
Rii ri Lr 	r SAT 	= [1eaIjA.. SAT (R) 
SUPsAr' = [sup] (BR)sAy(R) 
= Void E sr(R) 
As before LEAFSAT R, SUPsArR ,_L R  are disjoint and one-to-one. 
	
LEMMA (Compare .2.9). There is an ordinal c 0 with I ao 	D I s. t. 1SAT - aO 
is the least fixpoint of OSAT  and we have that for all a: 	- c OAT .  
Proof. Analogous to 4.2.9. 
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.3.5. LEMMA. The following is a sound interpretation of Tree, leaf and sup: 
SAT IF H lree]I 	y = TREESAT 
ceo— 
- "SAT 
E IF H SetrAT y 
F H leaf4Ty = LEAFSAT 
= LEAFSATTs4T 
E 	IFHA — Tree 
SAT  -y 
F I- supJ SAT  -y = SUPSAT 
SUPSATTsT 
E IF H (B — 	
SAT Tree) —* ireeJ 	y 
Proof. Analogous to 4.2.10. 
4.3.3. Elimination- and computation-rules 
To interpret the recursor assume a family of saturated A-sets: {Xt}tETREESAT and 
1 E 11SAT(k{XLEAy(a)}a) 
s E IISAT(B —* TREESAT, {HSAT(B, {Xi(b)}b) —* Xs—T(f)}f) 
We also choose some M1 IF 1 and M3 IF s. 
We define W5AT(i,$) E fit E 	ATt as follows: 
T 	II \O 
'SAT(', 8 ) = 
1(a) 	 if t = LEAFSAT (a) 
SAT(l, 3) 1(t) = 	s(f,b E B-* WSAT(l,$)(f(b)))  if t= SUPSAT(f) 
if t = _ SAT 
'I'5AT(l,S)-(0 = lSAT(l,3)a(t) 	where c = fl{a E 3 i  t E 4} 
.3.6. LEMMA (Compare to 4.2.11). For all a and alit EE t we have: 
1. 	'T/ SAT  (l,$)(t) E X 
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2. RTree MIM3Mt IFx  'T'SAT(l,  s)(t) 
Proof. By transfinite induction over a, as before only the successor case is inter-
esting: 
a = a' + 1 
= LEAFSAT(a) 
We know that a E A and therefore: 'PsAT(1,$) 1(t) = 1(a) E 
XLEAFSAT(a) 
By definition of LEAFSAT: whnf(Mt ) = leaf M,with Ma E a. We 
reason by the length of the weak-head reduction of M 
n=O 
RTreeMlMs(leaf Ma ) >whd MiMa IFXLEAFSAT(a) 1(a) 
by lemma 4.3.2 (4.) and SAT-3 for XLEAFSAY(a)  we have: 
RTreeMlMs(leaf Ma) FXLEAFSAT(a) 1(a) 
n=n'+l In a similar fashion apply lemma 4.3.2 (6.) and SAT-3 
for XLEAFSA T(a). 
t = SUPSAT(1) 
1. We know that f E B 	Assume Mj E f we can show using 
the induction hypothesis for 2.: 
Mh = )b.RTreeMlMs(Mfb) IFHSAT(B,{XI(b)}&) h = b E 	'I'SAT(l, s)(J(b 
and h E IISAT (B, {Xf(b)}b). Therefore: 
'SAT(l,S)1(t) = s(f,h) E XSUpsAT(f) 
2. As for the LEAFSAT but using lemma 4.3.2 (5.) and (6.) this time. 
.3.7. COROLLARY (Compare to 4.2.12). 
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1 
'I!SAT (l,$)'° E 11SAT(TREESAT,{Xt}t ) 
'I'sAT(l,3) 0 (LEAFSAT(a)) = 1(a) 
W SAT (l, s)°(SUP SAT (f)) = s(f, b E 	I" SAT ( 1, s)°(f(b))) 
SAT 
E[FHRree 	7= 
1 E HSAT(A, {XLEAFSAT(a)}a) 
S e [JSAT(B —* TREESAT, {HSAT(B, {XI(b)}b) —i XsU — (f) }f) 
I—+ 
with X = F.Tree F o SAT . 
validates (TREE-ELIM) and (TREE-COMP). 
Proof. As for 4.2.12. 
4.3.4. Strong normalization 
We can now derive strong normalization by extending the reasoning in section 3.5. 
.3.8. LEMMA (Compare .5.11). For any F F M : a we have that 
MIF SeCtA([F]SAT,[FH]SAT)  pF 
MSAT+ 
Proof. By induction over derivations. For the rules of the core calculus we can 
reuse the original proof using lemma 4.3.2 instead of 3.5.4. From the construction 
it should be obvious that: 
leaf IF LEAFSAT 
sup IF SUPSAT 
Tree IF TREESAT 
RTree IF rrpj reeU
SAT 
U.  
.3.9. COROLLARY (Strong normalization). If  F M : a then IMI E SN. 
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Proof. Analogous corollary 3.5.12. 
4.3.10. REMARK. The extension of the results from chapter 2.1.2 is straightfor-
ward but laborious and will not be carried out here. The possible reductions in 
the annotations of the recursor make it necessary to extend the blowing-up map, 
definition 2.3.16. 
Chapter 5 
Application: Proving SN for 
System F 
In the following we are going to apply the Type Theory developed in the previous 
chapters, i.e. CC extended by inductive sets 1 , to a non trivial problem: to for-
mally verify the strong normalization result for System F as presented in [GLT89]. 
This development has been completely formalized in LEGO see the appendix B 
for a complete and commented listing. 
Using Type Theory to verify results about Type Theory or \-calculus has a 
twofold purpose: We can test the practicability of the system in an area which 
is well known to us and therefore can easily be communicated and we are able 
to verify properties of our implementation. This may seem circular at first but 
note that for the correctness of a type theoretic system implementation details 
are more essential than abstract meta-theoretic considerations. Another answer 
to this objection is the possibility of cross-verification. 2  Our choice of strong 
normalization can be justified with the essential role this problem or more generally 
the question of decidability plays for the implementation of Type Theories. 
'Since this example was developed before the material in the previous chapters, there 
is a slight mismatch: At one point we will use an inductive type in a universe (VEC). 
'This has recently been proposed by Dowek, see [Dow93]. 
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In the context of the BRA on logical frameworks there has been some related 
work, just to mention a few examples: 
Berardi partially implemented strong normalization for System F in pure CC 
also using LEGO, [Ber9l]. 
C. Coquand verified the decidability of equality in the simply typed X-
calculus in ALF [Mag92], an implementation of Martin-Löf's Type Theory 
with pattern matching, [Coq92a]. 
Huet implemented the the residual theory of /3-reduction in pure ).-calculus 
in Gallina/Coq, [Hue93]. 
McKinna and Pollack implemented large parts of the meta theory of Pure 
Type Systems in LEGO, [MP93]. 
5.1. Using LEGO 
LEGO is a proof development system based on Type Theory which has been 
implemented by Randy Pollack. The main documentation for LEGO is [LP92], 
a good introduction can be found in [Hof92], where LEGO is used for program 
verification. 
5.1.1. The Type Theory 
The standard Type Theory used in the LEGO system is ECC. However we will 
not use the predicative type universes in any essential way and consider LEGO as 
an implementation of the calculus described in chapter 2. LEGO uses the Church 
presentation of terms but it goes even further and allows the suppression of type 
information if it can be automatically inferred. See 5-1 for a quick overview of 
the syntax but for more detailed information {LP92} should be consulted. Note 
that the judgement F F- a- is represented in LEGO by a typing judgement and that 
LEGO does not distinguish between V and H or use El. 
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Our notation LEGO notation Remarks 
I 	[x:S]M explicit 
,\x:a.M 
I_Lx I SI M implicit 
fix: cr.'r {x:S}T explicit 
E1(Vx : a.T) {xIS}M implicit 







(F)Ho S:Type(0)  
Figure 5-1: Syntax of terms in LEGO 
An essential element of the LEGO system is that we do not have to come up 
with a proof term ourselves but that we can generate one by using built-in proof 
tactics. Therefore most of the constructions in appendix B are not presented as 
)-terms directly but as the sequence of tactics by which they are generated. For 
details we refer again to [LP92]. 
5.1.2. The Logic 
The basic logical connectives (/\,\/,not and Ex) are defined using an impred-
icative encoding see figure 5-2. However, instead of Leibniz Equality we define 
propositional equality EQ as an inductive type. 
Theoretically, it would have been better to use inductive types for all logical 
connectives, because they come with stronger elimination rules and it seems a 
bit of a waste to introduce impredicativity just to encode basic logical connec-
tives. However, the current Refine tactic of LEGO is tuned for the impredicative 
encodings. 
It is also an essential disadvantage that we only have the weak eliminations 
when we want to use the proposition as types paradigm. Given that the proof on 
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Usual notation Lego notation Definition 
AAB 
A/\B 	or 
{CIProp}(A->B->C) -> C 
and A B 
A V B 
A \/ B 	or 
{C I Prop} (A->C) -> (B->C) -> C 
or A B 
A  A ->B {_:A}B 
(iff A B) (and (A->B) 	(B->A)) 
I (falsity) absurd {C:Prop} C 
not A A -> absurd 
Vx E A.P(x) 
{x:A} 	(P x) 	or 
primitive 
{xIA} 	(P x)  
xEA.P(x) 
Ex[a:A]P a 	or 
{CIProp}({a:A}(P a) -> C) -> C 
Ex P 
x = y E X (EQ x y) inductive type 
Figure 5-2: Logical connectives in Lego 
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which this development is based is not type-theoretic this turns out to be a minor 
problem, but see section 5.3.1. 
5.1.3. Inductive types 
When this work was done (August 1992) there was no mechanism in LEGO to 
define inductive types. Therefore we introduce inductive types just by assuming 
the constants used and by adding the typed reduction rules to the system. Con-
sider, as an example, the type of natural numbers (see appendix B.3. Using the 
notation defined in A we would define 
Nat = JL N ({(Ao = c, {}), (A1 	€, {B o = 
Set 
This specification can be written in a more readable way by directly presenting 
the types of the canonical elements and at the same time introducing names for 
set former and canonical elements: 
mu [Nat : Set] (zero: Nat, succ :Nat->Nat) 
This is translated into the following LEGO declarations: 
$[Nat : Set] 
$[zero : Nat] 
$[succ : Nat->Nat]} 
$[RecNat : {P:Nat->Type(0)} 
(P zero) 
->({n:Nat}(P n)->(P (succ n))) 
-> {n:Nat}P n]; 
'This situation has changed now, due to the work by Claire Jones [Jo1193]. 
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[[P:Nat->Type(0)][z:P zero] [f:{n:Nat}(P n)->(P (succ n))] 
[n:Nat] 
RecNat P z f zero ==> z 
II RecNat P z f (succ n) ==> f n (RecNat P z f n)]; 
Note that we simulate large eliminations by quantifying over Type(0) instead of 
Prop. 
If we want to define a function over natural numbers, we may declare it first 
in an ML-like fashion: 
add : Nat->Nat->Nat 
rec add zero n = n 
I add (succ m) n = SUCC (add rn n) 
which can be (mechanically) translated into the following LEGO code using the 
recursor (here we use a derived non-dependent recursor RecNatN4 to simplify the 
typing): 
[RecNatN[CIType(0)] = RecNat ([_:Nat]C)], 
[add = RecNatN ([n:Nat]n) 
([m:Nat] [add_rn:Nat->Nat] [n:Nat]succ (add_rn n))]; 
We can only define functions by primitive recursion in this way, but note that 
we get more than the usual primitive recursive functions because we have higher 
order functions. 
It is interesting to consider inductive types with dependent constructors like 
the type of vectors: 
4  W adopt the convention that RN stands for the non-dependent version of recursor 
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[A:Set]mu[Vec:Nat->Set] (v_nil:Vec zero, 
v_cons:A->{nlNat}(Vec n)->(Vec succ n)) 
or the family of finite sets: 
mu[Fin:Nat->Set] (f_zero:{n:Nat}Firj (succ n), 
f_succ:{nlNat}(Fin n)->(Fin (succ n))) 
Vectors resemble lists but differ in that the length of the sequence is part of its 
type. Therefore we have Vec: Set->Nat->Set in contrast to List : Set->Set, 
i.e. Vec A 35  is the type of sequences of type A of length 3. Finite sets are a 
representation of subsets of natural numbers less than a certain number, i.e. Fin 
n corresponds to {i I i < n}. 
As already remarked we need the large eliminations to show inequalities, like 
the fourth Peano axiom: Vn.O n + 1. When using dependent inductive types 
the proofs of these proposition also have a computational usage. An example is a 
run-time-error-free lookup function for vectors:6 
v_nth : {nlNat}(Fin n)->(Vec A n)->A 
rec v_nthl(succ n) (f_zero n) (v_cons a _) = a 
I v_nthl(succ n) (f-succ 1) (v-cons - 1) = v_nthln i 1 
Using these error-free functions not only simplifies the verification of functions 
using vectors; it also allows, in principle a more efficient compilation of code 
involving dependent types.7  
'The official LEGO syntax for this is Vec A (succ (succ (succ zero))). 
61.e. vnth (f-succ (f-zero 3)) : (Vec A 5)->A extracts the second element 
out of a sequence of five. 
'The idea of using dependent types to avoid run-time-errors was first proposed by 
Healfdene Goguen to me. 
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Another use of dependent inductive types is the definition of predicates as the 
initial semantics of a set of Horn clauses. An example is the definition of the 
predicate < (LE) for natural numbers: 
mu[LE:Nat->Nat->Set] ( 
leO:{n:Nat}LE zero n, 
lel:{m,nlNat}(LE m n)->(LE (succ m) (succ n))) 
5.2. A guided tour through the formal proof 
In the following I am going to explain the formalized proof. For more detailed 
information it may be worthwhile to study the LEGO code or better to run the 
proofs through the system. 
5.2.1. The untyped .A-calculus 
We define untyped )-terms (Tm) using de Bruijn indices [dB72] as the following 
inductive type: 
mu[Tm:Set](var : Nat->Tm, 
app : Tm->Tm->Tm, 
lain : Tm->Tm) 
We define the operations weakening weak : Nat->Tm->Tm (corresponding to M) 
(introduction of dummy variables) and substitution subst : Nat->Tm->Tm->Tm 
(corresponding to M[N])by primitive recursion over the structure of terms using 
the appropriate recursor (see appendix B.3). The first parameter indicates the 
number of bound variables 	weakO and substO are defined as abbreviations, i.e. 
substO M N substitutes the free variable with index 0 in M by N.8 We also define 
'Although we only use weakO and substO in the following definition we really have 
to export the general versions because we have to use them whenever we want to 
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repeated weakening rep_weakO 
:Nat_>Tm>Tm which is needed to simulate parallel 
substitution. 




(subst 1 (weak 1 M) N) M; 
Goal {l' ,l:Nat}{M:Tm}(LE 1' l)> 
(EQ (weak (succ 1) (weak 1' M)) 
(weak 1' (weak 1 M))); 
Goal {l' ,l:Nat}{M,NTm}'T. 1' 1)-> 
(EQ (subst (succ 1) (weak 1' M) N) 
(weak 1' (subst 1 M N))); 
Goal {l:Nat}{M,N1,N2Tm} 
EQ (subst 1 (subst (succ 1) M Ni) N2) 
(subst 1 (subst 1 M (weakO N2)) Ni), 
Goal {m,lNat}{M1,M2,N.Tm} 
EQ (subst m (subst (succ (add m 1)) Ml N) (subst 1 M2 N)) 
(subst (add m 1) (subst m Ml M2) N); 
It is 
 interesting to note that those properties are often ignored in informal 
reasoning but they require quite an effort when f
ormalizing it. However, we should 
not forget that technical errors, like omitting bound variables, can easily happen 
and make the whole reasoning unsound. 
bstitution or weakening in general (i.e. for terms containing 
prove anything about su  
,\-abstractions). 
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Another observation is that it pays off that we use de Bruijn indices from now 
on because our reasoning will be essentially algebraic using the laws above. We 
never have to carry around and manipulate side conditions about free variables. 
We define the one-step reduction relation9 by the following inductive type: 
mu[Step:Tm->Tm->Set] ( 
beta : {M,N:Tm}Step (app (lam M) N) (substO M N), 
app-1 : {M,M',N:Tm}(Step M M')->(Step (app M N) (app M' N)), 
app_r : {M,M',N:Tm}(Step M M')->(Step (app NM) (app N M')), 
xi : {M,N:Tm}(Step M M')->(Step (lam M) (lain M')) ) 
This amounts to translating the usual Horn clauses defining the reduction relation 
into the constructors for an inductive type. 
5.2.2. Strong Normalization 
One of the main technical contributions which simplify the formalization of the 
proof is the definition of the predicate strongly normalizing by the following in-
ductive type:10 
mu[SN:Tm->Set] ( 
SNi : {M:Tm}({N:Tm}(Step M N)->(SN N))->(SN M)) 
In other words: we define SN as the set of elements for which Step is well founded. 
More intuitively: SN holds for all normal forms because for them the premise 
of SNi is vacuously true. Now we can also show that all terms which reduce in 
9We are going to define Red (the reflexive, transitive closure of Step) later (section 
5.3.1). Note, however, that we never need it for the strong normalization proof. 
101t is interesting to note that this inductive type is not algebraic or equivalently 
does not correspond to a specification by a set of Horn formulas. Compare this to the 
predicate Acc as defined in [Dyb92a], section 5.2.2. 
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one step to a normal form are SN and so on for an arbitrary number of steps. On 
the other hand these are all the terms for which SN holds because SN is defined 
inductively. 
We will use the non-dependent version of the recursor 11 
RecSNN : {P:Tm->Type} 
({M:Tm}({N:Tm}(Step M N)->SN N)->({N:Tm}(Step M N)->P N)->P M) 
->{MITm}(SN M)->P Ml; 
to simulate induction over the length of the longest reduction of a strongly nor-
malizing term - in terms of [GLT89] this is induction over v(M). Observe that 
we never have to formalize the concept of the length of a reduction or to define 
the partial function v. 12  It is also interesting that the important property that 
SN is closed under reduction shows up as the destructor for this type (SNd). 
5.2.3. System F 
The type expressions of System F have essentially the same structure as untyped 
\-terms. However, in contrast to the definition of Tm we will use a dependent 
type here, which makes the number of free variables explicit. This turns out to be 
useful when we define the semantic interpretation of types later. 13 
mu[Ty:Nat->Set](t..var : {nlNat}(Fin n)->(Ty n), 
arr 	: {nlNat}(Ty n)->(Ty n)->(Tyn), 
Pi 	: {nlNat}(Ty (succ n))->(Ty n) ) 
"This corresponds to the principle of Noetherian Induction [Hue80]. 
12 Note that bounded and noetherian coincide for 3-reduction because it is finitely 
branching (Konig's lemma). 
13 We could have used a dependent type for Tm as well, but we never need to reason 
about the number of free variables of an untyped term. 
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Ty i represents type expressions with i free variables. 
When defining weakening and substitution for Ty we observe that the types 
actually tell us how these operations behave on free variables: 
t-weak : {1:Nat}(Ty (add 1 n))->(Ty (succ (add 1 n))) 
t_subst : {1:Nat}(Ty (add (succ 1) n))->(Ty n)->(Ty (add 1 n)) 
Although these functions are operationally equivalent to weak and subst we have 
to put in more effort to implement them. We do this by deriving some special 
recursors from the standard recursor.14 
We now define contexts and derivations as: 
[Con [m:Nat] = Vec (Ty m)]; 
mu[Der:{m,nlNat}(Con m n)->Tm->(Ty m)->Set]( 
Var : {m,nlNat}{G:Con m n}{i:Fin n} 
Der G (var (Fin2Nat i)) (v-nth i G) 
App : {m,nlNat}{GICon m n}{s,tlTy m}{M,NITm} 
(Der G M (arr s t)) 
-> (Der G N s) 
-> (Der G (app M N) t) 
Lam : {m,nlNat}{G ICon m n}{s,tITy m}{MITm} 
(Der (v-cons s G) M t) 
-> (Der G (lam M) (arr s t)) 
Pi_e: {m,nlNat}{GICon m n}{s:Ty (succ m)}{t:Ty m}{MITm} 
(Der G M (pi s)) 
-> (Der G M (t_substO s t)) 
Pi-i: {m,nlNat}{G ICon m n}{s:Ty (succ m)}{MITm} 
(Der (v-map t_weakO G) M s) 
141t seems that we could save a lot of effort here by using Thierry Coquand's idea of 
considering definitions by pattern matching as primitive [Coq92b]. 
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-> (Der G M (pi s)) ) 
In the rule Var we use Fin because this rule is only applicable to integers smaller 
than the length of the context. Here we have to coerce it to a natural number first 
(Fin2Nat) because var requires Nat as an argument. 
v_map t_weakO G means that all the types in G are weakened - this is equiv-
alent to the usual side condition in the standard definition of 11-introduction. It is 
nice to observe how well the types of t_substO and t_weakO fit for the definition 
of the rules. 
5.2.4. Candidates 
One of the essential insights about strong normalization proofs is that they require 
another form of induction than proofs of other properties of typed A-calculi like 
the subject reduction property or the Church-Rosser property. We cannot show 
strong normalization just by induction over type derivations or by induction over 
the length of a reduction. They correspond to a model construction, i.e. they are 
essentially semantical. 
The idea of Candidates of Reducibility can be summarized as follows: 
Every Candidate only contains strongly normalizing terms. 
For every operation on types we can define a semantic operation on sets of 
terms such which is closed under candidates. Another way to express this is 
to say that the Candidates constitute a sound interpretation. 
Every term which has a type is also in the semantic interpretation of the 
type. ' 
Putting these things together we will obtain that every typable term is strongly 
normalizing. 
15This corresponds to Intsound in appendix B.9, which is actually a misnomer. 
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In the definition of Candidates of Reducibility 
CR: (Tm->Set)>Set we follow 
GLT89] :16 
[neutr[M:Tm] = {M' :Tm}not (EQ (lain M') M)]; 
[P:Tm->Set] 
[CR1 = {MTm}(P M)->(SN M)] 
[CR2 = {MtTm}(P M)_>{N:Tm}(SteP M N)->(P N)] 
[CR3 = {MITm}(neutr M)-> 
({N:Tm}(Step M N)->(P N))->(P M)] 
[CR = CR1 /\ CR2 /\ CR31; 
Discharge P; 
We define neutr 
as the set of terms which are not generated by the constructor for 
the arrow type - lain.17 CR1 
places an upper bound on candidates: they may only 
contain strongly normalizing terms. CR2 
says that candidates have to be closed 
under reduction and CM is essentially SNi 
restricted to neutral terms. 
The essence of this definition lies in the possibility of proving the following 
lemmas: 
CR_var Candidates contain all variables 
{P:Tm>Set}(CR p)->{iNat}P (var i); 
We need this not only for the following lemmas, but also for the final corollary 
when we want to deduce strong normalization from soundness for 
non-empty 
contexts. 
Tm->Set] . . . Discharge P; means that P 
is Aabstracted from all definitions in 
between. 
17
1f we generalize this to systems with inductive types we have to include their con- 
structors as well. 
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This is a trivial consequence of CR3 because variables are neutral terms in 
normal form. 
CR_SN There is a candidate set 
CR SN 
The choice is arbitrary but the simplest seems to be SN. The proof is trivial: 
just apply SNd for CR2 and SNi for CR3. 
CR-ARR Candidates are closed under the semantic interpretation of arrow types. 
{P,R:Tm->Set}(CR P)->(CR R)->(CR (ARR P R)) 
where 
[ARR[P,R:Tm->Set] = [M:Tm]{N:Tm}(P N)->(R (app M N))]; 
The proof of CR3 for ARR P R is actually quite hard and requires an induction 
using RecSNN which corresponds to the reasoning using v(N) in [GLT89]. 
CR-PI Candidates are closed under the interpretation of H-types 
-(F: (Tm->Set)->(Tm->Set)} 
({P:Tm->Set}(CR P)->(CR (F F))) 
-> (CR (P1 F)); 
where 
[PI[F: (Tm->Set)->(Tm->Set)] = 
[M:Tm]-(P:Tm->Set}(CR P)->(F P M)]; 
At this point we really need impredicativity for the proof. However, it is 
interesting to observe how simple this lemma is technically: we do not apply 
any induction - we just have to show that CR is closed under arbitrary 
non-empty intersections. 
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Lam-Sound The rule of arrow introduction (Lam) is semantically sound for candi-
date sets. 
{P,R:Tm->Set}(CR P)->(CR R)-> 
{M:Tm}({N:Tm}(P N)->(R (substO M N))) 
->(ARR P R (lam M)); 
Observe that we could not have proved this lemma for arbitrary subsets of 
SN. The proof requires a nested induction using RecSNN which corresponds 
to an induction over v(M) + ií(N). 
5.2.5. Proving strong normalization 
We now have all the ingredients for the proof, we just have to put them together. 
We proceed by defining an interpretation function. Types are interpreted by 
functions from sequences of sets of terms to sets of terms, the length of the sequence 
depending on the number of free type variables: 18 
mt : {mlNat}(Ty m)->(VEC (Tm->Set) m)->(Tm->Set) 
rec Intim (t_var 1) = [v:VEC (Tm->Set) m]V_nth I v 
I Intim (arr s t) = [v:VEC (Tm->Set) m]ARR (mt s v) (mt t v) 
I Intim (pi t) 	= [v:VEC (Tm->Set) m] 
P1 ([P:Tm->Set]Int t (V-cons P v)) 
We can show by a simple induction that every interpretation of a type preserves 
candidates (CR_Int) by exploiting CR_ARR and CR_Fl 
"We have to use another type of vectors (large vectors) VEC: Nat- >Type(0)->Type(0) 
instead of Vec:Nat->Set->Set. Unfortunately, this sort of polymorphism cannot be 
	
expressed in the current implementation of LEGO 	i.e. we have to duplicate the 
definitions. 
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We extend this to an interpretation of judgements, i.e. pairs of types and 
contexts (Mod). The idea is that 
Mod G M T v holds if by substituting all the 
variables in M by terms of the 
corresponding interpretation of the types in 
G we 
end up with an element of mt T v:19 
Mod : {m,ntNat}(Cofl m n)->Tm>(TY m)->(VEC (Tm->Set) m)>Set 
rec Mod m zero 	empty 	
M T v = mt T v M 
I Mod m (sUCC 
n) (V_COnS S G) M T v = 
{N:Tm}(Iflt S v N)->(MOd G (substO M (rep_weakO N n)) T v) 
We use Mod to state soundness (mt_SoUnd), 
i.e. that Der G M T implies 
Mod G M T 
v if all free type variables are interpreted by candidates: 
{m,nlNat}{GICofl m n}{MITm}{TITY m}(Der G M T)-> 
{v:VEC (Tm->Set) m}({i:Fin MICR (V-nth I v)) 
-> (Mod GMTv); 
The proof of soundness proceeds by induction over derivations. Essentially we 
only have to apply Lam-sound 
to show that the rule Lam is 
sound. The soundness of 
application App follows directly from the definition of 
ARR. To verify soundness for 
the rules which are particular to System F we do not need additional properties 
of CR but we have to verify that 
t-weak and t_subst 
are interpreted correctly 
with respect to mt. 
Again these intuitively simple lemmas are quite hard to show 
formally. 
To conclude strong normalization: 
{m,nINat}{GIC0 m n}{MITm}{TITY m}(Der G M T)->(SN M) 
19rep_wealcO is the iterated application of 
weakO. It is necessary to apply weakening 
here because we do not get parallel substitution by a repeated application of 
substO. 
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we have to put It-sound and CR_mt together to show that every term is in the 
interpretation of a candidate; and by definition candidates only contain strongly 
normalizing terms. There are two technical complications: to show the theorem 
for terms with free term variables we exploit CR_var; to show it for a derivation 
with free type variables we have to supply a candidate - here we use CR_SN. Note 
that the choice is arbitrary but that it is essential that CR is not empty. 
5.3. Alternatives and extensions 
In the following we will discuss some possible variations on the implemented proofs 
which have not been completely formalized. 
5.3.1. Extracting a normalization function 
The proof not only tells us that every typable term is strongly normalizing but it 
is also possible to derive a function which computes the normal form. This seems 
to be a case where it is actually more straightforward to give a proof that every 
strongly normalizable term has a normal form than to program it directly. 
To specify normalization we need a notion of reduction (Red) - which is just 
the transitive reflexive closure of step: 
mu [Red: Tm->Tm->Set] ( 
r_ref 1 : {M:Tm}(Red M M), 
step : {M1,M2,M3ITm}(Step Ml M2)->(Red M2 M3)->(Red Ml M3) ) 
and we define the predicate normal form: 
[nf[M:Tm] = {M' :Tm}not (Step M M')] 
Now we want to show norm_lem: 
{M:Tm}(SN M)->Ex[M':Tm](Red M M')/\(nf M') 
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which can be done using RecSNN - it turns out that we need decidability of normal 
form as a lemma: 
{M:Tm}(nf M)\/(Ex[W:Tm]Step M M') 
Actually, this is even stronger, because it also gives us a choice of a reduct for terms 
not in normal form (this is the point where we specify the strategy of reduction). 
If we use the strong sum to implement Ex, instead of the weak impredicative 
encoding, we can use norm_lem to derive: 
norm 	: {M:Tm}(SN M)->Tm 
norm_ok : {M:Tm}{p:SN M}(Red M (norm M p)) /\ (nf (norm M p)) 
Note that at this point we exploit the propositions as types principle. Here it 
is a serious limitation to only have weak eliminations for logical connectives. 
5.3.2. Saturated Sets 
In many strong normalization proofs the notion of Saturated Sets is used instead 
of Candidates of Reducibility 	in particular the definition of saturated )-sets 
is clearly motivated by them. It is relatively easy to change the proof to use 
saturated sets: all we have to do is to replace CR by SAT and prove that it has the 
same properties as CR. 
To formalize saturated set we first have to define weak head reduction and void 
terms, which are both inductively defined: 
mu[W_Hd_Step :Tm->Tm->Set] ( 
wh_beta : {M,N:Tm}W_Hd_Step (app (lam M) N) (substO M N), 
wh_app_l : {M,M',N:Tm}(W_Hd_Step M M') 
->(W_Hd_Step (app M N) (app M' N)) ) 
mu[Void:Tm->Set] ( 
v_var: {i:Nat}Void (var i), 
v_app: {M,NITm}(Void M)->(SN N)->(Void (app M N))); 
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Now we can define SAT analogously to CR as: 
[P :Tm->Set] 
[SAT1 = {MITm}(P M)->(SN M)] 
[SAT2 = {MITm}(Void M)->(P M)] 
[SAT3 = {M,M' ITm}(P M)->(W_Hd_Step M' M) 
->(SN M')->(P M')]; 
[SAT = SAT1 /\ SAT21; 
Discharge P; 
Luo shows that CR P implies SAT P ([Luo90], page 95) and remarks that the con-
verse does not hold because saturated sets do not have to be closed under reduc-
tion. An example is the set of all strongly normalizing terms whose weak head 
normal form is neutral or equal to )x.II, which is saturated but not closed under 
reduction. 
If we want to show CR_ARR and Lam-sound formally we have to use RecSNN in 
a manner similar to the original proof. The complexity of the proof seems to be 
roughly the same, although we have to define the transitive closure and show an 
additional lemma about reduction and substitution lemma 2.3.8(3) to show lemma 
3.5.2. On the other hand the advantage of saturated sets is that it seems easier to 
generalize them to dependent types (as we have done in the definition of saturated 
A-sets). 
5.3.3. Reduction for Church terms 
We have only done the proofs for the Curry style systems - so one obvious ques-
tion is how hard it would be to extend this proof to the Church style presentation, 
i.e. to terms with explicit type information. In the case of simply typed A-calculus 
this is straightforward because every reduction on a typed term corresponds to one 
on its untyped counterpart and vice versa. However, this reasoning does not gen-
eralize to System F because here we have additional (second order) reductions on 
typed terms. 
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This problem is usually solved by arguing that the second order reductions are 
terminating anyway. Another way, maybe more amenable to formalization, would 
be to extend the notion of untyped terms and reduction: 
mu [Tm : Set] ( 
TLam : Tm->Tm, 
T_App : Tm->Tm) 
mu[Step:Tm->Tm->SetJ (..., 
Beta : {M:Tm}(Step (T-App (T-Lam M)) M) ) 
Note that T_Lam does not actually bind any term-variables but corresponds to 
second order abstraction for typed terms; analogously T_App is used as a dummy 
type application where the type is omitted.2°  
It does not seem hard to extend the proof to this notion of untyped terms. 
We have to extend the notion of neutrality, and the soundness of Pi_i, which was 
trivial so far, has to be proved as an additional property of CR. The result for 
Church terms now follows by observing that for the extended notion of untyped 
terms reductions coincide with the typed terms. 
201t may just be a curiosity, but this version of untyped terms corresponds to (a 
special case of) partial terms. In [Pfe92] it is shown that type inference for partial terms 
is undecidable, which is still open for the usual notion of untyped terms. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and further work 
Let us summarize the main points of this work by two slogans: 
Proving properties of syntax by using semantics I hope that I have demon-
strated this by deriving an extensible strong normalization proof from the 
realizability semantics of CC. Here we emphasize the use of semantics as a 
tool to analyze a system than as a vehicle of understanding. However, by 
doing this we challenge the view that systems can or should be reduced to 
their syntactical presentation. 
Type Theory is useful for verification We have given some support for this 
slogan this by implementing the proof for the strong normalization of System 
F in LEGO. It should be noted that the structure of this proof was still 
very much influenced by the conventional formulation in predicate logic. In 
[CD93] it is shown how type-theoretic systems can be analyzed in a type-
theoretic way. 
I will close by mentioning some areas which deserve further attention: 
1. In this thesis we followed the traditional approach to show strong normal-
ization and to derive further metatheoretic properties (like uniqueness of 
product formation (theorem 2.4.1)) from this. The limits of this method 
show up already in the context of i'-reduction (2.3.19). An alternative is 
116 
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to directly give a procedure which assigns to every term a canonical nor-
mal form and show its correctness. This approach has been investigated in 
[Coq90],[BS91] and [CD93]. However, to our knowledge, it has not yet been 
extended to CC or to general inductive types. 
The recent work by Dybjer [Dyb9l,Dyb92a,Dyb92b] and T. Coquand [Coq92b] 
suggest a general formalism to present inductive definitions, structural re-
cursion and proofs by induction. This formalism should include the sort of 
mutual definitions which are required for the definitions of universes and 
for the presentation of Type Theory in Type Theory. The (categorical) se-
mantics and the metatheory (i.e. decidability) of this formalism needs to be 
worked out in some detail. 
The inherent limitations of the intensional presentation of Type Theory often 
lead to complications: the axiom of extensionality is not provable and there 
is no notion of quotients in intensional Type Theory. A related problem is 
the computational use of co-induction when presenting co-inductive types. 
We believe that it is possible to overcome these problems and present a 
Type Theory which is essentially extensional but still regaining decidability. 
Recent progress has been made in this area due to the work of Hofmann 
[Hof93a]. 
The use of Type Theory as an integrated verification and programming-
language should be investigated and supported by implementations. We 
believe that Type Theory should be directly used as a programming language 
instead of encoding other languages into it. Only this way the additional 
information available at compile time can be used most effectively. 
Appendix A 
General itt-types 
We present an extension of the core calculus by a general notion of inductive types, 
ess
entially following Dyb91. Note that we leave out several possible generaliza-
tions such as mutual inductive definitions (e.g. see [Dyb92aD, or mutual inductive, 
recursive definitions ({Dyb92bI) or T. Coquand's 
generalization of elimination rules 
by pattern matching [Coq92b. 
One essential difference to Dybjer's pre
sentation is that we present u-types 
in a closed theory, i.e. we introduce general rules which can be i
nstantiated to 
particular cases. Another difference is that although one can consider our forma-
tion and introduction rules as monomorphic 
we introduce polymorphic elimination 
constants to allow for large e
liminations without having to introduce another uni- 
verse. 
Note that we present the following rules using Church syntax. However, the 
explicit versions can be easily r
ecovered by using the type-reconstruction algorithm 
(see section 2.4). 
A.1. Telescopes 
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is a shorthand for: 
F F- A0 :Set 
F.El(A0) F- Al : Set 
F.El(A0).EL(A1) . . . El(A) H AA_l 
: Set 
Substitution and wea
kening can be easily extended to telescopes: 
A+ n - IAj SiEIA 
= 
We will also use l(A) 	EL(A0).E1(Ai) . . . El(A
1 _1). I.e. 




F F- Ni  : El(A1) 
F F- N2 : EI(A2{N111 
F 	F- NAH1 : El(A!AI_l[No,N1,. . .,N
11_ 
and application can be easily 
generalized to telescopes as follows: 
thl(A)a = fIEl(A0).11El(i) . . . fIE1(A
jAH1)T 
5Jl(A).M = AEI(A0).AE1(Al) .. 
AEl(AA_l).M 
MN = MN0 N1 ... N i  
A.2. Syntax 
We will extend the syntax for terms by additional 
constants for: set formers (n), 
constructors (C) and recursors (R). Every constant has a 
specification as its 
argument, which has a fairly complicated structure, 
specifying the types of all 
constructors. To simplify the p
resentation we introduce a special 
syntactic class 
Mu(S, T, U). 
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A.2.1. DEFINITION. We extend definition 2.1.1 by: 
Mu ::= (Tm*, (Tm*, Tm*, (Tm*, Tm*)*)*) 
Tm ::= 71 	01 
Note that we do not introduce any new types, similar to the monomorphic 
presentation of Type Theory. 
A.2.2. DEFINITION (Weakening and substitution). 
) 	\ (?,{(A, , 	ij)}j€mhien) In 
- 	(f+fl {(A 	p+n+lAI, ls  
I(+Th+IAtI 
i ji 	
_+fl+IAiI+IBiI)}jEmj}iEn) - , i  
(1, {(A, Pi, {(& 	ij)hEmi)}iETh)[NI 
= 	(![N], {(A[N], P[N] 1Xi  , {(B-,-,.   1I  N'' I Qjj[Nj -+1Xi1+11!ij1)1jEmi)}iEn) 
Assume T = ( I, {(A, 1, {(j, 	)})}). 
(T) In 	= 
(Ct )+fl T 	= Cr+n 
(R') +- 	- - Rf 1  
(1tT)[N]Th = 




The formation rule contains a complete specification of all constructors. n is the 
number of constructors and m1 is the number of recursive premises of the ith 
constructor. 
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n E w 	IM'i E w}Efl 
F H I: Set 
F H A2 : Set 
F.El(A) H 	1(1+1) 	
(MU-FORM) 
F.El(A) H B Set 
- 
F.El(A).El(B) H Q : El(I+Bt) J 
	
F H t(!, {(A, P, {(& 	)}jEmj}iEn) : fiEl(I).Set 
We omit the obvious but elaborated congruence rules. Let 
T = (I, {(A, P, 
in the following rules s.t. 
F H ,u(T) 	Fl(I).Set 
If I = e then [t(T) is a non-dependent type. In this case we also have that all 
P, Qij = e therefore we introduce the following abbrevation: 
N({(Ai, {jj}jEmJ}in) 	(e, {(A, e, 	f)}jEm)}iEn) 
If I 	e then (T) is a dependent inductive type or an inductively defined 
family. If m2 > 0 for some i we call j(T) recursive. If all Bij = e then 1i(T) is 
algebraic. 
We complete the definition of ft types by giving the introduction, elimination 
and computation rule. 
lEn 
(MU-INTRO) 
F H C : HA.({llEl(B).1l(f2(T) Q ij} m ((i(T) P))) 
For the following rules we assume 
F.: ?./2(T) Y H 
as a premise. 
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For the elimination and the computation rules we have to specify the recursion 
hypothesis introduced by the ith constructor: 1  
H a :El(A) 
= . 
g 
{fi: 	 c])} 
We can verify that F H 8. 
F H R : 	 I(I).(u(T)).a 	 (Mu-ELIM) 
FE- Dk :Sk 	 fork En 
z E n 
FHX:E1(A) 
F H }' : (fiE*1().El((T) 	
))[} for j E m, 
F H RD(CXY) DXY{A: B[X].RD(}  
(MU-COMP) 
A.4. Examples 
In the following only the set formers and the constructors are presented. All typing 
judgements refer to the empty context. When indexing the constructors we will 
confuse T and 1i(T). 
sets 
= AX : Set,Y : X - Set./iN({(Ao = x : X.Yx,{})}) 
HX : Set.(X -* Set) - Set 
'Note that we are omitting the applications of the weakening operation to improve 
readability. 
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pair = AX:Set,Y:X-+Set.C° x y 
HX : Set.HY: (X --+ Set) -+ Set.11x : E1(X).E1(Yx) - YiXY 
Disjoint union 
+ = AX,Y Set.11N({(Ao = X,{}),(A1 = 
Set —*Set --+ Set 
in! = AX,Y:Set.C?xy 
flX,Y:Set.E1(X)—*+XY 
mr = AX,Y Set.C x y 
IX,Y:Set.E1(Y)—+XY 
Equality Sets 
Id = AX : Set.(I = X.X, {(A0 = x X, Po = x.x, 
fiX : Set.E1(X) -* E1(X) -* Set 
id = AX : Set.C dx 
fiX : Set.flx: E1(X),IdXxx 
Finite Sets 







Nat = 	N({(AO,{}),('1 =€,{B10 = f})}) 
Set 
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Cl0 
U - '- Nat 
E1(Nat) 
succ = C at 
El(Nat) -+ El(Nat) 
Lists 
	
List = 	: Set 4LN({(A0 = , {}), (A1 = X, {B10 = 
Set 
nil 	= Set.CList x 
FIX : Set.El(ListX) 
cons = ,\X: Set.C 1x  
HX Set.El(X) -* E1(ListX) -* El(ListX) 
Vectors 
(A0 = f,{},Po = 0,), 
Vec = X: Set./A(J = Nat 	
(A1 = n : Nat.X, {(B10 = , Qio = n)}, Pi = suc 
fiX: Set.EI(Nat) -* Set 
vnil = )X: Set.C, x 
fiX: Set.E1(ListXO) 
vcons = ,\X: Set.CLx 
fiX: Set.Hn : El(Nat).El(X) -* E1(VecXn) -* E(VecX(succn)) 
Ordinal notations 




succ' = C Jrd 
E1(Ord) -* E1(Ord) 
urn = C rd 
(El(Nat) - E1(Ord)) -* E1(Ord) 
Appendix B 
LEGO code 
The following contains the LEGO code for the Strong Normalization proof for 
simply type AcalculuS and System F. 
The Lego files can be obtained on e-mail request (alti(Qdcs,ed.ac.uk
) or by 
anonymous internet ftp from host 
ftp.dcs. ed. ac. uk (address 129.215.160.5), di-
rectory pub/alti, file snorm.tar.Z 
(this is a compressed tar file which contains a 
directory including a file README for further information). Here is a sample dialog: 
ftp ftp.dcs.ed.ac. uk 
Name: anonymous 
Password: your email -address 
ftp> binary 
ftp> cd pub/alti 
ftp> get snorm.tar.Z 
ftp> bye 
ferred it should be uncompressed and then 
extracted using 
After the file is trans  
tar. For example: 
zcat snorm.tar.Z tar fox -. 
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B.1. 1oadsimPle 
** 
** 	T. AltenkirCh 
** 
** 	Strong No
rmalisation for simply typed \lambda calculus 
** 
** This proof does not introduce any non-logical axioms. Assumptions are only 
** used to model inductive types. 












** 	T. Altenkirch 
** 
** 	Strong Normalisation for System F 
** 
** This proof does not introduce any non-logical axioms. Assumptions are only 
** used to model inductive types. 






Appendix B. LEGO code 
B.3. basic-1 
(* 
** some basic definitions 
** 
** these are taken from
i/lego to keep the proof 
** self contained. 
(* composition *) 
= [a:A]f (g a)]; 
(* iff is refleXiv & transitive *) 
Goal {A:Prop}iff A A; 
intros ; andi ; intrOs ; Irmeed; intros ; Immed; 
Save iff_refl 
Goal {A,B,CP0P} ff A B)>(iff B C)>(iff A C); 
introsRe0e B;ifltros efine I{1;intr0s,51ul 
intros;Reffle H4;ftefifle i{2;Itflmed;ilt1os ;Refifle 03;Refifle Ø5;Immed 
Save jff_trafls, 
(s 
** Definition of MartilUL0f equality t 
** the proof of some properties 
(s [AISet3mU[EQ>A_>5et]Q_fl( 	
a a) ) 
[A Set] 
$[EQ : A_>A>Set] 
sEq_refl : {a:A}EQ a a] 
$[B.ecEQ : {C:{a,bIA}(EQ a b)>Type} 
({a:A}C (EQ_refl a)) 
-> {a,bA}{PQ a b}C p]; 
[[C:{a,blA}(EQ a b)_>Type] [fO:.A}C (EQ_refl a)] 
{a: A] 
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[EQ-trans [a,b,cIA][pl:EQ a b][p2:EQ b c] 
(RecEQ ([a,blA][_:EQ a b](EQ b c) -> (EQ a c)) 
([a:A][p:EQ a c]p) 
pi) p2 	EQ a c] 
[EQ_sym [a,bIA]{PEQ a b] 
RecEQ ([a,bIA][_EQ a b]EQ b a) 
([a:A]EQ_refl a) 
p : EQ b a]; 
	
[EQ_resp [f:A_>B][a,bIA][P 	a b] = 
RecEQ ([a,bIA][_:EQ a b]EQ (f a) (f b)) 
([a:A]EQ_refl (f a)) 
p 	EQ (f a) (f b)]; 
[EQ-rewrite [a,bIA][PEQ a b][P:A>TYPe] = 
RecEQ ([a,bIA][_:EQ a b](P a)->(P b)) 
([a:A][p:P alp) 
p : (P a) -> (P b)]; 
[EQ_rewrite[a,bIA][PQ a b] = EQ-rewrite (EQ_sym p)]; 
Discharge A; 
Configure Qrepl EQ EQ-rewrite EQ_sym; 
Goal JAI Set}{c:A}{ {alk}(EQ a c)-)Set} 
(C (EQ_refl c))_>{alA}{PQ a c)C p; 
intrOS 
Claim {a,cIA}{qEQ a c}{C:{alA}(EQ a c)>Set}(C (EQ_refl c)) 
-> C q; 
Refine ?+1; Refine H; 
Refine RecEQ [a,cIA][cUEQ a c] 




s* some basic datatypes 
(*** mu[Unit:Set](v0it) ***) 
[Unit : Set] 
[void Unit] 
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[RecUnit {p:Unit>TYPe} void)_>{Xfht' x]; 
[[p:Unit>Type] [fO:P void] 
RecUnit P fO void > fO]; 
[ftecUnitN[PITYPe] = RecUnit ([_:Unit]P) : p_>Unit>P] 
(*** mu[Nat :Set] (zero:Nat ,succ:Jat>N8t) ***) 
[Nat 	Set] 
[zero Hat] [sucC Nat>Nat] 
[Reclat : {P:Nat>TYP8} 
(P ze
ro)_>({0 at}(P )-)(P (succ n))) 
-> {n:Nat}P n]; 
[[p:Nat>TYPe] 	zero][f:{n at}(P 
0)->(P (sUcc 
Reclat P z f zero > Z 
II RecHat P z f 
(..cc 	==> f n (RecHat P z f n)]; 
[RecNatN[CITYP 	
RecHat ([_:Nat]C)], 
(* add : net -> Nat -> Nat 
rec add zero n = n 
I add (sUCC m) n 
50CC (add m n) 
[add = RecliatN ([n:Nat]n) 
([m:Nat] [add_m:Nat>lat] [n:Hat]SUCC (add-n' n))]; 
Goal {in,n:Jat}EQ (add m (50cc 
n)) (50CC (add in n)); 
Refine Recjat [m:Nat]{flNat}EQ (add in 
(50CC n)) (socC (add In 
intros _;Refine EQ_refl 
introsRefi EQ_reSP succ;Refine fl; 
Save add_SUCC_lem 
(* mu[LE:Jat_>jat_>Set] ( 
LE0jn:latjLE zero n, 
LEl:{nt,fltHat}( 	in n) -> (LE (succ m) 
(50CC n))) 
[LE :Nat_>Nat>Set) 
[LEO:{n:Nat}LE zero ii] 
[LE1:{rn,nINat}( 	in n) > (LE 
(50cc m) (50cc n))] 
[RecLE:{C{m,t 	in n)->Set} 
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({n:Nat}(C (LEO n))) 
-> ({m,nlNat}{p:LE m n}(C p) -> C (LEI p)) 
-> {m,nlNat}{p:LE in n}C p]; 
[[C:{m,nllat}(LE m n)->Set][fO:{n:Nat}(C (LEO it))] 
[fl:{m,nlNat}{p:LE in n}(C p)->C (LEI p)] 
[m,n:Nat][p:LE in n] 
RecLE C fO fl (LEO n) ==> fO n 
II RecLE C fO fl (LEI p) ==> fl p (RecLE C fO fl p)]; 
[RecLEI[C:Iat->Nat->Set] = RecLE ([m,n:Nat][_:LEin n]C in it)]; 
(* mu[Fin:Nat->Set](f_zero:{n:Nat}Fin (succ it), 
f_succ:{n:Nat}(Fin n)->(Fin (succ it))) *) 
[Fin : Nat -> Set] 
[f-zero 	{n:Nat}Fin (succ it)] 
[f_succ : {nllat}(Fin it) -> (Fin (succ n))] 
[RecFin : {P:{nlNat}(Fin n)->Type} 
({n:Nat}P (f-zero it)) > 
({nllat}{m:Fin n}(P m) -> (P (f-succ in))) > 
{nlNat}{m:Fin n}P in]; 
[[P:{nllat}(Fin n)->Type][fO:{n:Nat}P (f-zero it)] 
[fl:{nlNat}{m:Fin n}(P in) > (P (f-succ m))] 
[k: Nat] [nt:Fin k] 
RecFin P fO fl (f-zero k) ==> fO k 
II RecFin P fO fl (f_succ in) ==> fl m (RecFin P fO fl m)]; 
[RecFinN [C:Nat->Type] = RecFin ([nlNat][_:Fin n]C it) 
({n:Iat}C (succ it)) 
->({nllat}(Fin n)->(C n)->C (succ it)) 
->{nlNat}(Fin n)->C it]; 
[Fin2Nat = RecFinl ([_:Nat]Nat) 
([_:Nat]zero) 
([nlNat][_:Fin n]succ)]; 
[RecFinZero {P:(Fin zero)->Type][i:Fin zero] 
[P'[klNat] = RecNat ([m:Nat] (Fin in)->Type) 
([i:Fin zero]P 1) 
([m:Nat][_:(Fin m)->Type][_:Fin (succ m)]Unit) k] 
RecFin P' ([_:Nat]void) ([nlNat][i:Fin n][-:P' i]void) ± 
P i] 
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[RecFinZeroN[P:Type] = ftecFinZero ([_:Fin zero]P) 
(Fin zero)->P]; 
[RecFinSucc [P:{nllat}(Fin (succ n))->Type] 
[fO:{n:Nat}P (f-zero n)][fl:{nlNat}{m:Fin n}P (f-succ in)] 
[ntNat][i:Fin (succ n)] = 
[P'[klNat] = RecNat ([m:Nat] (Fin m)>Type) 
([_:Fin zerojUnit) 
([m:Nat][_:(Fin m)->Type]PIm) k] 
ItecFin P' fO ([nlNat][i:Fin n][-:P' i]fl i) j 
P i] 
[Re cFinSuccN[P: Rat >TYPe] = RecFinSucC ([nlNat][_:Fin (succ n)]P n)]; 
Goal {nlRat}{P:(Fin (succ n))->Set} 
(P (f-zero n)) 
->({i:Fin n}P (f-succ 1)) 
->{m:Fin (succ n)}P m; 
intros; 
Claim {nlNat}{m:Fin (SUCC n)}{P:(Fin (succ n))->Set} 
(P (f-zero n))>({i:Fin n}P (f-succ i))>(P in); 
Refine 7+1;Inuned; 
Refine RecFinSuCC [nllat][m:Fin (succ n)]{P:(Fin (succ n))->Set} 




[RecFinlN [n:Jat][PISet] = RecFinl ([_:Fin (succ n)]P) 
P->((Fin n)->P)->(Fin (succ n))->P]; 
(* [A:Set]mu[Vec:Nat>Set] (v_nil:Vec zero, 
v_cons:A>{nllat}(Vec n)->(Vec succ n)) *) 
[Vec 	Set->Nat -> Set] 
[v_nil 	{A:Set}Vec A zero] 
[v-cons : {AISet}A > {nlNat}(Vec A n) > (Vec A (succ it))] 
[RecVec 	{AISet}{P:{nljat}(Vec A n)->Type} 
(P (v_nil A)) -> 
({a:A}{nllat}{l:VeC A n}(P 1) -> (P (v-cons a 1))) -> 
{nllat}{l:Vec A n}P 11; 
[[A:Set][P:{nllat}(Vec A n)->Set] 
[n:P (v_nil A)][f:{a:A}{nhlat}{lVeC A n}(P 1) > (P (v-cons a 1))] 
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[a:A][h: Nat] [V:VeC A Id 
Recyec P n f (v-nil A) ==> n 
II RecVec P n f (v-cons a v) ==> f a v (ReCVeC P n f v)] 
[A,BISet] 
[RecVeCN [P:Nat>Type] = ReCVeC ([nlNat]L:VeC A n]P n) 
(p zero)_>(A_>{flINat}(V 	
A )->(P n)->P (succ n))_>{ntjat}(VeC A n)->P n]; 
[RecVecNN [PiType] = RecVecN ([n:Nat]P)  
p_>(A->{nhlat}(VeC A )_>P_>P)_>{flh1at} ec A n)->P]; 
[ReCVeCSUCC [P:{nlNat}(VeC A (succ n))>Type] 
[fl:{a:A}{fllNat}{VC A n}P (v-cons a v)] 
[nllat][v:VeC A (succ it)] 
[P' = Reclat ([i:Nat](VeC A i)->Type) 
([_:Vec A zero]Unit) 
([i:Nat][_:(VeC A i)->Type]PIi)] 
RecVeC P' void ([a:A][jllat][V ec A j][_:P' j v]fl a v) 
V : P v]; 
{RecVeCSUCCN [P:Nat>Type] = RecVeCSUCC ([nlNat][_:VeC A 
(SUCC n)]P it)]; 
Goal {nlNat}{P:(VeC A (SUCC n))>Set} 
({a:A}{l:VeC A n}P (v_Cons a 1)) 
->{m:Vec A (SUCC n)}P in; 
intros; 
Claim {njNat}{LVeC A (succ n)}{P:(VeC A (SUCC 
n))->Set} 
({a:A}{l:Vec A n}P (v-cons a 1)) -> (P 1); 
Refine ?+1;introS;Refifle H; 
Refine B.ecVecSuCC [njat][l:VeC A (succ it)] 
{P:(Vec A (succ n))_>Set}({aA}{ll ec A n}P (v-
cons a 11))>P 1; 
intros;Refifle 01; 
Save ReCVeC1; 
[v_hd 	ReCVeCSUCCI (_:Iat]A) ([a:A][nINat][_ 
	A n]a) 
{nlNat}(VeC A (5UCC it)) > A]; 
[y_tl = ReCVeCSUCCN (VeC A) ([_:A][nINat][VV 
A n]V) 
{njNat}(VeC A (SUCC it)) > (VeC A it)]; 
DisChargeXeeP A; 
(* v_nth : {nljat}(Fiit )>(Vec A n)
->A 
rec v_nthl(5UCC n) (f-zero it) 
= v_hdIAIit 
v_nthl(SUCC it) (f_suCC i) = it (v_tlIAIn) (v-nth 
1) 
s) 
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[v-nth = RecFinN ([n:Nat](Vec A n)->A) (v_hdIA) 
([nllat][_:Fin n][f:(Vec A n)->A]o f (v_tlIAIn))]; 
[v-map [f:A->B] 
RecVec ([ilNat][_:Vec A i]Vec B i) 
(v-nil B) ([a:A][illat][_:Vec A i][v:Vec B i]v_cons (f a) v)]; 
[v-append = 
[P[n:Hat]={mlNat}(Vec A m)->(Vec A (add n m))] 
RecVecl P ([mllat][v:Vec A m]v) 
([a:A][nl Nat] [_:Vec A n][f:P n] 
[mlNat][v:Vec A m]v_cons a (f v)) 
{nlNat}(Vec A n)->{mljat}(Vec A m)->(Vec A (add n m))]; 
v_insert : {m,nlWat}(Vec A m)->A->(Vec A n)->(Vec A (succ (add m n))) 
v_insert v_nil a v2 = v_cons a v2 
v_insert b::vl a v2 = v_cons b (v-insert vi a v2) 
[v-insert [m,nllat][vl:Vec A m][a:A][v2:Vec A n] = 
RecVecl ([m:Nat]Vec A (succ (add m n))) 
(v-cons a v2) 
([b:A][mllat][vl:Vec A m][v_insert_vl:Vec A (succ (add m n))] 
v_cons b v_insert_vl) 
vi] 
Discharge A; 
(* We repeat all definitions we did for Vec for large Vectors (VEC) 	s) 
(* [A:Type(0)]mu[VEC:Nat->Type(0)](v_nil:VEC zero, 
v_cons:A->{nlNat}(VEC n)->(VEC succ n)) *) 
[VEC : Type(0) ->Nat -> Type(0)] 
[V-nil : {A:Type(0)}VEC A zero] 
[V-cons : {AIType(0)}A > {nllat}(VEC A n) -> (VEC A (succ n))] 
[ItecVEC 	{AIType(0)}{P:{nlNat}(VEC A n)->Type} 
(P (V-nil A)) -> 
({a:A}{nlNat}{l:VEC A n}(P 1) > (P (V-cons a 1))) > 
{nlNat}{l:VEC A n}P 1]; 
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[[A:Set][P:{nlNat}(VEC A n)->Set] 
[n:P (V-nil A)][f:{a:A}{nlNat}{l:VEC A n}(P 1) -> (P (V-cons a 1))] 
[a:A][k: Nat] [v:VEC A k] 
RecVEC P n f (V-nil A) ==> n 
II 
 
RecVEC P n f (V-cons a v) ==> f a v (RecVEC P n f v)]; 
[A,BIType(0)]; 
[RecVECN [P:Iat->Type] = RecVEC ([nlHat][_:VEC A niP n) 
(P zero)>(A>{nlNat}(VEC A n)->(P n)->P (succ n))->{nlNat}(VEC A n)->P I']; 
[RecVECNN [PiType] = RecVEC ([n:Nat]P) 
P->(A->{nl Nat) (VEC A n)->P->P)->{nlNat}(VEC A n)->P]; 
[RecVECSucc [P:{nlNat}(VEC A (succ n))->Type] 
[fl:{a:A}{nllat}{v:VEC A nj-P (V-cons a v)] 
[nlUat][v:VEC A (succ n)] = 
[I'' = RecNat ([i:Nat](VEC A i)->Type) 
([_:VEC A zero]Unit) 
([i:Nat][_:(VEC A i)->Type]PIi)] 
RecVEC P' void ([a:A][jlNat][v:VEC A j] [-:P' j v]fl a v) v : P vi; 
[RecVECSuccN [P:Nat->Type] = RecVECSucc ([nlNat][_:VEC A (succ n)]P n)]; 
Goal {nlNat}{P:(VEC A (succ n))-)Set} 
({a:A}{l:VEC A n}P (V-cons a 1)) 
->{m:VEC A (succ n)}P m; 
intros; 
Claim {nllat}{l:VEC A (succ n)}{P:(VEC A (succ n))>Set} 
({a:A}{l:VEC A n}P (V-cons a 1)) -> (P 1); 
Refine ?+1;intros;Refine H; 
Refine RecVECSucc [nlNat][l:VEC A (succ n)] 
{P:(VEC A (succ n))->Set}({a:A}{l1:VEC A nj-P (V-cons a li))->P 1; 
intros;Refine Hi; 
Save RecVEC1; 
[V_hd = RecVECSuccI ([_:at]A) ([a:A][nlNat][_:VEC A n]a) 
{nIat}(VEC A (succ n)) -> A]; 
[V_tl = RecVECSuccH (VEC A) ([_:A][nlNat][v:VEC A n]v) 
{nllat}(VEC A (succ n)) -> (VEC A n)] 
DischargeKeep A; 
[V-nth = RecFinN ([n:Nat](VEC A n)->A) (V_hdIA) 
([nllat][_:Fin n][f:(VEC A n)->A]o f (V_tlIAIn))]; 
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[V-map [f:A>B] = 
RecVEC ([iljat][_:VEC A ilVEC B i) 
(V-nil B) ([a:A][il Nat] [_:VEC A i][v:VEC B i]V_cons (f a) v)]; 
[V-append = 
[P[n:Nat]{mlNat}(VEC A m)->(VEC A (add n m))] 
RecVECN P ([ml Nat] [v:VEC A ml V) 
([a:A][nl Nat] [_:VEC A n][f:P n] 
[mljat][v:VEC A m]V_cons a (f v)) 
{nljat}(VEC A n)->{mllat}(VEC A m)->(VEC A (add n 
[V_insert [m,nl Nat ][vl:VEC A m][a:A][v2:VEC A n] = 
RecVECJ ([m:Nat]VEC A (succ (add m n))) 
(V_cons a v2) 
([b:A][mllat][vl:VEC A m][V_insert_vl:VEC A (succ (add m ii))] 
V_cons b V_insert_vl) 
VII 
Discharge A; 





** untyped \lainbda terms 
** 
s) 
** Definition of terms 
(* mu[Tm:Set](var 	Nat -> Tm, 
app Tm -> Tm -> Tm, 
lam : Tm -> Tm) 
$[Tm Set] 
$[var : Nat -> Tm] 
$Eapp Tm -> Tm -> Tm] 
$[lam : Tm -> Tm] 
$[RecTm : {P:Tm->Type} 
({n:Nat}P (var n)) 
-> ({HITm)(P H)->{NITm}(P N)->P (app H N)) 
-> ({HITm}(P H)->P (lain H)) 
-> {H:Tm}P H]; 
[[P:Tm->Type][var_:{n:Nat}P (var n)] 
[app_:{HITm}(P H)->{NITm}(P N)->P (app H N)] 
[lan*_:{HITm}(P H)->P (lam H)] 
[n:Nat] [N,N:Tm] 
RecTm P var_ app_ lam_ (var n) ==> var_ n 
II RecTm P var_ app_ lain_ (app H N) ==> app_ (RecTm P var_ app_ lam_ H) 
(RecTm P var_ app_ lam_ N) 
II RecTm P var_ app_ lam_ (lam K) ==> lam_ (RecTm P var_ app_ lain_ H)]; 
{ltecTinN [PiType] = RecTm ([_:Tm]P) 
(Nat->P)->(Tm->P->Tm->P->P)->(Tm>P>P)>Tm>P]; 
(* 
** Simple lemmas about terms 
1') 
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Goal {i :Iat}{H,M'Tm}hbot (EQ (app 
N H') (var i)); 
Intros i H N' H; 
Refine EQ-rewrite H 




Goal {i :Nat}{HTm}flbt (EQ (lam H) (var i)); 
Intros i H H; 
Refine EQ-rewrite 1! 




Goal {N,$i,H2Tm}flbt (EQ (lain N) (app Hi H2)); 
Intros N Hi H2 H; 
Refine EQ-rewrite H 




Goal {H1,H2,Ni,N2Tm}(EQ (app Hi P42) (app Ni N2)) 
->((EQ Ni ii)/\(EQ P42 12)); 
intros 
Refine EQ-rewrite H 
(RecTmN ([_:Nat]Unit) 
([Nl,:Tm3[_Set][I2Tm_5et]( 	
Hi ii')/\(EQ P42 N2 1 )) 
(L:Tm[_:5et]Unit ))  
andl ;Refine EQ_rafl ;Refine EQ_refl; 
Save inj_app; 
Goal (Ml ,H2:Tm}(EQ (lam NO (lam H2)) -> (EQ Hi P42); 
intros; 
Refine EQ-rewrite H 
(RecTmN ([_ :Nat]Unit) ([_:Tm] [_ :Set] [_:Tin] [_ :Set]Unit) 
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(* weak_var Nat -> Nat -> Nat 
rec weak-var zero 	i = (succ i) 
I weak-var (succ 1) zero = zero 




RecNatN zero ([j:Nat][_:Nat]succ (weak-1 i)))]; 
(* weak : Nat->Tm->Tm 
rec weak 1 (var i) = var (weak-var 1 i) 
I weak 1 (app N N) = app (weak 1 K) (weak 1 N) 
I weak 1 (lain K) = lain (weak (succ 1) K) 
[weak[1:Nat] [N:Tm] = 
RecTmN ([i:Nat][l:Nat]var (weak-var 1 i)) 
Tm] [weak_N: Nat->Tm] 
Tm] [weak_N :Nat->Tm] 
[1:Nat]app (weak_K 1) (weak_N 1)) 
([_ Tm] [weak_K:Nat->Tm] 
[l:Nat]lam (weak_N (succ 1))) 
N 1] 
[weakO = weak zero : Tm -> Tm]; 
[rep_weakO[N:Tm] = RecNatN N ([_:Nat][K:Tm]weakO N)]; 
Goal {n:Nat}EQ (rep-weakO (var zero) ii) (var n); 
Refine RecNat [n:Nat]EQ (rep-weakO (var zero) n) (var n); 
Refine EQ_refl; 
intros;Equiv EQ 7 (weakO (var n)) Refine EQ_resp weakO;Refine H; 
Save rep_weakO_lem; 
(* subst_var : Nat->Nat>Tm->Tm 
rec subst_var zero zero N = N 
I subst_var zero (succ i) I = var i 
I subst_var (succ 1) zero N = var zero 
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subst_V 	(suCC 1) 
(SUCC 
i) I = geakO (subst_Var 1 i N) 
[subst-var = 
RecNatl (ltecNatl ([N:Tln]N) ([j:Nat][_Tm_>Tm _.Tm)va 1)) 
([1:Nat1 subst_var_l ]fat_>Tm->Tm] 
RecNatN (_ :Tm]var zero) 
([j:Nat] [_:Tm->Tm] [I:Tm]Weak° (subSt_v_l i N)))]; 
(* subst : Nat_>Tm_>Tm>Tm 
rec subst i (var i) N = 
subst_Var 1 i I 
subst i (app 14 
$') N = app (subst 1 14) (subst 1 N) 
subSt 1 (lain N) N 	
lain (5ubSt (&ucC 1) Ii N) 
[subst[lt] [M,N:Tm] 
ReCTn'N ([i:N at] El: 
 t) bst..Va  
([_ :Trn] [subst_M at->Tm] L.:Tm] Esubst_Nat_>Tm) 




[gubstO = subst zero] 
** substitution t weakening 
laws 
Goal {l:Nat}{M,LTm) 	
(subst i (weak 1 P1) N) 14; 
intros; 
[$:Tm]{l1at} 	
(subst 1 (weak 1 11) 
Refine Recin'   
(* var 
intros;  
at}EQ (subst 1 (weak i (var j)) N) (var i); 
Refine RecNat [l:Nat]{1  
intrOs ;Refifle Eq_refl 
intros 12 1K i; ubst (sucC 12) (weak (sucC 12) (var i)) N) (var i); 
Refine RecNat [j:Nat]EQ (s  
Refine EQ_refl 
intros ii _; 
EquiV Eq (weakO (subst 12 (weak 12 (var 
	(weakO (var ii)); 
Refine EQ_reaP weakOR 	
1K; 
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(a app a) 
intros;Ref1 EQ_rewrite' (H 11) (EX:TmIEQ (app 
x ?) ?); 
Refine EQ-rewrite' (Hi ii) ([X:TIfl]EQ (app ? X) 1); 
Refine EQ_refl, 
(a lam a) 
write' (H (SUCC 
ii)) ([X:Tm]EQ (lain X) ?); 
intros;fi EQ-re 
Refine Eq_ref 1; 
Save SUbSt_Wk_in; 
Goal (1' ,i:Nat}{MT }(LE 
 
(EQ (weak (SUCC 1) (weak 1' M)) 
(weak i' (weak 1 M))); 
intros 
Refine RecTa' [:Tm]{l' ,l:Nat}(LE 1
,  l)> 
(weak 1 M)) 
EQ (weak (SUCC 
1) (weak 1' M)) (weak i'  
(asa var aa*) 
intros i 11 11 _ ;
Refine EQ-reap var; 
t}  Refine ReCLEN ii,ii:at]{i:  
EQ (weak_var (sucC 11) (
weak_var ii' i)) 
(weak_var It' (weak_var 11 i)) 
(** LEO aa) 
intrOs ;Ref inn EQ_refl 
(ai' LEI aa) 
intros 12' 12 _ 1K; 
Refine ReClat 1j:Natl 
EQ (weak_var (SUCC (SUCC 
12)) (weak_var (SUCC 12') i)) 
(weak_var (80CC 
12') (weak_var (sUCC 
12) i)); 
(a i0 a) Refine EQ_refl; 
(a SUCC i a) 
intros i' _;Refine EQ-reap succRefi1° 1K; 
(** as) Immed; 
(*** app 
intros; EQ ? (app X ?));Next +1;Refine H1;IIrmed; 
Refine EQ-rewrite? (X:Tm]  
EQ ? (app? X));Bext +1;Refine K2;Ied; 
Refine EQ-rewrite? ([X:Tm]  
Refine EQ_refl 
(*a* lair ass) 
intros; m)EQ ? (lain X));NeXt +i;Refine Ki;Refine LEi;Ie 
Refine EQ_rewrite? ([X-.T 
Refine EQ_refl 
(**t *5*) Immed 
Save 
Goal {1' ,i:Iat}{M, 
Tm}(LE  
(EQ (subst (SUCC 
1) (weak 1' M) ) 
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(weak 1' (subst 1 M H))); 
intros;  
Refine ItecTin [M:Tm3{1',1:Hat}(1 1' l)-> 
(EQ (subst (SUCC 1) (weak 1' M) N) 
(weak 1' (subst 1 $ N))); 
(*** var ss*) 
intros i  
Refine RecLEN {i,1:Hat]{i:1at} 
EQ (subst (succ 1) (weak 1' (var j)) H) (weak 1' (subst 1 (var i) H)); 
LEO **) 
intros ;Refine EQ_refl; 
(*s LE-1 **) 
intros 12' 12 - IH; 
Refine Reclat [i:Hat] 
EQ (subst (succ (succ 12)) (weak (succ 12') (var 1)) H) 
(weak (succ 12 1 ) (subst (succ 12) (var i) N)); 
(* i = 0 *) Refine EQ_refl 
(* succ i *) 
intros i' 
Refine EQ_tranS;IeXt +2;Refine EQ_Syrn;Refine weak_weak_1emfj' LEO; 
Refine EQ_reSp weakO;Refine Ill; 
(* *) Immed; 
(*** app **e) 
intros;  
Refine EQ_rewrite? ([X:Tm]EQ ? (app X ?));Next +1;Refine R1;Iiniaed; 
Refine EQ_rewrite? ([X:Tm]EQ ? (app? X));NeXt +1;Refifle R2;Imzfled; 
Refine EQ_refl; 
(*** lam ses) 
intros;  
Refine EQ-rewrite ? (X:Tm]EQ ? (lain X));Hext +1;Refine H1;Refine LEI;Imlfled 
Refine EQ_refl; 
(*** ***) Immed; 
Save subst_weak_lem' 
Goal {l:Hat}{M,11,12Tm} 
EQ (subst 1 (subst (sncc 1) M 11) 12) 
(subst 1 (subst 1 N (weakO 12)) 11); 
intros;  
Refine RecTm [M:Trn]{l:Nat} 
EQ (subst 1 (subst (succ 1) $ 11) 12) (subst 1 (subst 1 N (weakO 12)) Ii); 
(*** var 
intros;  
Refine Reclat [l:Nat]{i:Iat}  
EQ (subst 1 (subst (succ 1) (var i) Ni) 12) 
(subst 1 (subst 1 (var i) (weakO 12)) 11); 
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(*s 1 = 0 s*) 
Refine RecNat [i:Natl 
EQ (subst zero (subst (succ zero) (var i) Ni) N2) 
(subst zero (subst zero (var i) (weakO N2)) Ni); 
(* i = 0 s) 
Refine EQ_trans;NeXt +2;Refifle EQ_sym;Refine subst_weak_1em;Ri EQ 
_refl 
(* SUCC i *) 
intros;Refine Eq_trans ;Next +I ;Refine 
subst_weak_lem efine EQ_refl 
(** succ 1 *s) 
intros 12 III; 
Refine RecNat [i:Nat] 
EQ (subst (succ 12) (subst (
succ  (SUCC 12)) (var i) Ni) N2) 
(subst (suCC 
12) (subst (succ 12) (var i) (weakO N2)) Ni); 
(* i = 0 *) 
Refine EQ_refl 
(* succ i *) 
intros i _; 
Refine EQ_transNext +1;Refine subst_weak_1ein;Refie LEO; 
Refine EQ_tranSNext +2;Refifle EQ_sym;Refifle 
subSt_weak_1em efine LEO; 
Refine EQ-reap weakO;Refine IH; 
(* app 
intros;Refine EQ-rewrite (H ii) ([X:Tm]EQ ? (app X ?)); 
Refine EQ-rewrite (Hi 11) ([X:Tm]EQ ? (
app? X));Refifle EQ_refl 
(* lain s) 
intros;Refine EQ-rewrite (H (SUCC 




EQ (subst m (subst (succ (add in 
1)) Ml N) (subst 1 M2 N)) 
(subst (add in 1) (subst in 
Mi M2) N); 
intros m' 1' Ml' M2' N'; 
Refine RecTin EMi :T1n1{in,lNat}{M2,LTm} 
EQ (subst in (subst (SUCC (add 
in 
1)) Mi N) (subst 1 P42 1)) 
(subst (add in 1) (subst in Mi P42) N); 
(*** var 
intros;  
Refine ltecNat [i:Nat]{fltNat} 
EQ (subst in (subst (succ (add 
in 
1)) (var i) N) (subst 1 $2 N)) 
(subst (add in 1) (subst m (var i) P42) N); 
(** j0 *s) 
Refine RecNat [m:11at] 
EQ (subst in (var zero) (subst 1 $2 N)) 
(subst (add in 1) (subst m (var zero) P42) N); 
(* inO *) Refine EQ_refl 
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(s SucC 
m *) intros; Refine EQ..refl; 
(** succ i *s) 
intros I IH; 
Refine RecNat [m:Nat] 
Eq (subst m (subst (succ (add m 1)) (var (succ i)) N) (subst 1 N2 N)) 
(subst (add ml) (subst in 
(var (succ i)) M2) N); 
(* mO *) intros; Refine subst_We_lem; 
(* succ in 
intros ii 
Refine Eq_trans ext +1;Refine subSt_We_1emene LEO; 
Refine EQ_traflS;Nt +2;Refine EQ_sym;Refi subst_weak_lem' Ref1 LEO; 
Refine Eq_reaP weakO;Refie IH; 
(*** app 
intros;  
Refine Eq_rewrite? ([X:Tm]EQ ?.(app X ?));Next +i;Refine H; 
ite ? (IX:Tni]EQ 	
(app ? X));NAXt +i;Refine Hi; 
Refine EQ_rewr  
Refine EQ_refi 
(*** lain ***) 
intros;  
Refine Eq_rewrite? ([X:Tn]EQ ? (lain 




** one-step reduction 
(* inu[SteP :Tm_>Tm_>Set] ( 
beta 	
{H,I:Tm}SteP (app (lain H) N) (substO H N), 
app- l 	
{M,H' ,N:Tin}(SteP H $)->(SteP (app H N) (app H' N)), 
app_r 	
{H,H,NTm}(SteP H H')_>(St8P (app N H) (app 
 
xi : {M,N:TIn}(SteP H $)_>(SteP (lain H) (lain H')) 
$ [Step :Tm_>Tm_>Set] 
$[beta : {M,N:Tm}SteP (app (lain H) N) (substO H N)] 
$[app_l 	
{H,H' ,I:Tin}(SteP H H)_>(Step (app H N) (app H' N))] 
$[app_r : {H,fl' ,N:Tm}(StSP H H)_>(5teP (app N H) (app N H'))] 
$[xi 	{H,H' :
Tin}(SteP H H))_>(Step (lain H) (lain H'))] 
$[RecSteP,Tm)SteP H N)_>TYPe} 
({H,N:TIn}P (beta H I)) 
-> ({H,H' ,I:TIn}{PSteP H H'}(P p)->(P (app-1 H H' N p))) 
> ({H,M' ,N:Tm}{Pt5P H '}(P 
P)->p (app_r H H' I p)) 
> ({M,H:Tm}{PSt5P H H'}(P p)->p (xi H H' p)) 
> {H,IITm}{p:Step H 1)-P p]; 
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Up:{M,ltTm}(Step P4 H)->TyPe] 
[beta_ 	{P4,I:Tm}P (beta N H)] 
[app-l- 	{P4,P4,H:Tm}{PteP 
P4 P4'}(P P)->p (app_i MN' 
H p)] 
[app-r- : {N,P4' ,H:Tm}{p:SteP N P4']-(P P)->p (app_r 
P4 P4' H p)] 
[xi_ 	{P4,P4' :Tm}{p:SteP N M')(P 
P)->P (xi P4 P4' p)] 
[P4 ,P4,H:Tm]{P Step P4 P4'] 
RecStep P beta_ app_l_ app-r- xi_ (beta 
P4 H) 	> beta_ N H 
II 
 
RecStep P beta_ app-l- app-r- xi_ (app_i 
P4 P4' H p) 
> app-l- P4 
P4' H p (RecStep P beta_ app-l- app-r- xi_ p) 
I 
RecStep P beta_ app-l- app-r- xi_ (app_r N P4' H p) 
> app-r- P4 
N' H p (RecStep P beta_ app_l_ app-r- xi_ p) 
RecStep P beta_ app-l- app-r- xi_ (Xi P4 
H' p) 
> xi_ 
H P4' p (RecSteP P beta_ app-l- app-r- xi_ p)]; 
RecStepHPTm_>Tm>T11)0] = RecStep ([P4,HITm]{_SteP 
P4 H]P N I) 
({P4,H:Tm}P (app (lain P4) H) (8ubstO P4 H)) 
->({P4,P4' ,H:Tm)(Step P4 P4')->(P P4 
P4')->? (app 14 H) (app P4' H)) 
_>({P4,P4,H:Tm}(SteP P4 P4')->(P P4 
P4')>P (app H P4) (app H P4')) 
->({P4,P4' :Trn}(Step P4 P4')->(P P4 
P4')->? (lain N) (lain N')) 
_>{P4,HITm}(SteP MN)->? P4 H]; 
(* 
** Lemmas about Step 
Goal {P4,lain_P4Tm}(5teP (lain P4) lam-K') 
_>Ex[P4:Tm](Step K 
P4') /\ (EQ lam-N' (lam N')); 
intros;  
Claim {ln_P4,lain_P4':Tm}(EQ (lain P4) 
1,,_K)->(Step (lam P4) lam-N ')  
->Ex ([H':Tm)aIld (Step N 1') 
(EQ lam-M' (lain P4'))); 
Refine ?+1;IeXt +j;RefilLe EQ_refl;Im''L 
intros; 
Refine RecStepH [llam_P4,lam_P4' :Tm](EQ (lain P4) lam-") 
->Ex ({P4':Tm]afld (Step P4 P4') (EQ lain_P4' (lam P4'))); 
intros;Refie neq
_iam_aPP Hext +3;Refifle H3; 
introsftefifle neq_lain_aPPHext +3;Refifle KS; 
intros;Refifle neq_lam_aPPt +3;Refifle KS; 
intros ;Refine Exlntro ;NeXt +1 ;andi; 
Refine EQ-rewrite' ? ([X:Tm]SteP X ?);HeXt +1;Refifle i
n jlam;Refie KS; 
Refine K3;Refifle EQ_refl 
Next +1;Refifle 52;Refifle EQ_refl 
Save step-lam;  
Goal {1:9at}{P4,P4 ,J:Tm}(Step 
P4 P4')>(Step (subst 1 
P4 H) (subSt 1 P4' H)); 
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intros; 
Refine RecStepN [M,M:Tm]{1Nat}SteP (subst 1 MN) (subst 1 H' N); 
(* beta *) 
intros; 
Refine EQ_rewrite 7 [X:Tm]Step 7 
X;Next +i;Refine subst_subSt_lem'; 
Refine beta; 
(* app-1 *) 
intros;Refifle app_l;Refifle 112; 
(P app_r *) 
intros;Refine app_r;Refifle H2; 
(* xi *) 
intros;Refifle xi;Refine 112; 
(P End of cases 
Immed; 
Save step_subst; 
[nf[M:Tm] = {M':Tm}not (Step MM')]; 
Goal {i:Nat)(nf (var i)); 
Intros i K 11; 
Claim {M,M'ITm}(Step H M')> not (Eq H (var i)); 
Refine 7+i;Jext +3;Refine EQ_refl;Iflmed; 
Refine RecStepN [K,M':Tm]nOt (EQ H (var i)); 
intros ;Refine neq_var_aPp 
intros ; Refine neq_Var_aPP 
intros ; Refine neq_var_aPP 
intros ;Refine neq_var_i55t 
Save nf_var; 
(* examples *) 
(* 
[TO = var zero] [Ti = lam TO] 
[T2 = lam (app (var Zero) (var (succ zero)))]; 
weakO TO; Normal VReg; 
weakO Ti; Normal VReg; 
weakO T2; Normal VReg; 
substO T2 Ti; Normal VReg; 
substO T2 TO; Normal VReg; 
s) 




** Definition of SNOtK 
(* 
inn [SN: Tm->Set] 
SNi : {K:Tm}({N:Tin}(Step K N)->(SN N))->(SN K)) 
$[SN:Tm->Set] 
S[SNi : {K:Tm}({N:Tm}(Step H N)->(SN N))->(SN K)] 
$[RecSN : {P:{HITm}(SN K)->Type} 
({H:Tm}{F:{N:Tm}(Step H N)->(SN N)} 
({I:Tm}{R:Step H NIP (F N R)) 
-> (P (SNi H F))) 
-> {MITm}{p:SN NIP p]; 
[RHS_SN[P:{HITm}(SN K)->Type] 
[SNi_ : {K:Tm}{F:{N:Tm}(Step K N)->(SN N)) 
({N:Tm}{R:Step K NIP (F N It)) 
-> (P (SNi H F))] 
[K:Tm][F:{N:Tm}(Step K N)->(SN N)] 
SNi_ H F ([N:Tm][It:Step K N]RecSN P SNi_ (F N It))]; 
[[P:{$ITm}(SI K)->Type] 
[SNi_ : {K:Tm}{F:{N:Tm}(Step K N)->(SN N)} 
({N:Tm}{R:Step N NIP (F N K)) 
-> (P (SNi H F))] 
[K:Tm][F:{N:Tm}(Step K N)->(SN N)] 
ItecSN P SNi_ (Sli K F) ==> 
SIi_ K F ([N:Tm][R:Step K N]RecSN P SNi_ (F N it)) *) 
RHS_SN P SNi- K F]; 
[ItecSNN [P:Tm->Type] = ItecSN ([MITm][_:SN NIP K) 
({K:Tm}({I:Tm}(Step K N)->SN N)->({N:Tm}(Step K N)->P I)->P K) 
->{NITm}(SI K)->P K]; 
(* lemmas about SE *) 
Goal {KITm}(SN H)->{N:Tm}(Step K N)->(SN N); 
intros K sn_K; 
Refine ftecSIN ([H:Tm]{N:Tm}(Step H N)->(SN N)); 
intros;Itefine H;Refine H2; 
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Refine sn_H; 
Save SNd; 
Goal {M,NITm}(SN (app MN)) -> (SN H); 
Intros; 
Claim {MNITm}(SN MN)_>{H,NITm}Q MN (app H N)) -> (SN H); 
Refine ?+1;NeXt +1;Refifle }{;Next +1;Refine EQ_refl 
Refine RecSNN [H Tm]{H,NlTm}Q MN (app H N))>SN H; 
intros ;Refine SNi ; jntros;Ref 	
02; 
Next +1;Refifle EQ_rewrite' 03 ([H:Tm]SteP H 
Refine app_lNeXt +1;Refifle 04;NeXt +l;ltefifle EQ_refl, 
Save SNapp; 
Goal {MTm}{fl 	
t}(SN (substO H (var n)))>(SN H); 
intros;  
Refine RecSU 
{H:Tm]{MTm}Q H' (substO H (var 
0)))>(SN H); 
jntrosRefie S11i;intr0S;Ree 02;11ext +2;Refifle EQ_refl 
Refine EQ_rewrite' 03 ([X:Tm]SteP X ?);Refine step_subSt 
Refine 04; 
(*s) 
Next +j ;Refifle U;Refifle EQ_refl; 
Save SJvar 
(s 
** Definition of Candidates 
s) 
[neutr[HTm] = {H:Tm}nOt (EQ (lain H') H)]; 
[P:Tm -> Set] 
[CR1 = {MTm}(P M)>(SW H)] 
[CR2 = {MITm}(P M)_>{I:Tm}(SteP H N)->(P I)] 
[CR3 = {MITm}(neutr H)-> 
({I:Tm}(SteP H I)->(P N))->(p H)] 
[CR = CR1 /\ CR2 /\ CR31; 
Discharge 1'; 
(* 
** Candidates contain all variables 
Goal {P:Tm_>Set}(CR p)_>{j:Nat}P (var i) 
IntroS; 
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Refine snd (end fl); 
(* neutral *) 
Refine neq_var_l" 
(* is in nf *) 
Intros;Ree nf_Vart +2;Refine 01; 
Save CR_nonEmPtY; 
(* 
s* SN is a candidate 
Goal CR SI; 
andl; 
IntrOs ; Immed; 
andl; 





s* ARR preserves candidates 
[M:Tm{TmP N)->(R (app P1 1))]; 
Goal {P,RTm_>0et})>( 	
(ARR PR)); 
intros P K CR-P CK_R;andl 
(* CR1 *) 
Intros P1 
0;Refifle Slapp;Refine var zero;  
Refine f st CR_R;Refin° 0;R-fine CR_nonpty; efine CR_P; 
andl; 
(* CR2 *) 
Intros P1 111 N 02 Ii 03; 
Refine fst (and CR_R)NeXt +2;Refine app_l;Next +1;Refitte 02; 
Refine U1;Refine 03; 
(* CR3 *) 
Intros P1 uPI Ityp N P_N; 
Refine snd(snd CR_R) 
Intros _;Refine neq_lam_aPP 
Claim (P I)_>{L:Tm}(SteP (app P1 
1) L)->(R L); 
Refine ?+1;Refifle P_N; 
Refine RecSNN [I:Tm]( I)_>{L:Tm}(StSP (app 
P1 N) L)->R L; 
intros N' _ 10 P_N' L 01; 
Claim oil' :Tm}(EQ MN' (app 
P1 1'))>(R L); 
Refine ?+1;NeXt +j;Refine EQ_refllhltros MN' EQ_P1N' 
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Refine RecStepl [P1I',L:Tm](EQ NI' (app N I'))>R L; 
(* impossible s) 
intros;Refine inj_app;IeXt +4;Refine 112;intros;Refine nfl; 
Next +l;Refine 113; 
(* N was reduced *) 
intros;Refifle inj_app;IeXt +4;Refine 114; intros; 
Refine Hyp; 
Refine EQ_rewrite H5 ([P1:Tm]Step N P1') ;Refine 112; 
Refine EQ_rewrite' 116 P;Refine P-I'; 
(* I was reduced a) 
intros ;Refine inj_app;IeXt +4;Refine H4;introS; 
Refine sod (snd CR_R);Intros _;Refine neq_lam_app; 
jntros;Refine IH;Refine P1';Refine EQ_rewrite 116 ([I':Tm]Step 1' N'); 
Refine 112;Refine fst(snd CR_P);Refine I';Refifle P_N'; 
Refine EQ_rewrite 116 ([N':Tm]Step I' fl');Refine 112; 
Refine EQ_rewrite HE ([N:Tm]Step (app N N') N2);Refine 117; 
(a impossible a) 
intros;Refifle neq_lam_app;IeXt +3;Refine H4; 
(a end of cases a) 
Next +1;Refine H1;Refine EQ_refl; 
(a SI N a) 
Refine fst (CR-P); Refine P-I; 
Save CR_ARE; 
(a 
** Soundness of Lain 
a) 
Goal {P,R:Tm>Set}(CR p)->(CR R)->{N:Tm} 
({I:Tm}(P I)->(R (substO N I))) 
->(ARI1 P R (lam N)); 
Intros P R CR-P CR_R N H L P_L; 
Refine RecSIN {P1:Tm]{L:Tm}(P L)-> 
({1:Tm}(P I)->R (substO N I))->R (app (lam N) L); 
intros Ni - 1111 Li P_Li Hyp; 
Refine RecSIH [L:Tm](P L)->(R (app (lain Ni) L)); 
intros L2 _ 1112 P_1.2; 
(a Apply CR3 for R a) 
Refine snd(snd CR_R);IntrOS _;Refine neq_lam_aPP,intros fiN 
(a Induction over Step a) 
Refine RecStepl {lam_N1_L2,NN:Tfl](EQ lam_Nl_L2 (app (lam Ni) L2))->(R NM); 
(aa beta as) 
intros Ni' 1.2' _;Refine inj_app;IeXt +4;Refine 04;introS; 
Refine EQ_rewrite' ? ([X:Tm]R (substO X L2'));NeXt +i; 
Refine inj_lam;Refilie HS;Refine Eq_rewrite' 116 ([X:Tm]R (substO Mi I)); 
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Refine Hyp;Refine P_L2; 
(** app-1 **) 
intros lam-NI lam-Nil L3 ___;Refine inj_app;Next +4;Refine H6;intros; 
Refine step_lam;Next +2;Refine EQ_rewrite H7 ([X:Tm]Step X ?+2);Refine 114; 
intros Ml' _;Refine H9;intros; 
Refine EQ_rewrite' 1111 ([X:Tm]R (app X L3)); 
Refine IH1;Refine H10;Refine EQ_rewrite' H8 P;Refine P_L2; 
intros;Refine fst (snd CR_R);Next +2;Refine step_subst;Next +1;Refine H1O; 
Refine Hyp;Refine H12; 
(** app_r s*) 
intros L3 L3' lam-M2 ___;Refine inj_app;Next +4;Refine H6;intros; 
Refine EQ_rewrite' H? ({X:Tm]R (app X L31)); 
Refine 1112; 
Next +1;Refine fst (snd CR_P);Next +1;Refine P_L2;Refine +1; 
Refine EQ_rewrite 118 ([X:Tn,]Step X L3');Refine 114; 
(** xi 	impossible **) 
intros;Refine neq_lam_app;Next +3;Refine 116; 
(** END of CASES **) 
Next +1; Refine H3; Refine Eq_refl; 
Refine fst CR_P;Immed; 




[M:Tm]{P:Tm->Set}(CR P)->(F P M)] 
Goal {F: (Tm->Set)->(Tm>Set)} 
({P:Tm->Set}(CR P)->(CR (F P))) 
-> (CR (P1 F)); 
intros ; andl; 
(* CR1 *) Intros;Refine (fst (H ? ?));Refine SN;Next +l;Refine Hi; 
Refine ?+1;Refine CR_SN; 
andl; 
(* CR2 *) Intros;Refine (fst (snd (HP H3)));Iext +1;Refine Hi;Imined; 
(* CR3 *) Intros;Refine (snd (snd (H P H3)));Refine HI; intros; Refine H2; 
Immed; 
Save CR_PI; 
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B.6. simple.1 
** simply typed \lainbda calculus 
** Types 
(* mu[Ty:Set](tyO : Ty, arr 	Ty -> Ty -> Ty) *) 
[Ty 	Set] 
[tyO : Ty] 
[arr : Ty -> Ty -> Ty]; 
[RecTy {P:Ty->Type}(P tyO) -> 
({s:Ty}(P s)->{t:Ty}(P t) -> (P (arr s t))) 
-> ({s:Ty}P s)]; 
[[P:Ty->Type][fO:P tyO][fl:{s:Ty}(P s)->{t:Ty}(P t) -> (P (arr s t))] 
[s,t:Ty] 
RecTy P fO fl tyO ==> fO 
I I RecTy P fO fl (arr a t) ==> fl a (RecTy P fO fl s) 
t (RecTy P fO fl t)]; 




[Con = Vec Ty] 
[empty = v_nil Ty : Con zero]; 
(* 
** Derivations 
(s mu[Der:{nllat}(Con n)->Tm->Ty->Set]( 
Var : {nllat}{G:Con n}{i:Fin n} 
Der G (var (Fin2Nat i)) (v-nth i G) 
App : {nllat}{GICon n}{s,tITy}{N,NITm) 
(Der G H (arr a t)) 
> (Der C 1 s) 
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-> (Der G (app H N) t) 
Lam 	{nllat}{GlCon n}{s,tITy}{NlTrn} 
(Der (v-cons s G) N t) 
-> (Der G (lam N) (arr s t)) 
$[Der : {nlNat}(Con n)->Tm->Ty->Set] 
$[Var : {nlNat}{G:Con n}{i:Fjn n} 
Der G (var (Fin2Nat i)) (v-nth I G)] 
$[App 	{nllat}{GICon n}{s,tITy}{N,NITm} 
(Der G N (arr s t)) 
-> (Der G N s) 
-> (Der G (app N N) t)] 
$[Lam : {nlNat}{GIConn}{s,tITy}{I1ITm} 
(Der (v-cons s G) N t) 
-> (Der G (lam N) (arr a t))] 
$[ltecDer : {P:{nllat}{GICon n}{NITm}{sITy}(Der G N s)->Type} 
({nlNat}{G:Con n}{i:Fin n}P (Var G i)) 
> ({nlNat}{GICon n){s,tITy}{N,NITm} 
{dl:Der G H (arr s t)}(P dl) 
> {d2:Der G N s}(P d2) 
-> P (App dl d2)) 
-> ({nlNat}{GjCon n}{s,tITy}{NITm} 
{d:Der (v-cons a G) N t}(P d) 
-> P (Lam d)) 
> {nlNat}{GICon n}{NITm}{sITy}{d:Der C N s}P ci]; 
[[P:{nlNat}{GICon n){NITm}{sITy}(Der G N s)->Type] 
[Var_ 	{nINat}{G;Con n}{i:Fin n}P (Var C i)] 
[App_ : {nlNat}{GICon n}{s,tITy}{N,NITm} 
{dl:Der C N (arr s t)}(P dl) 
-> {d2:Der G N s}(P d2) 
-> P (App dl d2)] 
[Lam_ 	{nlNat}{GICon n}{s,tITy}{NITm} 
{d:Der (v-cons a C) N t}(P d) 
-> P (Lam d)] 
[n:Nat][C:Con n][N,NITm][s,t:Ty][i:Fin n]{dl:Der G N (arr a t)] 
[d2:Der G N s][d:Der (v-cons s G) N t] 
RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ (Var G i) ==> (Var_ G i) 
II RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ (App dl d2) ==> 
App_ dl (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ dl) 
d2 (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ d2) 
II RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ (Lam d) ==> 
Lam_ ci (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ d)]; 
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[ftecDerN[P:{nlNat}(C00 n)->Tm->Ty>Type] 
Recfler [nIIati[GICon ][HITm][sITY][_ Der G H S1  G H S 
({ntNat}{G:COn n}{i:Fin n}P G (var (Fin2Nat i)) (v-nth j G)) 
->({nlNat}{GIC0U n}{s,tITy}{N,NITm}(Der 0 H 
(arr s t))->(P 0 H (arr s t)) 
->(Der G N s)->(P G N s)->P C (app H N) t) 
->({nlNat}{GICon n}{s,tlTy}{HITm}(Der (v-cons s 0) N t)->(P (v-cons s G) H t) 
->P G (lam H) (arr s t)) 
->{nllat}{GICon n}{NITIn}{sITY}(Der G H s)->P 0 N S 




** Strong normalization for simply typed lambda calculus 
** 
(* 
** Interpretation of types 
(* lot : Ty->(Tm->Set) 
rec mt tyO = SN 
I lot (arr s t) = AR.R (lot s) (mt t) 
[mt = RecTyl SI 
([_ :Ty] [Int_s:Tm->Set] [_:Ty] [Int_t :Tm->Set]ARR lot-s Int_t)J; 
Goal {t:Ty}CR (lot t); 
Refine RecTy [t:Ty]CR (mt t); 
Refine CR_SI; 
intros ; Refine CR_ARR; Immed; 
Save CR_lot; 
** Interpretation of judgements 
(* Nod 	{nllat}(Con n)->Tin->Ty->Set 
rec Nod zero empty N T = (lot T) N 
I Nod (succ n) (v-cons S G) N T 
{I:Tm)(Int S H)->(Nod C (substO N (rep_weakO I n) 1) 
s) 
[Nod[nllat] [G;Con n] [N:Tm] [T:Ty] 
RecVecIN 
([$:Tm] (lot T) N) 
([STy] [nilat] [G Con n] [Nod_G:Tm->Prop] 
[N:Tm] {N:Tm)(Int S N)>(Nod_G (substO N (rep_weakO 1 n)))) 
G N]; 





Goal {nlNat}{GICon n}{NITm}{TITy}(Der G N T)->(Nod C N T); 
intros; 
Refine RecflerN [nl Nat] [G:Con n][NITm][TITy]Mod G N T; 
(*** Var ***) 
intros; 
Refine RecFin [nlNat][i:Fin n]{G:Con n}Mod G (var (Fin2Nat I)) (v-nth ± C); 
(* var zero 
Refine RecVecSucc [n:Nat][G:Con (succ n)]Nod G (var zero) (v_hd G); 
Intros S n2 G2 N S_N; 
Refine RecVec [n2INat][G2 : Vec Ty n2]Nod  G2 (rep_weakO N n2) 3; 
Intros; Refine S_N; 
Intros;Refine EQ_rewrite' 	([N:Tm]Mod 1 N 5); 
Next +1;Refjne subst_wea_lem zero; Refine Hi; 
(* var (succ i) *) 
intros; 
Refine RecVeci [G2 Con (succ n2)] 
Nod G2 (var (Fin2Nat (f-succ in))) (v-nth (f-succ in) G2); 
Intros;Refine Hi; 
(*** App s**) 
intros; 
Refine RecVec [nllat][G1:Con n] 
{N1,N:Tm}(Mod Cl MI (arr s t))->(Mod Gi N s)->Mod Cl (app Ni N) t; 
(* C = empty *) 
intros;Refine H5;Refine H6; 
(* G = S::G' *) 
Intros S in C' _______ ;Refine 115;Refine H6;Refine H8;Refine H7;Refine H8; 
Imined; 
(*** Lain  ***) 
intros; 
Refine RecVec [nlINat][Gl:Con nil 
{Mi:Tm}(Mod (v-cons s GO Ni t)->(Nod GI (lain NO (arr s t)); 
(* G = empty *) 
intros;Refine Lain_sound;Refine CR_Int;Refine CR_Int;Refine H3; 
(* G = S::G' s) 
Intros;Refine H3; Intros; 
Equiv 
Nod 1 (substO (subst (succ zero) Nil (rep_weakO N n2)) (rep_weakO Ii n2)) t; 
Refine EQ_rewrite' ' ([N:Tm]Mod 1 N t);Next +i; 
Refine subst_subst_lem zero; Refine H4; mined; 
(* END of CASES *) 




** Strong Normalisation 
Goal {nlNat}{GICOn n}{MlTm}{TlTY}(1 G N T)>(SN N); 
intros;  
Claim (Nod C N T)->(SN N);Refine ?+1;Refine Int_soundJl"1fl 
Refine RecVec [nllat][G:C0fl n]{N:Tm}(HOd 
G N T)->(SB N); 
(* G = empty *) 
jntros;Claim CR (mt T);Refine fst ?+1;Refifle 1{i;Refifle CR_Int 
(* C = S::G' *) 
intros S m C' 
Refine Sivar m; Refine EQ_re
write? [X:Tm]SN (substO Ni 1); 
Next +1;Refine rep_weakO_lem 
Refine H1;Refifle H2;Refifle CR_nonEmptyRefj 	CR_mi; 
Save snorm; 





** System F 
(* mu[Ty:Nat->Set](t_var : {alNat}(Fin a) -> (Ty a), 
arr 	{nlNat}(Ty a) -> (Ty a) -> (Ty a), 
p1 	: {nlNat}(Ty (succ a)) -> (Ty a) ) 
$[Ty : Nat -> Set] 
$[t_var : {alNat}(Fin a) -> (Ty a)] 
$[arr : {nlNat}(Ty a) -> (Ty n) -> (Ty a)] 
$[pi : {nlNat}(Ty (succ a)) -> (Ty a)]; 
$[RecTy {P:{atlat}(Ty n)->Type} 
({nlNat}{p:Fin n} P (t_var p)) 
-> ({atlat}{K:Ty n}(P N) -> {N:Ty a}(P N) -> (P (arr N N))) 
-> ({alNat}{K:Ty (succ a)}(P N) -> (P (pi H))) 
-> {allat}{N:Ty a}P N]; 
[[P:{alNat}(Ty n)->Type] 
[fO:{alNat}{p:Fia a} P (t_var p)] 
[fl:{alNat}{N:Ty a}(P N) -> {N:Ty n}(P N) -> (P (arr N N))] 
[f2:{nlNat}{H:Ty (succ a)}(P H) -> (P (pi N))] 
[n:Nat][p:Fin n][H,N:Ty a][O:Ty (succ a)] 
RecTy P fO fl f2 (t_var p) ==> fO p 
I RecTy P fO fl f2 (arr N N) ==> fl N (RecTy P fO ft f2 N) 
N (RecTy P fO fl f2 N) 
II RecTy P fO fl f2 (p1 0) ==> f2 0 (RecTy P fO fl f2 0)]; 
[RecTyN [P:Nat->Type] = RecTy ([alNat][_:Ty a]P a) 
({nlNat}(Fia a)->P a) 
->({nlNat}(Ty a)->(P a)->(Ty a)->(P a)->P a) 
->({nlNat}(Ty (succ a))->(P (succ n))->P a) 
->{alNat}(Ty n)->P a]; 
(s 
** Special recursors for Ty 
Goal {a:Iat}{P:{l:Nat}(Ty (add 1 n))->Set} 
({l:Nat}{p:Fin (add 1 a)} P 1 (t_var p)) 
-> ({l:Nat}{N:Ty (add 1 a)}(P 1 H) 
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-> {I:Ty (add 1 n))(P 1 N) 
-> (P 1 (arr K N))) 
-> ({1:Nat}{K:Ty (succ (add 1 n))}(P (succ 1) K) 
-> (P 1 (pi K))) 
-> {l:Nat}{H:Ty (add 1 n)}P 1 N; 
intros; 
Claim {l'INat}{K':Ty 1'}{l:Nat}{q:EQ 1' (add 1 n)} 
P 1 (EQ_rewrite q Ty N'); 
Refine ?+1 K 1 (EQ_refl ?); 
Refine Recly [l']Nat][K':Ty 1']{l:Nat}(q:EQ 1' (add 1 n)} 
P 1 (EQ_rewrite q Ty N'); 
(* t_var *) 
intros; 
Refine RecEQ1 (add 11 n) 
[nl:Nat][q:EQ ni (add 11 n)] 




Refine RecEQ1 (add 11 n) 
[nl:Nat][q:EQ al (add 11 n)] 
{N1:Ty nl}(P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty Ml)) 
> {N:Ty nl}(P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty N)) 
> (P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty (arr Ml N))); 
Refine Hi; 
Refine H3;Refine H4; 
(* pi *) 
intros; 
Refine RecEQi (add 11 n) 
[nl:Nat][q:EQ ni (add 11 n)] 
{Nl : Ty (succ nl)}(P (succ 11) (EQ_rewrite (EQ_reap succ q) Ty Mi)) 
> P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty (p1 Ni)); 
Refine H2; 
Refine H3 (succ ii) (EQ_resp succ q); 
Save RecTyi; 
[RecTyiN [n:Nat][P:Nat>Set] = RecTyl n ([l:Nat][_:Ty (add 1 n)]P 1) 
({1:Nat}(Fin (add 1 n))->P 1) 
->({1:Jat}(Ty (add 1 n))->(P l)->(Iy (add 1 n))->(P l)->P 1) 
->({l:Iat}(Ty (succ (add 1 n)))->(P (succ l))->P 1) 
->{1:Nat}(Ty (add 1 n))->P 13; 
Goal {n:Iat}{P:{l:Nat}(Ty (succ (add 1 n)))>Set} 
({l:Nat}{p:Fin (succ (add 1 n))} P 1 (t_var p)) 
> ({l:Nat}{M:Ty (add (succ 1) n)}(P 1 K) 
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-> {N:Ty (add (succ 1) n)}(P 1 N) 
-> (P 1 (arr H N))) 
-> ({1:Nat}{N:Ty (succ (succ (add 1 n)))}(P (succ 1) H) 
-> (P 1 (pi H))) 
-> {1:Nat}{H:Ty (succ (add 1 n)))P 1 H; 
intros; 
Claim {1 1 INat}{N':Ty l'}{l:Nat}{q:EQ 1' (succ (add 1 n))} 
P 1 (EQ_rewrite q Ty K'); 
Refine ?+1 H 1 (EQ_refl 7) 
Refine RecTy [l'INat][H':Ty 1']{l:Nat}{q:EQ 1' (succ (add 1 n))} 
P 1 (EQ_rewrite q Ty N'); 
(* t_var *) 
intros; 
Refine RecEQ1 (succ (add 11 n)) 
[nl:Nat][q:EQ ni (succ (add 11 n))] 




Refine RecEQ1 (succ (add 11 n)) 
[nl:NatI[q:EQ ni (succ (add 11 n))] 
{N1:Ty ni}(P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty Hi)) 
> {N:Ty nl}(P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty N)) 
-> (P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty (arr Hi N))); 
Refine Hi; 
Refine H3;Refine 114; 
(* pi *) 
intros; 
Refine RecEQ1 (succ (add 11 n)) 
[nl:Nat][q:EQ ni (succ (add 11 n))] 
{N1 	Ty (succ ni)}(P (succ 11) (EQ_rewrite (EQ_resp succ q) Ty Hi)) 
> P 11 (EQ_rewrite q Ty (pi Hi)); 
Refine 112; 
Refine H3 (succ ii) (EQ_resp succ q); 
Save RecTy2; 
[RecTy2I {n:Nat][P:Nat>Set] = RecTy2 n ([1:Nat][_:Ty (succ (add 1 n))IP 1) 
({1:Nat}(Fin (succ (add 1 n)))->P 1) 
->({1:Nat}(Ty (add (succ 1) n))->(P 1) 
->(Ty (add (succ 1) n))->(P 1)->P 1) 
->({l:Nat}(Ty (succ (succ (add 1 n))))->(P (succ 1))->P 1) 
->{1:Nat}(Ty (succ (add 1 n)))->P 1]; 
(s 
*S weakening k substitution for Types 
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[niNat] 
(a t_weak_var : {1:Nat}(Fin (add 1 n))->(Fin (succ (add 1 n))) 
rec t_weak_var zero 	i = (f_succ 1) 
I t_weak_var (succ 1) (f-zero (add 1 n)) = f_zero (succ (add 1 n)) 
t_weak_var (succ 1) (f-succ i) = f_succ (t_weak_var 1 1) 
a) 
[t_weak_var = 
[P[1:Nat] = (Fin (add 1 n))->(Fin (succ (add 1 n)))] 
tecNat P (f_succln) 
([1:Nat] [t_weak_var_1:P 1] 
RecFinlN (add 1 n) 
(f-zero (succ (add 1 n))) 
([i:Fin (add 1 n)]f_succ (t_weak_var_1 i))) 
{1:Nat}(Fin (add 1 n))->(Fin (succ (add 1 n)))]; 
(a t-weak : {lINat}(Tm (add 1 n))->(Ty (succ (add 1 n))) 
rec t-weak 1 (t_var i) = t_var (t_weak_var 1 i) 
I t-weak 1 (arr N N) = arr (t-weak 1 N) (t-weak 1 N) 
I t-weak 1 (abs N) = pi (t-weak (succ 1) N) 
a) 
[t-weak 
[P[1:Nat] = Ty (succ (add 1 n))] 
RecTyll n P 
([1:Nat][i:Fin (add 1 n)]t_var (t_weak_var 1 1)) 
([1:Nat][_:Ty (add 1 n)][t_weak_N:P 11 
[_:Ty (add 1 n)][t_weak_N:P 1]arr t_weak_N t_weak_N) 
([1:Nat][_:Ty (add (succ 1) n)][t_weak_N:P (succ 1)]pi t_weak_N) 
{lINat}(Ty (add 1 n))->Ty (succ (add 1 n))]; 
[t_veakO = t_weaklzero 
(Ty n) > (Ty (succ n))]; 
DiachargeKeep n; 
(a t_subst_var : {1:Iat}(Fin (add (succ 1) n))->(Ty n)->(Ty (add 1 n)) 
rec t_subst_var zero (f-zero (succ n)) = N 
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I t_subst_var zero (f-succ i) = (t_var i) 
I t_subst_var (succ 1) (f-zero (add (succ 1) n)) = 
t_var (f-zero (add 1 11)) 
I t_subst_var (succ 1) (f-succ i) = t_weakO (t_subst_var 1 i) 
[t_subst_var[1:Nat][i:Fin (add (succ 1) n)][N:Ty n) 
[P[1:Nat] = (Fin (add (succ 1) n))->(Ty (add 1 n))] 
Reclat P 
(RecFinlN n N (t_varin)) 
([1:Nat1 [t_subst_var_1:P 1] 
RecFinlN (add (succ 1) n) 
(t_var (f-zero (add 1 n))) 
([i:Fin (add (succ 1) n)]t_weakO (t_subst_var_1 i))) 
1 1]; 
(* t_subst : {1:Iat}(Ty (add (succ 1) n))->(Ty n)->(Ty (add 1 n)) 
rec t_subst 1 (var i) = t_subst_t_var 1 i 
I t_subst 1 (arr Ni N2) = arr (t_subst 1 Ni) (t_subst 1 K2) 
I t_subst 1 (abs N) = abs (t_subst (succ 1) N) 
[t_subst[lINat][N:Ty (add (succ 1) n)][N:Ty n] = 
[P[1:Nat] = Ty (add 1 n)] 
ftecTy2N n P 
([1:Nat][i:Fin (succ (add 1 n))]t_subst_var 1 i N) 
([1:Nat][_:Ty (succ (add 1 n))]{t_subst_M1:P 11 
[_:Ty (succ (add 1 n))1Et_subst_N2:P 1]arr t_subst_K1 t_subst_N2) 
([1:Nat][_:Ty (succ (add (succ 1) n))][t_subst_N:P (succ 1)]pi t_subst_N) 
1  
Ty (add 1 n)]; 




[Con[m:Nat] = Vec (Ty ni)]; 
(* inu[Der:{m,nl Rat) (Con m n)->Tm->(Ty m)>Set]( 
Var 	{m,nlNat}{G:Con m n}{i:Fin n} 
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Der G (var (Fin2lat 1)) (v-nth I 
App : {m,nIat}{GIC0it in n}{s,tITy m}{H,NITm} 
(Der G H (arr s t)) 
-> (Der G N s) 
-> (Der G (app H N) t) 
Lain : {m,nI1Iat}{GC0n in n}{s,tITy in}{HITm} 
(Der (v-cons s G) H t) 
-> (Der G (lam H) (arr s t)) 
Pi_e: {m,nlNat}{GIC0fl in n}{s:Ty (succ m)}{t:Ty m}{HITn} 
(Der G H (pi s)) 
-> (Der G H (t_substO a t)) 
P1_i: {m,nlNat}{GIC0Tt in n}{s:Ty (SUCC 
m)}{HITin} 
(Der (v-map t_weakO G) H a) 
-> (Der G H (pi s)) ) 
$[Der:{m,flhlat}(Con in n)->Tm>(TY m)->Set] 
$[Var: {m,nINat}{GC0 in n}{i:Fin n} 
Der G (var (Fin2Nat i)) (v-nth i C)] 
$[App : {m,nINat}{GIC0fl in n}{s,tITy m}{H,NITm} 
(Der C H (arr a t)) 
-> (Der G N s) 
> (Der G (app H N) t)] 
${Lazn : {m,nllat}{GICOn m n}{s,ttTy m}{HITm} 
(Der (v-cons a C) H t) 
> (Der C (lam H) (arr a t))] 
$[Pi_e: {m,nllat}{GIC0n m n}{sITy (succ m)}{MITm} 
(for G H (pi a)) 
-> {t:Ty m}(Der C H (t_aubatO a t))] 
$[Pi_i: {m,nINat}{GIC01 in n}{alTy (succ m)}{HITm} 
(Der (v-map (t_weakOlm) C) H s) 
-> (Der C H (pi s))]; 
$[RecDer : {P:{m,fllNat}{CIC0n in 
n}{HITm}{SITY m}(Der C H a)->Type} 
({m,nllat}{CC0n m n}{i:Fin n}P (Var C i)) 
> ({m,nllat}{CIC0n in n}{s,tITy m}{M,llTm} 
{dl:Der G H (arr a t)}(P dl) 
-> {d2:Der C N s}(P d2) 
-> P (App dl d2)) 
> ({m,nlNat}{C1C0n in n}{s,tITy m}{HITm} 
{d:lJer (v-cons a C) H t}(P d) 
-> P (Lam d)) 
> ({m,nINat}{CIC0fl in n}{aITy (succ m)}{HITm} 
{d:Der C H (pi a)}(P d) 
> {t:Ty m}P (Pi-e d t)) 
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-> ({m,ntNat}{GR0 in n}{sITy (succ m)}{MITin} 
{d:Der (v-map (t_weakOlm) G) N s}(P d) 
-> P (Pi_i d)) 
-> {m,nNat}{GR0n in 
n}{$ITm}{SITY m}{d:Der G N s}P d]; 
{RecDerl {P:{m,nlNat}(C00 in n
)>Tm>(Ty m)->Type] = 
RecDer [m ,nlNat][GC00 m n][N:Tin]{STY m] [-:Der G N 
5JP G N a 
({m,nINat}{G0n in 
n}{i:Fin n}P G (var (Fin2Nat 1)) (v-nth i G)) 
_>({m,nllat}{GIC0O in 
n}{s,tITY m}{M,NITlfl}(D 	G N (arr s t)) 
->(P G N (arr a t))->(Der U N 5
)->(P U N s)->P U (app N N) t) 
_>({m,nINat}{Gt00 m n}{s,tITY m}{NITm}(Der (v_cons s G) N t) 
->(P (v_cons s U) $ t)->P G (lam N) (arr s t))> 
({m,ntNat}{GIC0 in n}{slTy (
succ m)}{NITm}(Der U N (p1 a)) 
->(P G N (p1 s
))->{t:TY in}P U $ (t_aubstO s t)) 
_>({in,nlNat}{UIC0n in 
n}{sITy (succ )}{HTm}(Der (v-map (t_weakOlm) U) N a) 
->(P (v-
map (t_geakOlm) G) N s)->P U N (pi s)) 
_>{m ,nlNat}{UIC0O m n}{NtTfl}{SITY in}(Der U N s)->P U N 
[[P:{n%,flhNat}{30h1 in 
n}{NITm}{SITY m}(Der U N s)->Type) 
[Var_:{m,flINat}{C0hl in n}{i:FiR n}P (Var U i)] 
[App_:(m,njNatjjGjCon in n}{a,tlTY m}{N,NITm} 
{dl:Der U N (arr a t)}(P dl) 
-> {d2:Der U N a}(P d2) 
-> P (App dl d2)] 
[Lam_:{m,1jI1at}{U0n in n}{s,IITY m}{NITm} 
{d:Der (v_cons a U) N t}(P d) 
-> P (Lain d)] 
[Pi_e_:{m,nlNat}{GIC0n in n}{sITy (succ m)}{NITm} 
{d:Der G N (pi s)}(P d) 
-> {t:Ty m}P (Pi-e d t)] 
[Pj_j_ :{m,nINat}{C0I in n}{sITy (succ m)}{NITin} 
{d:Der (v-map (t_weakOlm) G) N s}(P d) 
-> P (Pi_i d)] 
[m,nlNat][UC0n in n][i:Fifl 
n][s,t:Ty m][s':Ty (succ m)][N,NTm] 
[dl:Der G N (arr a t)][d2:Der G N s][d3:Der (v_cons a U) N t] 
[d4:Oer U N (pi s ')][dS:Der (v
-map (t_weakOim) G) N s'J 
RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam- Pi-e- Pi-i- (Var U i) ==> Var_ G i 
II 
 
RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi-e- Pi-i- (App dl d2) ==> 
App_ dl (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi_e_ Pi_i_ dl) 
d2 (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi_e_ Pi_i_ d2) 
RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi-e- Pi-i- (Lam d3) ==> 
Lain_ d3 (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi-e- Pi_i_ d3) 
II RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi
-e- Pi-i- (Pi-n d4 t) ==> 
Pi-e- d4 (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lain_ Pi_e_ Pi_i_ d4) t 
RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi-e- Pi-i- (P1_i dS) ==> 
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Pi-i_ dS (RecDer P Var_ App_ Lam_ Pi-e- Pi-i_ d5) 
]; 





** Strong normalization for System F 
** 
(* 
** Interpretation of types 
(* Jot : {mllat}(Ty m)->(VEC (Tm->Set) m)->(Tm->Set) 
rec lot m (t_var i) = [v:VEC (Tm->Set) m]V_nth i v 
I mt m (arr s t) = [v:VEC (Tm->Set) mJARR (mt s v) (lot t v) 
I lot m (pi t) 	= [v:VEC (Tm->Set) m]PI [P:Tm->Set]Int t (V-cons P v) 
[lot = RecTyN ([m:Nat](VEC (Tm->Set) m)->(Tm>Set)) 
([mlNat][i:Fin m] 
[v:VEC (Tm->Set) m]V_oth i v) 
([milat] [s:Ty m] [Int_s:(VEC (Tm->Set) m)->(Tm>Set)] 
lit Ty m] [Int_t: (VEC (Tm->Set) m)->(Tm->Set)] 
[v:VEC (Tm->Set) m]ARR (lot-s v) (Int_t v)) 
([mlNat][t:Ty (succ m)][Int_t:(VEC (Tm->Set) (succ m))->(Tm->Set)] 
[v:VEC (Tm->Set) m]PI [P:Tm->Set]Int_t (V-cons P v))]; 
Goal {mlNat}{t:Ty m}{v:VEC (Tm->Set) m} 
({i:Fin m}CR (V-nth i v)) 
-> (CR (lot t v)); 
Refine Recly ([mllat][t:Ty m]{v:VEC (Tm->Set) m} 
({i:Fin m}CR (V-nth i v)) 
-> (CR (Int t v))); 
(* t_var *) intros;Refine H; 
(* arr s t *) intros;Refine CR_ARR;Refine H;Refine H2; 
Refine H1;Refine H2; 
(s t_pi t *) intros;Refine CR_PI;intros;Refine H; 
Refine RecFinl [i:Fin (succ n)]CR (V-nth i (V-cons P v)); 
Refine H2;Refioe Hi; 
Save CR_Int; 
(* 
** Correctness of weakening and substitution 
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Goal {m,l:Iat}{t:Ty (add 1 m)}{vi:VEC (Tm->Set) l}{v2:VEC (Tm->Set) m} 
{H : Tm}{P : Tm->Set} 
iff (mt t (V-append vi v2) H) 
(mt (t-weak t) (V-insert vi P v2) H); 
intros m; 
Refine RecTyl m [l:Nat][t:Ty (add 1 m)] 
{vi:VEC (Tm->Set) 1}{v2:VEC (Tm->Set) m}{H:Tm}{P:Tm>Set} 
iff (mt t (V-append vi v2) H) 
(mt (t-weak t) (V-insert vi P v2) H); 
(*** t_var ***) 
intros; 
Refine RecVEC [lINat][vl:VEC (Tm->Set) 11 
{p:Fin (add 1 m)} 
iff (mt (t_var p) (V-append vi v2) H) (mt (t-weak (t_var p)) 
(V-insert vi P v2) H); 
(** vi = V_nil *s) 
intros Refine iff_refi; 
(** V_cons ft vi **) 
intros ft 1 v IH; 
Refine RecFinl [p:Fin (add (succ 11) m)] 
iff (mt (t_var p) (V-append (V-cons R v) v2) H) 
(mt (t-weak (t_var p)) (V-insert (V-cons R v) P v2) H); 
(* p=f_zero *) Refine iff_refl; 
(* f_succ p1 *) intros pl;Refine IH; 
(*s* arr s**) 
intros 1 s Ill-s t IH_t vi v2 Hi P;andl; 
(** fst 1*) 
Intros;Refine fst (IH_t ? ? ' ?);Refine H;Refine snd (IH_s ? ? ? ?);Next +i; 
Refine Hi; 
(** snd **) 
Intros;Refine snd (IH_t ? ? 	);Next +i;Refine H;Refine fst (IH_s ? ? ? ?); 
Refine Hi; 
(*** pi s**) 
intros 1 s Ui_s ____;andl; 
(** fst **) 
intros;Equiv mt (pi (t_weaklml(succ 1) s)) (V-insert vi P v2) H; 
mntros;Equiv mt (t_weaklml(succ 1) s) (V-insert (V-cons Pi vi) P v2) H; 
Refine fst (IH_s ? 7 7 ?);Refine H;Refine Hi; 
(** snd **) 
mntros;Equiv mt s (V-cons P1 (V-append vi v2)) H; 
Refine snd (IH_s (V-cons P1 vi) 7 7 ?);Next +i;Refine H;Refine Hi; 
Save t_weak_lem; 
Goal {mlJat}{t:Ty m}{v:VEC (Tm->Set) m}{H:Tm} 
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(lot t v N)-> 
{P:Tm->Set}Int (t_weakO t) (V-cons P v) N; 
intros;Refine fst (t_weak_lem ? ? ? (V-nil (Tm->Set)) ? ? ?);Immed;  
Save t_weak_ok; 
Goal {m,l:Jat}{s:Ty (succ (add 1 m))}{t:Ty m} 
{vl:VEC (Tm->Set) 1}{v2:VEC (Tm->Set) m}{N:Tm} 
iff (mt s (V-insert vi (mt t v2) v2) N) 
(lot (t_subst s t) (V-append vi v2) N); 
intros m; 
Refine RecTy2 m [l:Nat][s:Ty (succ (add 1 m))] 
{t:Ty m}{vl:VEC (Tm->Set) l}{v2:VEC (Tm->Set) m}{N:Tm} 
iff (lot s (V-insert vi (lot t v2) v2) N) 
(mt (t_subst s t) (V-append vi v2) N) 
(*** t_var ***) 
intros; 
Refine RecVEC [lllat][vl:VEC (Tm->Set) 1] 
{p:Fin (succ (add 1 m))} 
iff (lot (t_var p) (V-insert vi (mt t v2) v2) N) 
(mt (t_subst (t_var p) t) (V-append vi v2) N); 
(** vi = V_nil **) 
Refine RecEini [p:Fin (succ (add zero m))] 
iff (Int (t_var p) (V-cons (lot t v2) v2) N) 
(mt (t_subst (t_var p) t) v2 N); 
(* p =f-zero *) Refine iff_refl; 
(* f..succ p *) intros; Refine iff_refl; 
(** V_cons R v 
intros R 1 v IH; 
Refine RecFinl [p:Fin (succ (add (succ ii) m))] 
iff (lot (t_var p) (V-insert (V-cons R v) (Int t v2) v2) N) 
(lot (t_subst (t_var p) t) (V-append (V-cons R v) v2) N) 
(* pf_zero *) Refine iff_refl; 
(* f_succ pi *) intros p1; 
Refine iff_trans;Next +2;Refine t_weak_lem ? ? ? (V-nil (Tm->Set)) 7 7 7; 
Refine Ill; 
(s** arr 
intros 1 a IH_s t IH_t vi v2 Ni P;andl; 
(** fat **) 
Intros;Refine fst (IH_t 1 7 7 ?);Refine H;Refine sod (IH_s 	.);Refine Hi; 
(** sod *t) 
Intros;Refine sod (IH_t 7 7 7 ?);Refine H;Refine fst (IH_s 7 1 7 7); 
Refine Hi; 
(*** pi ***) 
intros 1 s IHs ----;andl; 
(** fat **) 
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Intros;Equiv mt (t_substlml(succ 1) s t) (V-cons P (V-append vi v2)) H; 
Refine fst (IH_s 7 (V-cons P vi) 1 1); 
Refine H;Refine Hi; 
(** snd *s) 
Intros;Refine snd (Ill_s 	(V-cons P vi) 7 ?);Refine }f;Refine Hi; 
Save t_subst_lem; 
Goal {mlNat}{s:Ty (succ m)}{t:Ty m}{v:VEC (Tm->Set) m}{H:Tm} 
(mt s (V-cons (mt t v) v) H) 
> (mt (t-substO s t) v H); 
intros;Refjne fst (t_subst_lem 7 7 7 7 (V-nil Tm->Set) 7 ?);Iinmed; 
Save t_subst_ok, 
(* 
5* Interpretation of judgements 
Cs Hod : {m,nlNat}(Con m n)->Tm->(Ty m)->(VEC (Tm->Set) m)->Set 
rec Hod m zero 	empty 	H T v = Tnt T v H 
I Hod m (succ n) (v-cons S G) H T v 
{N:Tm}(Int S v N)->(Kod G (substO H (rep_weakO N n)) T v) 
[Kod[m,nlNat][G:Con m n][H:Tm][T:Ty m][v:VEC (Tm->Set) m] 
RecVecNN 
([N:Tm]Int T v N) 
[S: Ty m] [niNat] [G Con m it] [Mod-G: Tm->Set] 
[H:Tm]{LTm}(Int S v N) 





Goal {m,nlNat}{GICon m n}{HITm}{TITy m}(Der G N T)-> 
{v:VEC (Tm->Set) m}({i:Fin m}CR (V-nth i v)) 
-> (Hod G H T v); 
intros; 
Refine RecDerl [m,nllat][G:Con m n][HITm][TJTy m] 
{v:VEC (Tm->Set) m}({i:Fin m}CR (V-nth i v)) -> (Hod G H T v); 
(*ss Var ***) 
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intros; 
Refine RecFin [nllat][j:Fin n]{Gl:Con ml n} 
Mod Ci (var (Fin2lat j)) (v-nth i GI) vi; 
(* var zero 
Refine RecVecSucc [n:Nat][Gl:Con ml (succ n)] 
Mod Cl (var zero) (v_hd 01) vi; 
Intros S n2 02 N S_N; 
Refine RecVec [n2 I Nat] [G2: Con ml n2] Mod G2 (rep_weakO N n2) S vi; 
Refine S_N; 
Intros;Refine EQ_rewrite' 	([M:Tm]Mod 1 N S vi); 
Next +i;Refine subst_weak_lem zero;Refine H3; 
(s var (succ i) a) 
intros; 
Refine RecVeci [02 	Con ml (succ n2)] 
Mod 02 (var (Fin2lat (f-succ m2))) (v-nth (f-succ m2) 02) vi; 
Intros;Refine 113; 
(ace App ace) 
intros; 
Refine RecVec [nlNat][Gi:Con ml n] 
{Mi,N:Tm}(Mod 01 Ml (arr s t) vi)->(Nod Cl N s vi) 
->Mod Cl (app Ni N) t vi; 
(a C = empty a) 
intros;Refine H7;Refine 118; 
(a G = S::G' a) 
Intros;Refine H7;ftefine H8;Refine HiO;Refine li9;Refine HiO;Refine H3;Refine 116; 
Refine H5;Refine H6; 
(ace Lam ace) 
intros; 
Refine RecVec [nij Nat] [G1:Con ml nI] 
{Ml:Tm}(Nod (v-cons s 01) Mi t vl)->(Nod 01 (lain Ni) (err s t) vi); 
(a G = empty a) 
intros;Refine Lam_sound;Refine CR_Int;Refine H4;Refine CR_Int;Refine H4; 
Refine 115; 
(* G = S::G' a) 
Intros;Refine H5; Intros; Refine EQ_rewrite' ? ([M:Tm]Mod 1 K t vi);Next +l; 
Refine subst_subst_lem zero; Refine 116; Immed;Refine H3;Refine H4; 
(ace Pi-e ace) 
intros; 
Refine RecVec [nillat][Gi:Con ml ni] 
{Ni:Tin}(Nod 01 Ml (pi s) vi) -> (Nod Cl Ni (t_substO s t) vi); 
(a C = empty a) 
intros;Refine t_subst_ok;Refine H5;Refine CR_Int;Refine 114; 
(a G = S::G' a) 
Intros;Refine I{5;Refine H6;Refine H7; 
(a a) Refine H3;Refine H4; 
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(s*s pj_j **s) 
intros; 
Refine RecVec [niINat][Gl:Con ml ni] 
{N1 :Tm} 
({P:Tm->Set}(CR P) ->(Nod (v-map (t_weakOlrnl) Gi) Ni s (V-cons P vi))) 
-> (Nod Gi Ni (pi s) vi); 
(* G = empty *) 
intros;Refine H5; 
(* G = S::G' *) 
Intros;Refine H5;intros;Refine }{6;Refine R8;Refine t_weak_ok;Refine H7; 
(* *) intros;Refine H3; 
Refine RecFinl[i:Fin (succ ml)]CR (V-nth i (V-cons P vi)); 
Refine H5; 
Refine 114; 




** Strong Normalisation 
[SN_rn = RecNat ([rn:Nat]VEC (Trn->Set) rn) 
(V-nil (Tm->Set)) 
([rn:Nat][v:VEC (Tm->Set) ml V_cons SN v)l; 
Goal {m:Nat}{i:Fin rn}CR (V-nth i (SN_rn rn)); 
Refine RecNat [rn:Nat]{i:Fin m}CR (V-nth i (SN_rn m)); 
Refine RecFinZero [i:Fin zero]CR (V-nth i (SN_rn zero)); 
intros __;Refine RecFinl [i:Fin (succ n)]CR (V-nth i (SN_rn (succ n))); 
Refine CR_SN;Refina H; 
Save CR_SN_rn; 
Goal {rn,nlNat}{GICon m n}{NITm}{TITy m}(Der G N T)->(SN N); 
intros; 
Claim (Nod G N T (SN_m m))->(SN M);Refine ?+l;Refine It-Sound; 
Refine H;Refine CR_SN_rn; 
Refine RecVec [nlNat][G:Con rn n]{M:Tm}(Nod G N T (SN_rn m))->SN N; 
(* G = empty *) 
intros;Clairn CR (mt T (SN_rn rn));Refine fst ?+1;Refine Hl;Refine CR_Int; 
Refine CR_SN_rn; 
(t G = S::G' *) 
intros S ni G' --- 
Refine SNvar ni; Refine EQ_rewrite? [X:Trn]SN (substO Ni X); 
Next +i;Refine rep_weakO_lern; 
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Refine H1;Refine H2;Refine CR_nonEmpty;Refine CR_Int;Refine CR_SN_rn; 
Save snorm; 
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